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ABSTRACT
Grounded in Freire’s (1970) notion that the purpose of education in an unjust
society is to bring about equality and justice, Critical Mathematics (CM) scholars
consider mathematics to be a tool to understand, critique, and change the world by
deconstructing power structures that marginalize certain groups. In particular, Gutstein’s
(2006) framework for integrating students’ Community, Critical, and Classical
mathematics knowledge bases (3 Cs) advocates for mathematics instruction that validates
and incorporates students’ informal and everyday experiences to develop their
mathematical understanding. This involves investigations into social phenomena that
draw on students’ perspectives and experiences to inform critical analysis, while
developing mathematical power.
This dissertation presents the findings from a critical ethnographic study of a
veteran teacher of color’s approach to integrating the 3 Cs in his Precalculus class. In
addition to discussing the creation and implementation of CM activities, this study
examined how students of color experienced these curricular units. To investigate
students’ perspectives of and participation during CM activities, data from 12 students of
color, including interviews, focus groups, classroom observations, and student work,
were collected over the course of a school year (2009-2010). Detailed descriptions are
presented of three CM activities (i.e., Local Poverty Unit, AIDS Lab, Gini Coefficient
Unit).
Analysis of student participation found that students engaged most fully when
units integrated transparent mathematical concepts into non-traditional social
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investigations. CM activities that lacked any semblance of mathematical activity and/or
reproduced traditional instructional norms resulted in high levels of open and passive
resistance. Analysis of student perspectives found that repeated opportunities to integrate
the 3 Cs promoted shifts in students’ orientation toward mathematics. Some students
came to see new ways of learning and using mathematics that included various means of
participation and connections to one’s personal life. In the end, students recognized that
mathematics could be relevant and powerful for making sense of the world (reading the
world), and acknowledged its potential for bringing about change (writing the world).
Findings point to the essential role personalization plays in helping students develop a
sense of social agency. That is, by prioritizing Community knowledge and inviting
students to incorporate personal and family stories, teachers promote students’ integration
of their personal perspectives and experiences into their critical analyses.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE
Can I ask a question real fast? How am I gonna use math to solve these
problems? That's what I'm wondering. We're just talking about the problems. I
don't see where math is involved. (Fred)
I'm starting to understand how we can use math in reality… I just thought math
was math. I thought, to be honest with you, I thought the only math we ever had to
use in our entire lives which is addition, subtraction, division, multiplication.
(Emma)
Now I was talking to one of my students in the other class and they would say like
um, man I don't understand how math works or why we do all this stuff. And I was
thinking right, for twelve years you have been learning the vocabulary of math.
You know like in English you learn your vocabulary right? Well we've been doing
that for twelve years and now we finally gonna take our vocabulary to make
sentences. … We gonna finally take our vocabulary and in this class start to make
sentences and write stories. (Teacher Donovan)
The above quotes from Fred and Emma1 illustrate how students traditionally
perceive mathematics as disconnected from “reality” and unable to address social
“problems.” These Latin@2 high school seniors had gone through twelve years of
schooling and came to the conclusion that arithmetic was the only mathematics
applicable to their daily lives. Sadly, this dominant narrative of “mathematics-isnumbers” is typical of youth who have only experienced teacher-directed, traditional
mathematics instruction (Varley Gutiérrez, Willey, & Khisty, 2011). Not only is such
instruction devoid of connections to every day life, but it also serves to depersonalize
mathematics, as students’ experiences are positioned as not relevant to learning. This is
especially true of students of color, who are asked to check their identity at the door as
they enter their mathematics classroom (Martin, 2000). Though they may see themselves
1
2

Pseudonyms are used for all names of people, schools, organizations, and places in this study.
I choose to use Latin@ to undermine gender-normative associations with Latino or Latina.
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as competent, agentive, creative, and engaged individuals, traditional mathematics
instruction asks for them to be passive “receivers” of information (Boaler & Greeno,
2000) and disenfranchises those who do not readily conform to these behavioral norms
(Varley Gutiérrez, et al., 2011). Low levels of mathematical achievement are exacerbated
by the limited or absent access to high-quality mathematics instruction (Oakes, 2005) in
“hypersegregated” urban school districts consisting predominantly of students of color
from low-income families (Orfield, Frankenberg, & Lee, 2003). At a time when there is
extensive concern about the progress of students of color in mathematics in order to
“close the achievement gap”, these students confirm that, in fact, instruction appears to be
constraining with an over emphasis on lower-level content. This holds particular
consequences for Latin@ students whose schooling experiences serve to further
marginalize them as their language and community resources are seen as deficits or
barriers to education rather than assets to be acknowledged and integrated into their
schooling (González, et al., 1995; Moll & Ruiz, 2002; Valenzuela, 1999). In light of this,
it is little wonder that many students of color become distanced from school mathematics,
and that few embrace and identify with it (Boaler & Greeno, 2000; Martin, 2006; Nasir,
Hand, & Taylor, 2008; Varley Gutiérrez, et al., 2011).
Over the past few decades, there has been increased national attention to reform
this traditional instruction in order to address low and unequal achievement in
mathematics. Not only do U.S. students underperform on international exams (Stigler &
Hiebert, 1999), but gaps in achievement also fall along race, class and gender lines
(Gutiérrez, 2007; Martin, 2009; Tate, 1997). Most significantly, the National Council of
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Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) called for standards-based reforms in mathematics
education that adhered to constructivist theories of learning (i.e., builds on students’
current mathematical understanding). This new vision of mathematics pedagogy aimed to
provide more educational access and opportunity for students historically
underrepresented in the field. More specifically, the organization’s Principles and
Standards (NCTM, 2000) documents offered “The Equity Principle” as the first of their
six Principles for School Mathematics and defined equity as “high expectation and strong
support for all students” (NCTM, 2000). Additionally, their Standards for the
Professional Development of Teachers of Mathematics recommended that all
mathematics teachers develop the following knowledge:
•
•

Knowing Mathematics and School Mathematics (Standard 2): The nature of
mathematics, the contributions of different cultures toward the development of
mathematics, and the role of mathematics in culture and society.
Knowing Students as Learners of Mathematics (Standard 3): The influences of
students' linguistic, ethnic, racial, and socioeconomic backgrounds and gender on
learning mathematics.

Such a position makes it clear that mathematics education should not only prepare
students for understanding and using mathematics in “society”, but also take into account
students’ identities and lived realities. However, mathematics instruction grounded in the
lives and experiences of diverse learners has not become the norm, nor has traditional
mathematics education analyzed and critiqued the “role of mathematics in culture and
society.”
For these and other reasons, many scholars argued that the reform movement did
not go far enough in making powerful mathematics accessible to marginalized students
(i.e., students of color, poor and working-class students) who attend under-resourced
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urban schools (Apple, 1992a; Gutiérrez, 2002b; Gutstein, 2003). They claimed that, in
addition to promoting middle class discourses and norms, the reform agenda perpetuated
the status quo by centering mathematics instruction around a narrow set of goals (e.g.,
personal gain, employment, economic competitiveness, national security). Instead, these
scholars argued that mathematics literacy for all students is more than an economic
necessity – it is a necessary prerequisite for democracy (D'Ambrosio, 1999; Moses &
Cobb Jr., 2001; Skovsmose & Valero, 2001). They promoted a perspective that the
mathematics classroom should be a place where students can learn to use mathematics to
analyze their world (mathematize) as a precursor to changing the world so it is more
equitable (Frankenstein, 1997; Gutstein, 2006; S. Mukhopadhyay & Greer, 2001). This
includes learning mathematics for such socially democratic ends as economic justice and
solving environmental problems. Additionally, scholars suggested that mathematics
curriculum be made more relevant to the lived experiences of students, particularly, for
those students whose experiences and cultural ways of reasoning and communicating
have historically been marginalized in educational settings (Gutiérrez, 2002b; Gutstein,
2003, 2009; Moses & Cobb Jr., 2001).
Informed by this critique of traditional and reform-oriented mathematics
instruction, Critical Mathematics (CM) scholars argue that school mathematics should
promote critical reflection on sociopolitical issues and power institutions that shape
students’ lives, in order to create a critical citizenry dedicated to democratic ideals. They
do not see the purpose of mathematics education to be solely functional literacy and
better-distributed success in the traditional system; rather, the goals go further to
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conceive of mathematics knowledge as the ability to use mathematics to critique and
transform oppressive structures – mathematical literacy is “knowledge for liberation from
oppression” (Gutstein, 2006, p. 211). A major component of this work is the inclusion of
opportunities for students to draw upon their personal perspectives and experiences, as
well as their cultural and linguistic resources (e.g., other languages and dialects, different
frames of reference) when doing mathematics, paying attention to the contexts of
schooling and to whose perspectives and practices are “socially valorized” (Abreu &
Cline, 2007). In this way, CM aims to address the shortcomings of traditional
mathematics instruction by explicitly engaging social justice, or critical, themes while
incorporating students’ community knowledge. I share this perspective with CM scholars
and selected CM education as the focus of my study, paying particular attention to its
integration of multiple knowledge bases.
It is apparent that both reform-oriented and critical approaches to mathematics
education call for teachers to incorporate students’ community knowledge as they
consider the role of mathematics in society. However, guidance and leadership is needed
on how to do so in mathematics classrooms. The following section describes how CM
education promotes equity through the integration of students’ personal perspectives and
experiences into mathematical investigations of social phenomena, and why I chose to
investigate its practical implementation in a Precalculus class.
Critical Mathematics Education as a Pathway to Equity
Critical Mathematics education is guided by the philosophy of critical education,
pioneered by the Brazilian educator, Paulo Freire. This philosophy is grounded in the
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beliefs that (1) the purpose of education in an unjust society is to bring about equality and
justice, (2) students must play an active part in the learning process, and (3) teacher and
students are both simultaneously learners and producers of knowledge (Freire, 1970). At
first, mathematics may seem an unlikely vehicle for liberation. Though traditionally
viewed as value-free, mathematics is actually one of the most powerful, yet underutilized,
venues for working toward the goals of critical pedagogy – social, political, and
economic justice for all. CM scholars consider mathematics to be a tool to understand,
critique, and change the world by deconstructing power structures that marginalize
certain groups. They embrace Freire’s notion of conscientização – the process by which
students critically reflect, examine, and act upon their world in order to transform it. For
instruction, they stress the importance of building upon students’ backgrounds and
experiences, valuing the knowledge they bring to school and centering instruction around
their experiences.
This emerging awareness is due to how CM educators, such as Frankenstein
(1981, 1983, 1990, 1995, 1997), Skovsmose (1990, 1994a, 1994b), Gutstein (2003, 2006,
2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2007d, 2009, 2012; Gutstein, Lipman, & Hernandez, 1997), Turner
(2003), and Varley Gutiérrez (2009) have applied the work of Paulo Freire in classrooms.
These scholars forged powerful theoretical constructs by connecting mathematics
education to the extensive literature on interdisciplinary concepts such as culturally
relevant teaching and teaching for social justice. For example, similar to culturally
relevant mathematics instruction (Gutiérrez, 2002a; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Moses &
Cobb Jr., 2001; Tate, 1995), CM education condemns traditional assimilationist teaching
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and maintains that teachers should value multiple worldviews and non-standard dialects.
Additionally, culturally relevant and critical pedagogies both require teachers to have an
implicit and explicit political commitment to students and their communities. Such
pedagogies aim to address equity not only by promoting equal opportunities and
outcomes, but also by recognizing differences and celebrating diverse goals, experiences,
and backgrounds. This work has aimed to transform both the discipline and instruction of
mathematics by supporting the voices of those communities that are often marginalized
by the formal institutions of our society.
In practice, these CM scholars promoted a problem-posing pedagogy that drew on
and built upon students’ questions, interests, experiences, and mathematical
understanding in order to investigate and critique situations of importance to them and
relevant to the larger society. Furthermore, some students engaged in struggles against
injustice and acted to transform society to be more equitable and just. Though the idea of
education as a vehicle for social justice is not new (Ayers, Hunt, & Quinn, 1998; Freire,
1970; McLaren, 2000), these CM scholars offer some of the few examples of research
and materials aimed specifically at teaching mathematics in this way. Of particular
importance to my study was the emphasis placed on integrating three Classical,
Community, and Critical knowledge bases (Gutstein, 2006). Classical knowledge makes
reference to traditional mathematics knowledge typically taught in schools. Community
knowledge is the informal knowledge students possess from their personal, familial, and
local experiences. Critical knowledge refers to students understanding of their
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sociopolitical context, including analysis of oppressive structures, such as racism, sexism,
classism (see Chapter 2 for details on the knowledge bases).
Though some research (Bartell, 2005; Brantlinger, 2007; Frankenstein, 1990;
Gonzalez, 2008; Gutstein, 2006; Koestler, 2010; Turner, 2003; Varley Gutiérrez, 2009)
exists on implementing CM in various settings (e.g., middle school classrooms, remedial
high school courses, adult education, afterschool programs, preservice teacher education,
in-service professional development), there is little focused specifically on CM in
secondary school. This dearth of guidance and relevant materials is even more
pronounced when looking at upper-level high school content (i.e. beyond Geometry). By
documenting the process of integrating CM into an often-overlooked content area (i.e.,
Precalculus) with primarily high school seniors, my study addressed this gap in the
literature. Furthermore, previous research at the high school level was limited in that the
studies were primarily self-studies by fulltime researchers not engaged in the daily roles
and responsibilities of a classroom teacher. By focusing on the work of a fulltime teacher
embarking on his first foray into implementing CM education, my study provided rare
insight into his curricular decisions, instructional strategies, tensions, and dilemmas, as
well as his students’ experiences of such non-traditional instruction. For example,
Teacher Donovan’s quote at the beginning of this chapter offers an intimate perspective
of how he envisioned his work, and how he presented these ideas to his students.
Moreover, while other studies examined CM with students of color, my study further
focused on the work of a teacher of color as well. This distinction provided Donovan with
a unique perspective to identify and incorporate specific Community and Critical
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knowledge. In these ways, my study aimed to address the limitations of previous CM
research by adding to the knowledge of what CM education looks like in practice
(especially in high school classrooms), how students (of color) experience CM, and
ultimately, how the field can support future endeavors. However, there remains a need for
further study on the integration of these theories into both teaching and research.
Research Questions
With the above goals and constructs in mind, this study addressed the following
research questions:
1)

How does a teacher of color create and implement Critical Mathematics
(CM) activities that integrate Classical, Community, and Critical
knowledge bases in a Precalculus class?

2)

How do students of color experience these CM activities?

It is my intention to challenge inequity in mathematics education by investigating
curricular and pedagogical innovations that aim to tackle disparities in mathematics
education and promote equity. I dedicated my dissertation work to better understanding
the design, implementation, and experience of mathematics curricula that engaged
students in critical investigations of their personal experiences, local community, and
society as a whole (i.e., CM education). To investigate the research questions stated
above, I engaged in collaboration with a local, veteran high school mathematics teacher
(Donovan) whom I came to know through graduate coursework in mathematics
education. My research sought not only to examine how he conceptualized and enacted
CM education, but also how CM activities promoted the integration of Community and
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Critical knowledge bases (RQ#1) and how students of color experienced such
unconventional instruction. By documenting the process of integrating CM into an upperlevel mathematics course, my study aimed to offer “practical guidance” (Sleeter &
Delgado Bernal, 2004) for connecting critical theory with classroom practice.
Furthermore, examples of students of color engaging in higher-level mathematics served
to counter deficit perspectives that these students can’t and won’t do advanced
mathematics.
In order to focus this investigation, I delimited the study to concentrate on
students of color from a precalculus class taught by a particular teacher with whom I
already had a personal relationship. My interest in studying the experiences of people of
color was personal (as a Latin@ immigrant myself), professional (the growing population
of students of color in U.S. schools and the continual failure to serve them demands
consideration of their experiences), and political (to bring attention to the experiences of
students who are often marginalized by mathematics education in particular, and society
as a whole). Though there were limitations to performing a study with such distinctive
characteristics, it served as an illustration of particular approaches to implementing CM
education and of a unique teacher-researcher collaboration aimed at fostering
conscientização. Such qualitative research provided intimate detail of the setting by
immersing the researcher in the every day life of the setting, entering the participants’
world, and seeking the participants’ perspectives (Creswell, 2003).
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Outline of the Dissertation
This dissertation consists of eight chapters, including this one. Chapter two
reviews the relevant literature that informed the study, drawing on theoretical and
empirical work in the areas of critical pedagogy, funds of knowledge, and critical
mathematics education. Chapter three identifies critical ethnography as an appropriate
orientation and describes the data collection procedures and data analysis strategies,
while also introducing the participants and discussing the role of the researcher. Chapter
four summarizes the research context and the approaches to curriculum design.
Chapters five through seven present the findings of the study, identifying themes
that arose from analysis of individual CM activities (i.e., Local Poverty Unit, AIDS Lab,
Gini Coefficient Unit). Chapter eight discusses crosscutting themes from all three CM
activities. Additionally, the final chapter offers implications for teaching and research, as
well as proposing contributions and limitations of the study.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter examines the theoretical frameworks and literature that guided my
work and informed my perspectives on education. My lens drew heavily on the work in
Critical Pedagogy and Funds of Knowledge as I investigated how these frames applied to
the teaching and learning of mathematics. Specifically, these influences guided me
toward Critical Mathematics education as a promising pathway to equity, due in part to
its focus on students’ community and critical knowledge bases. Furthermore, attention to
race and racism informed not only the framing of my study, but also the interpretation of
student resistance.
Critical Pedagogy
As noted previously, Paulo Freire grounded his philosophy of critical education
on intertwining reflection and action with a commitment to activism and the struggle for
universal human rights (Freire, 1970). Though Freire’s work focused on communitybased adult literacy in Latin America, his ideas about power and oppression deeply
influenced a variety of educators and researchers (e.g., Bartolomé, 1994; Giroux &
McLaren, 1995; McLaren, 1989; McLaren & Farahmandpur, 2001; Trueba & Bartolomé,
2000), including some in the field mathematics education (see below). His vision was for
instructors to join sides with students in a revolution against social inequities and the
systems that perpetuate and conceal those inequities. A critical understanding of how
society is structured would help students to identify what societal process to disrupt and
which societal structures to transform. He called for students and teachers to engage
collaboratively in praxis – “reflection and action upon the world in order to transform it”
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(p. 36). Freire saw education as the empowerment of oppressed groups, not to “integrate”
them into the mainstream, but to engage them in the struggle for liberation “to transform
that structure so that they can become ‘beings for themselves’” (p. 61). He believed
education needed to foster sociopolitical consciousness, conscientização, among students
in order for them to perceive social, political, and economic inequities and to take action
against those oppressive conditions. Freire stated: “This pedagogy makes oppression and
its causes objects of reflection by the oppressed, and from that reflection will come their
necessary engagement in the struggle for their liberation” (p. 33).
Freire (1970) criticized as “the banking model of education” the traditional view
of “expert” teachers who deposit knowledge in the presumably blank minds of their
students. Instead of this banking model where students memorize the required rules and
then expect future dividends, Freire supported a problem-posing pedagogy. In sharp
contrast to the perspective of students as receptacles filled passively by teachers,
problem-posing places students and teachers in dialogue as they co-investigate problems
related to their reality. This pedagogy is driven by “generative themes” – questions,
interests, and experiences that give meaning to and emerge from students’ lives and in
turn lead to further questions. As a result, students come to understand their world and
become empowered to critique and change oppressive systems, in other words, to fight
for social justice.
Freire’s theory relating education and social change provides a powerful
theoretical lens with which to examine society and education. Influenced by Freire’s
work, it becomes necessary to link injustices such as poverty and illiteracy with larger
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societal structures, including education, that privilege some individuals while oppressing
others. A critical analysis of educational settings reveals how societal structures influence
classroom instruction, often illustrating how oppressive structures are reproduced
(Valero, 2004). For example, a critical analysis of a typical mathematics classroom would
expose the historical emphasis on western, white, middle class, and male traditions.
Further analyses would demonstrate how the politics of schooling reaffirm mainstream
ideologies by disallowing the incorporation of students’ home culture and language into
classroom discourse. In an exchange with Romberg (1992), Apple (1992a, 1992b)
provided another example in critiquing the NCTM Standards of 1989 and 1991. Though
Apple acknowledged their importance and intention, he questioned their ideological and
social grounding, as well as their impact. By placing the Standards within the growing
conservative movement in education, Apple argued that they had the potential to
perpetuate inequality in school and the use of mathematical knowledge to maintain those
inequalities because they did not question or transform oppressive social structures. This
perspective highlights the need for researchers to emphasize how policies and practices in
education are socially situated, how they are designed to provide privilege, and how
schooling plays a central role in creating or perpetuating inequities (Apple, 1995).
Employing a critical frame, my study aimed to illustrate how teachers can help
students develop ways to critically understand and act upon the world in order to bring
about transformation or destruction of oppressive structures. For example, teachers can
join with students in investigating local phenomena that students find important.
Together, they may uncover the role of larger societal structures, investigate them
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mathematically, and identify possible actions aimed at change. In order to develop and
support sociopolitical consciousness, conscientização, class activities should be rooted in
praxis, problem-posing, and generative themes relevant to students’ lives. The following
theoretical frame, Funds of Knowledge, supports this critical perspective by emphasizing
and providing a pathway to schooling that is not only relevant to students, but also based
on their family and community experiences.
Funds of Knowledge
Research on Funds of Knowledge (FoK) emphasizes the universal capacity of
people to have and produce knowledge about their lives, experiences, and contexts. It
encompasses multiple forms of cultural and linguistic knowledge, including those that
underlie household exchanges, traditions, and activities (González, Moll, & Amanti,
2005). It also includes the production of knowledge that forms a basis for everyday
activities such as sewing and gardening (Civil & Kahn, 2001), as well as informal (out of
school) activities such as candy selling (Saxe, 1988) and basketball (Nasir, 2002). Such
work seeks to counter deficit perspectives of students by seeing their families’ and
communities’ historically accumulated knowledge bases and home language as the basis
for education (González, et al., 2005).
A number of educators have developed teaching innovations that build on
children’s and families’ backgrounds and experiences. For example, Civil (2007)
described how in the Funds of Knowledge for Teaching project (González, et al., 2005),
efforts were made to build on cultural aspects of students’ communities and to implement
such innovations in the classroom. Civil and Khan (2001) further described work specific
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to mathematics where a garden theme was developed to explore the interplay between
everyday knowledge and school mathematics. A basic conjecture of FoK is that when
educators view all learners as creators of knowledge and tap into their personal and
community ‘‘funds of knowledge,’’ this supports learning by helping students produce
important connections between school and non-school aspects of their lives.
This research has helped me acknowledge and identify various forms of
knowledge that students bring to classrooms. Among these are students’ communitybased and critical funds of knowledge (Gutstein, 2006; Turner, 2003; Turner, Varley
Gutiérrez, Simic-Muller, & Díez-Palomar, 2009; Varley Gutiérrez, 2009; Vélez-Ibáñez &
Greenberg, 2005). Youth regularly identify and confront inequity in their lives and learn
from similar experiences in their families and communities. Communities of color, in
particular, may have experiences combating racism, nationalism, or xenophobia from
which students have learned valuable knowledge about struggle and activism. By
focusing attention on students’ multiple knowledge bases and the knowledge produced
from the community, teachers may develop a sense that there are resources (rather than
barriers) to be taken advantage of in the community that promote productive dispositions,
sociopolitical consciousness, and learning. In particular, teachers can identify and
promote the development of students’ critical funds of knowledge by integrating social
justice investigations into mathematics instruction.
Though Freire and critical pedagogues called for “generative themes” from and
about the students, Au and Apple (2004) argued that too much of the literature in critical
pedagogy has been disconnected from the daily experiences of students and teachers.
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Thus, Funds of Knowledge research complements critical pedagogy by reaffirming the
importance of firmly grounding educational experiences in student and community
knowledge.
As explained above, Critical Pedagogy and Funds of Knowledge were the primary
theoretical frameworks that guided my study. By centralizing the perspectives and
experiences of non-dominant groups, these frames encouraged my analysis of students
who are traditionally marginalized due to race, sex, social status, poverty, native
language, immigration status, and/or sexuality. They also supported my efforts to
challenge narratives that depict people of color as being unable to do mathematics, as
well as narratives that youth are not ready to discuss social issues. Furthermore, their
emphasis on students’ community and critical knowledge bases in order to promote a
sense of agency was central to both my curriculum and study design. This
conceptualization of my study and my intentions for classroom instruction brought me to
Critical Mathematics (CM) education as a promising pedagogy and area of research to
guide my collaboration with Donovan, as well as my analysis. More specifically, CM
education provided the examples and inspiration to focus on students’ community and
critical knowledge bases, in addition to developing their knowledge of
traditional/dominant mathematics.
Critical Mathematics Education
Though mathematics education research exists utilizing critical theories and
Funds of Knowledge frames, there is a scarcity of literature that addresses both of these
fields of study. The work in the field of Critical Mathematics education stands out as an
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example of efforts to integrate multiculturalism, ethnomathematics, culturally relevant
teaching, liberatory pedagogies, and teaching for social justice into mathematics
instruction. The following section reviews the literature in CM education that elevates
both community and critical knowledge, and therefore, informed my study. First, I
discuss the foundational work and key principles of CM education. Then I review the
examples in the literature that have implemented CM in school settings. This discussion
includes the challenges and tensions addressed in the literature.
The Foundations of Critical Mathematics Education
There are several scholars who have investigated aspects of critical mathematics
education, or what some term teaching mathematics for social justice3 (Aguirre, 2007;
Bartell, 2005; Brantlinger, 2007; Frankenstein, 1983, 1990, 1995, 1997; Gonzalez, 2008;
Gregson, 2013; Gutiérrez, 2002a, 2002b; Gutstein, 2003, 2006; Gutstein, et al., 1997;
Koestler, 2010; Price & Ball, 1998; Rousseau & Tate, 2003; Skovsmose, 1994a; Tate,
1995; Turner, 2003; Varley Gutiérrez, 2009). Studies include research on traditional
classrooms, adult education, teacher preparation, veteran teachers, teachers of color, and
international settings. These researchers consider mathematics to be a tool to understand,
critique, and change the world by deconstructing power structures that marginalize
certain groups. They do not see the purpose of mathematics education to be solely
functional literacy and better-distributed success in the traditional system; rather, the goal
is to conceive of mathematics knowledge as the ability to use mathematics to critique and
transform oppressive structures – mathematical literacy is “knowledge for liberation from
3

I use the terms Critical Mathematics Education and Teaching Mathematics for Social
Justice interchangeably.
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oppression” (Gutstein, 2006, p. 211). This section describes the framing and
implementation of Critical Mathematics education, offering several classroom examples
and analyses.
Marilyn Frankenstein’s (1983, 1990) work with urban working class adults was
foundational for applying Freire’s epistemology in mathematics education. She grounded
her work in Freire’s theory as she taught basic mathematics and statistics for the social
sciences. Frankenstein (1983) believed in “problem posing in which all involved are
challenged to reconsider and recreate their prior knowledge” (p. 316). Her “praxis”
constituted of constant reflection, self-critique, tests in practice, and openness to revision.
For her, CM education could challenge hegemony through a co-investigation of statistics
to reveal and overcome mathematical contradictions. She stated: “critical mathematics
education can link the questioning with action, both by illustrating how organized groups
of people are using statistics in their struggles for social change and by providing
information on such local groups as students may wish to join” (p. 329). Frankenstein
argued that when people overcome the obstacle of “math anxiety” they “develop the
ability to critique and they increase their questioning of the conditions in which they live”
(p. 335). In her classroom, she found that the use of this CM pedagogy changed her
students’ perceptions about mathematics and their ability to understand mathematics
while also engaging them in using mathematics to analyze and critique their world. For
example, her students used statistical tools to analyze social issues critically (e.g., income
data, wealth distribution, home mortgage distribution, taxes) while questioning their own
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assumptions about how society is structured. This critical analysis enabled them to act
from a more informed position on social structures and processes.
Tate (1995) was another scholar influential to CM education. He provided an
example of integrating analyses of race with mathematics instruction. Tate discussed the
“Africentric” approach to mathematics education adopted by a teacher in a predominantly
African-American middle school in an urban district in the southwest. Rather than
depending on mathematics topics provided in textbooks, the teacher’s “culturally relevant
pedagogy” focused on her students' needs and experiences and represented “efforts to
‘center’ her students in the process of acquiring knowledge for social change” (p. 172).
Her approach to teaching involved communication between students, teacher, and
external entities; cooperative group work; investigative research throughout the learning
process; the analysis of content, people, and institutions; open-end problem solving
connected to student realities; and social action. The teacher’s particular three-step
approach asked students to pose problems that were negatively affecting their
community, required students to research the posed problem and develop strategies to
resolve it, and encouraged students to help resolve the community problem using the
strategies they had developed. Tate argued that the students reconceptualized the role of
school as not just a place to learn academic subjects. As one student explained: “We
stood up for what was right, we accomplished bravery” (Tate, 1995, p. 171). In the end,
Tate provided examples of how students used mathematics as a tool for both examining
injustice and proposing more just alternatives. Furthermore, the teacher’s problem-posing
pedagogy aligned with critical pedagogy in that it engaged the students and teacher as
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mathematical co-investigators of a local phenomenon with specific aims to transform a
social institution.
Gutstein produced several recent works that have advanced teaching mathematics
for social justice and played a central role in the development and implementation of my
study. His studies focused on urban, middle and high school mathematics classrooms
with primarily low-SES Latin@ youth. Rooted in Freire’s liberatory education,
Gutstein’s conceptual framework (Figure 2.1) had social justice pedagogical goals and
mathematics pedagogical goals that are in dialectical relationship. He defined “reading
the world with mathematics” as using mathematics to understand issues of power,
inequity, and discrimination; “writing the world with mathematics” as using mathematics
to change the world and developing a sense of social agency; and “developing positive
cultural and social identities” as developing students ability to thrive in the dominant
culture while remaining strongly rooted in their home language, culture, and communities
(Gutstein, 2006, pp. 25-28). Gutstein further defined “reading the mathematical word” as
developing mathematical power and facility; “succeeding academically in the traditional
sense” as students achieving on standardized tests, accessing advanced mathematics
courses, succeeding in college, and pursuing (if they choose) mathematics-related
careers; and “changing one’s orientation to mathematics” as a valorization of
mathematics as a powerful and relevant tool for understanding complicated, real-world
phenomena (p. 30). His ultimate goal was for students to be, “prepared through their
mathematics education to investigate and critique injustice, and to challenge, in words
and actions, oppressive structures and acts” (p. 4).
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TEACHING MATHEMATICS FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
Social Justice Pedagogical Goals
Mathematics Pedagogical Goals
Reading the world with mathematics
Reading the mathematical word
Writing the world with mathematics
Succeeding mathematically in the
traditional sense
Developing positive cultural and social
Changing one’s orientation to
identities
mathematics
Figure 2.1 Teaching Mathematics for Social Justice framework (Gutstein, 2006, p. 23)
In order to advance these goals, Gutstein focused curriculum development on the
integration of Classical knowledge, Community knowledge, and Critical knowledge (the
3 Cs)4, which all have mathematical components. Classical knowledge relates to the skills
and competencies typically seen in mathematics classrooms. Students are to master
traditional academic texts and assessments in order to achieve mathematically, in a
traditional sense. Community knowledge emphasizes that “ordinary” people have and
produce knowledge (including informal mathematical knowledge) about their lives,
experiences, and contexts. As Gutstein (2012) described: “Community knowledge refers
to what some call popular or informal knowledge – knowledge of one’s life
circumstances and perspectives on life” (p. 27). With this in mind, instruction should
access and utilize these informal and everyday experiences to develop students’
mathematical understanding. Furthermore, students should be exposed to and understand
non-Western mathematics in order to broaden their sense of the creation of knowledge.
Critical knowledge draws attention to the knowledge students need to understand their
sociopolitical context in order to critique and analyze relations of power. Students,
especially marginalized youth, have experiences with and perspectives of oppression and
4

Classical, Critical, and Community are capitalized when making reference to the
specific knowledge bases.
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injustice. However, they may rarely have been asked to conceptualize or communicate
these in classroom settings. Instruction should access and utilize this knowledge as it may
support mathematical investigation by offering relevance, authenticity, and insight into a
topic of inquiry. Conversely, mathematical knowledge can support critical investigation
by providing students a mathematical lens with which to understand complex social
phenomenon.
Though these three knowledge bases are distinct, they are also interrelated and
best illustrated in the Venn diagram below (Figure 2.2). As Gutstein (2009) explained:
“The lines between the knowledge bases are meant to be permeable and vague, and their
separations often unclear, for they can transform into each other” (p. 693). The
integration of these knowledge bases into classroom instruction demands fluidity and
negotiation of what Gutstein (2012) referred to as a complicated “dance between teaching
social justice contexts and teaching mathematics” (p. 43). This dance can occur at the
level of a particular lesson, unit, or course.

Figure 2.2. Venn Diagram of the 3Cs (Gutstein, 2006).
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In order to promote integration while dancing between knowledge bases,
mathematization helps to bridge the mathematical content and the sociopolitical topic.
Mathematization is defined as: “the modeling and solving of problematic realistic
situations by means of the learner’s mathematical knowledge and tools” (Fosnot, Dolk,
Zolkower, Hersch, & Seignoret, p. 60). Mathematization is often aligned with a models
and modeling perspective of mathematics (See Lesh & Yoon, 2007) that promotes
student use of conventional symbols to both think about and communicate mathematical
concepts in “real” situations. In other words, mathematization begins with a phenomenon
and then utilizes mathematical concepts to better understand it. This supports Gutstein’s
(2012) general approach “to have context, not content, drive the curriculum” (p. 34).
However, in order to promote mathematization, the social topics must be more than word
problems camouflaging traditional Classical mathematics. As Doerr and English (2003)
explained: “Authentic contexts provide sense-making and experientially real situations
for students, rather than simply serving as cover stories for proceduralized and frequently
irrelevant tasks” (pp. 111-112). If the “authentic contexts” are examined using real data,
students may develop “statistical empathy” as they “relate statistical data to the reality for
which they stand” (Swapna Mukhopadhyay & Greer, 2008, p. 169). As a result of
mathematization, students develop connections between mathematics and real contexts,
enabling them to use mathematics as a generative resource in life beyond the classroom.
Complementary to mathematization, humanization of mathematics promotes
students keeping their mathematical investigations and findings in context, not
discounting the human experiences behind the data. For example, rather than simply
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considering the disproportionate rates of HIV infection in different communities, lessons
could help students consider the social impact of AIDS on those communities. Such
personal connection to the context and content not only helps students understand the
world mathematically, it also combats the decontextualization that often occurs with
mathematical data. Consistent with Freirean (1970) perspectives that education needs to
combat oppression and encourage humanization, the humanization of mathematics allows
for students to move from object to subject in their studies by seeing themselves and their
worlds in the mathematics. Furthermore, the humanization of mathematics also advances
a vision of mathematics as being a social construction with human conventions and
cultural artifacts. Moses and Cobb Jr. (2001) explained: “Students learn that math is the
creation of people – people working together and depending on one another. Interaction,
cooperation, and group communication, therefore, are key components of this process”
(p. 120). Donovan and I saw this as countering banking education (Freire, 1970) by
tapping students’ creative power to provide new perspectives on mathematics and
generate innovative ideas for how to use mathematics to make sense of the world, rather
than depositing mathematical knowledge into passive students.
Critical Mathematics as described by Gutstein was the primary field of research
and practice that informed my study. The emphasis on the 3 Cs aligned with my
conceptual framework (i.e., critical pedagogy and FoK) and was the focus of both my
curriculum and study design (as evidenced by my research questions). Though
mathematization and humanization are not explicitly mentioned in Gutstein’s work, I find
them to be core components of any pedagogy aimed at integrating mathematics and
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sociopolitical topics. The following section reviews the literature on implementing CM in
school settings, paying particular attention to the role of the 3 Cs. These studies offer
promising approaches, content, and contexts for advancing this work, while also
highlighting the challenges and tensions that arise.
Empirical Studies of Critical Mathematics Education
Grounded in his “Teaching Mathematics for Social Justice” framework, Gutstein
created real-world mathematics projects to help bridge the students’ lives and the
mathematics classroom (e.g., examining wealth distribution; analyzing SAT scores by
race, class, and sex; questioning whether racism is a factor in mortgage loan
opportunities). For one such project, students used mathematics to uncover what the
money for one B-2 bomber would mean in terms of college education for thousands of
Latin@s. This pedagogy helped create a critical and collaborative classroom environment
where students posed their own meaningful questions, engaged in understanding their
own realities in sociopolitical context, discussed issues of equity, analyzed multiple
perspectives, and related to social movements, while also developing mathematical
power.
More recently, Gutstein (2012) and his 12th grade mathematics class coconstructed a classroom embracing a pedagogy of questions, connections, critique, and
challenge” (p. 24). In an attempt to reinvent and apply Freire’s principles, the class
focused entirely on investigating students’ lived realities using mathematics. Different
from previous curricula where content drove class activity, Gutstein’s investigations were
based on “generative themes” of students and their communities. In other words, the
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curriculum was not drawn from published texts, but was “particularized to students’ lived
realities” in order for students to “develop an understanding of, and act to change, the
conditions of their lives” (pp. 26-27). Specifically, class units investigated the
displacement that took place in the local community due to gentrification, deportation,
and foreclosures, as well as the HIV/AIDS epidemic in their communities. The related
themes of race, class, and sex ran throughout the course as students drew on their out-ofschool (Community) knowledge to inform their critical analyses. In the end, Gutstein
argued, “one way to enact critical mathematics pedagogy was to build on students’
community knowledge to support the simultaneous, interwoven development of their
classical and critical mathematical knowledges” (p. 27). Such a perspective perfectly
aligned with my previously stated goals of centralizing the mathematics instruction of
students of color on their community experiences and critical funds of knowledge.
Similarly, Turner and Font Strawhun (2005) described a six-week unit where
students used mathematics to investigate issues of overcrowding at their middle school in
New York City. The district’s drive for “small schools,” a dramatic increase in the school
population, safety issues, inadequate infrastructure, and students’ concerns about the lack
of space guided the initial development of the project. The authors explained: “One of
our primary goals was to design a unit of study that drew upon students’ interests and
experiences and provided students opportunities to learn and use mathematics in
personally and socially meaningful ways” (p. 82). The opportunity to investigate issues
important to them pushed students to construct and apply important mathematical
concepts. For example, students were asked to identify issues dealing with overcrowding
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and to discuss how mathematics could be used to learn more about the situation. It was
during these problem-posing discussions that typically quiet students became engaged
and actively participated. As the analysis progressed, students discovered disparities
between their space and that of other schools, as well as numerous instances where their
school violated building and safety codes. As a result of their investigation, the students
distributed flyers, visited the school board, made a large floor plan of the school to
display, compiled all of their data to share with the district, and presented at the school
advisory council meeting. Though the students knew the district lacked the funds to
satisfy their requests, they found it important to speak out and resist the inequities they
had discovered. This sense of agency was evident in one student’s quote: “We have to
say something because we are the students and we are the ones that have to live in the
school everyday” (p. 86). Ultimately, the emphasis on “students’ interests and
experiences” (Community), coupled with their critique of school conditions (Critical),
served to motivate mathematical investigations (Classical).
Brantlinger (2007) described his efforts to implement CM units in his nine-week
high school Geometry night class with low-income, non-traditional, urban students.
Similar to Gutstein, Brantlinger conducted a self-study of his own teaching, though he
was principally a researcher (graduate student). Brantlinger admitted to struggling with
creating politically relevant tasks that included the required secondary geometry content
(e.g., angle sums in polygons, Pythagorean Theorem). In the end, he implemented two of
Gutstein’s projects (Gutstein & Peterson, 2005), as well as several Critical Mathematics
activities. One of his CM activities (Inequalities and Area Project) had students apply
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their understanding of area to compute the Gini Coefficient of an income distribution
graph5. His intent was for the mathematical tasks to help deepen students’ understanding
of economic inequality. Though he found that CM activities promoted student
engagement in whole-class discussions, he found this participation to be less stable and
predictable than during typical reform-oriented instruction. Furthermore, he found that
social rather than mathematics ideas dominated classroom discourse, serving as a
“distraction” to underlying mathematical goals (see below for discussion of this tension).
Brantlinger’s study was an example of CM instruction that prioritized Classical and
Critical knowledge bases, but Community knowledge was not significantly emphasized
and integrated. His analysis directly informed Donovan and mine’s attempts to better
integrate all 3 Cs in similar CM activities (i.e., inviting students to discuss the impact of
income inequality in their local community).
Lastly, Varley Gutiérrez (2009, 2012) wrote about her work integrating CM in a
girls afterschool mathematics club. During the study, the 5th-grade girls’ school was
designated for closure by the local school district. Though the club had previously
engaged in FoK investigations of mathematics in local “authentic contexts” (see Turner,
et al., 2009), the “Mathematigals” turned their attention to understanding and challenging
the school board’s decision, and joined a community-wide movement to “Save Our
School!” They dissected the arguments for closing the 100-year old neighborhood school
into three components: 1) a mathematical argument that the school closure would save
the district money, 2) a mathematical argument that the school was underperforming, and
5

My study also included an investigation of the Gini Coefficient (see Chapter 7). Our
curriculum design was directly influenced by Brantlinger’s work.
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2) a convenience argument that all children could “seamlessly” be transferred to another
school. The girls engaged in what Yosso (2000) described as “proving them wrong” in
outwardly opposing the district arguments for closing the school. In order to further their
critique, they conducted investigations, often in the form of collecting and representing
multiple forms of mathematical data. As a result, the club created counterarguments that
the closure was “not worth it”, and shared their reasoning (including mathematical
representations) in letters to the school board members. Furthermore, the girls shared
personal stories and documented their peers’ transit realities in order to communicate the
undue burden that would be placed in families in having to move to the downtown
school. Informed by feminist theory, Varley Gutiérrez argued that the girls initially
Resisted the board’s conclusions, Researched the district’s argument, and (Re)authored
their own perspective through critique of social structures. Employing the 3 Cs, we can
see how this investigation integrated the girls’ personal perspectives and experiences
(Community) with appropriate mathematical argumentation in an outright challenge to
oppressive local policies (Critical). Such a balanced integration of the 3 Cs with clear
civic action connected to an organized social movement served as inspiration for what
Donovan and I hoped to accomplish in his classroom.
The above examples demonstrate how CM education can provide opportunities
for students to engage in rich mathematics while working to address issues of importance
to them. Through a concerted effort to integrate Community, Critical, and Classical
knowledge bases, teachers can help students develop a more sophisticated view of the
discipline of mathematics and increase their sense of themselves as people who can and
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do make a difference. Students may come to appreciate the opportunity to “do
something” and acknowledge that mathematics “made [their] arguments make more
sense” (Turner & Font Strawhun, 2005, p. 86). Regardless of the results of the action, it is
important to recognize “the shifts in understanding and increased critical awareness that
students took from the experience” (p. 87).
Due in large part to Gutstein’s (2006) framework and the examples set forth by
these CM scholars and practitioners, the integration of the 3 Cs became a central focus of
my study, as evidenced by my research questions, findings, and conclusions. These
authors have provided invaluable guidance on how to approach the task, and the benefits
of doing so. The following section continues the review of the literature by outlining the
challenges and tensions these, and other scholars, experienced when implementing CM
education.
Challenges to Implementing Critical Mathematics Education
In addition to describing their perspectives on CM education, several authors also
commented on experiences trying to implement such work in classrooms and the
challenges faced (Brantlinger, 2007; Frankenstein, 1983; Gregson, 2013; Gutstein, 2006;
Turner, 2003). In order to better comprehend the possible approaches to implementing
CM activities, it is important to understand the challenges documented by these scholars
and their recommendations for continued efforts.
Curricular materials. A major focus from the literature was the obstacles related
to daily classroom practices, including curriculum and pedagogy. Though the reform
mathematics movement has produced numerous student-centered, problem-based
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mathematics curricula, the authors explained there existed few examples of social justice
mathematics curricula. Examples that did exist were typically individual lessons,
modules, or replacement units. Essential resources included Rethinking Mathematics
(Gutstein & Peterson, 2005), Reading and Writing the World with Mathematics (Gutstein,
2006), Maththatmatters: A teacher resource linking math and social justice (Stocker,
2006), and the website for Radical Math (Osler, 2007), all of which informed my study.
Though these resources offer powerful lessons and guidance for activities, they do not
offer a cohesive curriculum for teachers to follow. Osler explained: “There isn’t a
roadmap on how to do this. If solutions to problems were obvious and easy, we wouldn’t
have so many” (Murrey & Sapp, 2008, p. 52). This echoed Gutstein’s (2012) call for
“particularized” curriculum. The lack of exemplary curricula and resources may leave
teachers feeling that implementation of CM activities is a risk, overly demanding, and/or
purely enrichment. Teachers may perceive such activities as experimental and may be
unwilling to sacrifice time that they considered precious. My study aimed to address
some of these concerns by offering examples of possible implementations of Critical
Mathematics activities.
Time. Time represented a major obstacle as teachers felt the pressure to cover a
myriad of mathematical topics with little room to adjust the established curriculum. As
mentioned above, Brantlinger (2007)struggled with finding appropriate political
applications for secondary Geometry content. Therefore, his hundreds of hours of
preparing CM materials amounted to only 11 hours of class time. Other classroom
teachers worried that mathematics and social justice really amounted to mathematics and
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more work. “Why add yet another content standard to an already packed canon (Murrey
& Sapp, 2008, p. 53)? Lesser (2007) countered this argument by stating that, at least in
statistics, the same topics could be covered with dataset substitutions. He argued: “For
instructors using or moving to a more reform way of teaching anyway (e.g., ASA (2005)
recommendations such as statistical literacy, real data, technology, conceptual
understanding, active learning, group work, student-centered discussion, higherorder/conceptual thinking, projects, writing assignments, etc.), social justice could be a
natural, community-building vehicle for this.” However, Lesser and Blake (2006) warned
that novice CM teachers “may benefit from starting slowly, using focus groups of
students or community members to learn about their lives, hardships, and interests. All
instructors should prepare to persevere and not expect overnight success” (p. 168).
Similarly, other scholars (Barnes-Johnson, Berry, Brooks, & Leonard, 2010; Bartell,
2005; Gonzalez, 2008; Koestler, 2010) have echoed these sentiments when discussing the
challenges and tensions that arise when doing this work as an aspect of professional
development.
Balancing mathematics and social justice. Not only is CM a rare occurrence in
public schooling, its validity and rigor are often brought into question. Aguirre (2007)
described an environment in mathematics education where equity issues were scrutinized
for not being “mathematical enough” or lacking in “real mathematics.” Several authors
addressed the importance of privileging both mathematics and equity (Aguirre, 2007;
Brantlinger, 2007; Frankenstein, 1983; Gregson, 2013; Gutiérrez, 2002b, 2009; Gutstein,
2006, 2007d; Murrey & Sapp, 2008; Osler, 2007; Powell & Brantlinger, 2008). However,
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there exists a very real struggle of balancing mathematical rigor with social concerns in
the curriculum. Gutstein (2006) explained:
There is a dialectical relationship between developing mathematical power and
teaching students to use mathematics to study, and potentially change, structural
inequality. The two processes can facilitate each other, under certain conditions,
but there is a tension between them. To learn rich mathematics, students at some
point have to leave the situation in which the mathematics is embedded and focus
on the mathematical ideas themselves…. A full resolution to this dilemma – a
connected, cohesive, comprehensive social justice curriculum – does not yet exist.
(p. 108-109)
Furthermore, Gutstein (2003) described the effort and care that must be taken to ensure
that core mathematics content goals are not “bumped off” by incorporating a significant
ongoing social justice component. Gregson (2013) similarly referred to this dilemma in
stating that dominant mathematics was, “both a necessity for social justice and an
obstacle to social justice” (p. 19). She explained the challenge of, “both preparing for the
test (i.e., mathematics gatekeepers) and preparing for the future (i.e. meaningful use of
mathematics” (p. 19). To address this dilemma, the middle school teacher in her study,
Ms. Myles, made sure her CM investigations were “mathy enough” to not only contain
rich mathematical activity, but also address the topics students would encounter on
gatekeeper assessments. In the end, the teacher argued, “using student-generated themes
makes it difficult to address the required mathematics topics” (p. 23).
CM scholars make it clear that it is essential to articulately integrate both
mathematics and sociopolitical contexts. However, Turner (2003) described a teacher’s
struggle to support students’ critical intentions and their mathematical understanding. At
times, the teacher felt forced to revert to more traditional instruction to introduce or
develop mathematical skills necessary for further mathematical investigation of the social
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justice topic. The teacher also made the instructional decision to accept approximate
answers and partial solutions. Similarly, Brantlinger (2007) argued, “a conflict arose
between the critical goal of valuing students’ lived experiences and the mathematical goal
of teaching students the required secondary geometry curriculum” (p. 335). While he
acknowledged that CM activities “appeared to engage several previously disengaged
students” and “resonated with some—though not all—of the night school students in
ways the ‘apolitical’ reform mathematics activities had not resonated,” they did not
necessarily foster engagement in secondary mathematics (Powell & Brantlinger, 2008, p.
6). This resulted in his shifting the high school geometry curriculum development
towards longer projects that interweaved relatively uncoupled mathematical and critical
activities around related, but distinct, critical and mathematical themes. This shift
demonstrated a move away from aligning the critical and mathematical goals as “critical
activities inevitably displace secondary mathematics” (Brantlinger, 2007, p. 335).
Teacher perspectives. Gutstein (2007d) considered the equilibrium between the
teacher’s own analysis and the space for students to develop their own. He explained that
truly engaging in a pedagogy of questioning demanded that the teacher be honest and
open with students about their own personal view, which may result in influence of
and/or conflict with students’ views (p.66). Ernest (1991) warned that public educators
were “at risk of being seen as attempting to subvert mathematics education into a
propagandistic activity” (p. 212). This dilemma was frequently exposed and critiqued by
opponents to critical mathematics (Shapiro, 2007; Stern, 2006). Ravitch, a former United
States Assistant Secretary of Education and critic of multiculturalism, believed
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combining mathematics and social justice was ill advised as students might learn the
political opinions without learning the mathematical content. She argued that the
combination of social justice and mathematics was propagandizing and introducing
politically partisan positions into the teaching of mathematics. Ravitch summarized: "It
doesn't belong in the math classroom. Leave that for social studies" (Shapiro, 2007).
Brantlinger (Powell & Brantlinger, 2008) further complicated this debate by arguing that
his students did not typically articulate counter-hegemonic perspectives. Instead, many
students “blamed the victim”, focused on their particular experiences, and even
discounted each other’s ideas (p. 8). This contradicted his expectations that CM activities
would help students develop and express counter-hegemonic perspectives that identified
oppressive social structures (e.g., racism, classism, sexism). To this, he raised questions
about the role of the CM instructor to articulate such perspectives and model critical
analysis, while still engaging in a pedagogy of questioning with students.
Generative themes. Gutstein (2006) and Brantlinger (2007) raised additional
concerns about whose questions and themes should comprise a social justice curriculum.
Having chosen the specific topics and designed the projects with little direct input from
students, Gutstein questioned if this was appropriate in a classroom purporting to be
about social justice. He reasoned that he had to prepare the curriculum in advance and
took steps to integrate ideas he believed to be important to students. However, he
acknowledged that not all themes were truly generative. This dilemma manifested itself
in two ways: 1) developing a curriculum based on local versus global contexts and 2)
developing curriculum based on student-articulated themes versus teacher conceptions of
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social justice issues (p. 65). Furthermore, Gutstein (2007) warned that it would take more
than mathematics to address complex sociohistorical questions. He argued that
mathematics is a necessary yet insufficient tool to address such topics and that “teachers
must provide students with the necessary historical knowledge, the disposition to
continue to probe, and specific mathematical tools if they are to actualize a pedagogy of
questioning in a mathematics classroom” (p. 67). This raises the additional challenge of
how to prepare teachers with these knowledge bases. However, the author concluded that
the regular use of real-world projects allowed students to draw relationships from
external situations to their own lives and therefore situate themselves in a broader context
and build on their sense of justice. Though this does not deflect any of the preparatory
responsibilities from the teacher, it allows for a focus on the experiences and knowledge
bases of the students to drive the investigation.
Administrative obstacles. In addition to curricular design challenges, the
literature also identified significant administrative and programmatic challenges. For
example, Gutstein (2006) stated: “The conditions that most affected my work included
the school and district context, tracking, and the role of administrators” (p.152). He
emphasized that power differentials exist in schools and that administrators could support
or restrain a social justice pedagogy and curriculum. To demonstrate this point, Gutstein
described the contrast between two principals: one who supported and trusted him for
eight years and wanted students to develop critical literacies, and another who acted as a
district bureaucrat and tried to force him out of the school. Regardless of the
administrative situation, he recommended that teachers “find spaces within which to
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subvert dominant, repressive agendas and teach against the grain. There is always some
room to do so, even within oppressive, authoritarian regimes” (p. 162).
Though a teacher may have the support of their administration, other structural
obstacles may limit the depth of implementation of critical mathematics. For example,
school, district, and state curricular policies may complicate attempts to adjust or replace
established curriculum. Many schools have specific textbooks that they require their
teachers to use. Some of these published curricula are mandated and fidelity to the pacing
guide is monitored. However, the literature did provide stories of success with established
curricula. For example, Gutstein (2006) praised Mathematics in Context (MiC) for its
philosophy and disposition towards knowledge that supported social justice instruction.
Though MiC was the sanctioned curriculum of record, it was “insufficient by itself for
students to develop sociopolitical consciousness and a sense of social agency – nor is it
the intent of the curriculum” (p. 126). Therefore, he had to go beyond the curriculum to
include real-world projects that involved issues of justice and that were personally
meaningful to his students. Gutstein reiterated: “I had to try to maintain pedagogical and
curricular consistency between MiC and the projects” (p. 126). Similarly, Brantlinger
(2007) praised the projects and applications in The Interactive Mathematics Program
(IMP), though he found the critical investigations of student-relevant topics to be difficult
to integrate. This challenge caused him to move towards longer projects with loosely
coupled mathematics and critical investigations where students could find tangential
relationships between the two.
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Testing. Another major obstacle to significant reform in mathematics education is
the nationwide emphasis on testing, due in part to the federal No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) legislation. With the threat of punitive measures, teachers and schools may find
themselves under pressure to “teach to the test.” Deviation from the established
curriculum may appear to risk low scores on standardized tests, though there exists
potential for improved education. Given the lack of comprehensive curricula that advance
CM, teachers and administrators may see no other choice than to fully adopt and
implement traditional curriculum that is promoted as successfully preparing students for
standardized tests. Gutstein (2007) proposed that teaching mathematics for social justice
(TM4SJ) directly challenged “the context of high-stakes ‘accountability’ regimes that
create more inequity for urban youth” by creating “opportunities for youth to develop
into people who will struggle to change the world” (p. 67). However, Gutstein’s (2006)
TM4SJ framework emphasized the importance of students “succeeding mathematically in
the traditional sense,” which he defined as developing the mathematical power and
competencies needed to make meaning in the world, pass gate keeping educational and
vocation tests, and pursue advanced mathematics and mathematics-related careers.
Therefore, it was impossible to ignore the prominence of testing, and his curriculum and
pedagogy had to address the dominant mathematical regimes. Frankenstein (1983)
echoed these sentiments: “Liberatory social change requires an understanding of the
technical knowledge that is too often used to obscure economic and social realities” (p.
315). These authors have made it clear that any efforts to address issues of equity and
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social justice in mathematics education must be coupled with a significant grounding in
traditional mathematics knowledge and successful navigating of administrative obstacles.
Student resistance. In addition to the curricular and administrative challenges,
several authors also referred to student resistance to CM education. Frankenstein (1990)
described how many of her students initially resisted the incorporation of economic,
political, social, and cultural issues into the mathematics curriculum. The students felt
that learning mathematics was "confused” by all the reading and debating. She believed
that her students had internalized the dominant society’s view that intellectual activity by
those without power is non-intellectual. Her students often did not realize that they
already knew and used mathematics in their daily activities. She stated: “They are often
reluctant to realize that, in spite of many gaps in their knowledge of mathematics, they
already think logically about mathematics” (p. 346). Similarly, Brantlinger (2007; Powell
& Brantlinger, 2008) described how some of his students who were active during reform
activities resisted CM activities. Some argued that the activities were distractions from
the established curriculum and were not helping them prepare for the next course. This
resulted in some students quietly resisting CM activities in various ways (e.g., putting
their heads down, passing notes), while others complained “it’s goofy” and “not what
we’re here for” (Powell & Brantlinger, 2008, p. 8).
As this section detailed, there are multiple challenges to designing and
implementing CM education. However, my study aimed to speak to many of these
challenges and to provide another example in the literature of how to advance such work.
By scouring the literature that does exist, considering the curricular resources previously
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created, collaborating with a veteran teacher, and engaging students in conversations, I
attempted to address some of these challenges. Specifically, the choice to conduct my
study in a Precalculus classroom with a veteran teacher of Calculus, allowed us a high
level of freedom and autonomy with the curriculum and assessment. Students in the
course had already surpassed the highest level of state-mandated testing and were not yet
in the highly structured setting of an Advanced Placement (AP) course. Additionally,
Donovan capitalized on his high status with the school administration to execute
complete autonomy in his classroom. This is not to say that CM activities should only be
implemented in such autonomous settings or in non-testing grades, but this context
afforded us a certain flexibility and freedom to experiment, adapt, reflect, and analyze. It
was our hope going in to the school year that the lowering of these barriers, coupled with
Donovan’s reputation as a well-regarded mathematics teacher, would promote student
engagement in CM activities without raising some of the resistance described above.
Gaps in the Literature
While the review of the literature provided studies focused on CM in elementary
school (Varley Gutiérrez, 2009), higher education (Frankenstein, 1983, 1990; Lesser,
2007; Lesser & Blake, 2006), and teacher development (Bartell, 2005; Gonzalez, 2008;
Koestler, 2010), there were few studies that considered secondary mathematics. Two
middle school studies (Gregson, 2013; Turner, 2003) described similar researcher-teacher
collaborations to the one in my study, but the mathematical content was far from
applicable to out Precalculus setting. Furthermore, the nature of my involvement in
Donovan’s classroom sometimes crossed over to the role of co-teacher or facilitator of
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class discussions. This was not the case in the other studies where the researcher’s role as
a participant observer primarily involved collaboration in preparation, but a more
subdued presence during class where they might have assisted students or solely
conducted observations. This distinction is essential, for the researcher may not have
gained the insider perspective of the teacher who designed and implemented the
particular approach to integrating the 3 Cs.
At the high school level, two studies (Brantlinger, 2007; Gutstein, 2012) offered
relevant insights and guidance. However, both of those studies were self-studies
conducted by researchers who were not fulltime teachers. This undermined their ability to
speak to the daily rigors of classroom teachers and their situated practice with a variety of
responsibilities and aims (e.g., mathematical and social justice goals). While the courses
(i.e. Geometry and 12th grade mathematics) offered examples of CM activities that
integrated appropriate mathematical content, the specifics of their contexts were quite
dissimilar from mine. For example, Brantlinger’s Geometry course was a 9-week
condensed night class offered to those who were no longer attending traditional public
schools. Gutstein only taught one period of the school day to 12th grade students who he
had taught in middle school. These are exceptional situations, unlike Donovan’s daily
reality of teaching our Precalculus class as one of his six courses. Theses scholars’
approaches to integrating the 3 Cs served to inform my study, but my attention to the
demands on a fulltime classroom teacher served as a contribution to the literature.
As evidenced by the small number of explicitly-CM studies referenced above,
there is a lack of theoretically driven investigations into the implementation of Critical
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Mathematics. What is needed is more work on the various approaches to integrating the 3
Cs in the context of a typical classroom, paying particular attention to how and when
different knowledge bases are prioritized. Such work would offer guidance to
practitioners while testing critical theory’s applicability to instructional practice.
Furthermore, self-studies and teacher-researcher collaborations tend to emphasize the
work of the teacher and the outcomes of the investigations (e.g., civic action). What is
missing is thick description of the students’ experiences with and perspectives on the
various approaches to implement non-standard mathematics instruction. This can inform
the complex creation and implementation of CM activities, while also highlighting the
challenges and tensions that arise. As evidenced by my research questions, my study
aimed to speak precisely to these two charges.
Summary
Guided by critical theories, I emphasize the importance of activism and
transformation in education. Therefore, my goals for mathematics education move
beyond the basic need to succeed mathematically in a traditional sense. I include the goal
for mathematics education to develop student interest and engagement in mathematically
investigating social structures, while also developing students’ disposition to identify and
act to transform social injustices. I envision this sense of agency as students who not only
see themselves as capable of bringing about change, but also actively seeking ways in
which to do so.
With this grounding and ideology, I turned to the above literature to guide the
framing, design, and implementation of my study. Critical Pedagogy and Funds of
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Knowledge served as the foundation of my study, bringing attention to students’
community and critical knowledge bases to inform not only their mathematical learning,
but also their civic action. In turn, I identified Critical Mathematics education as a
promising pathway to equity, paying particular attention to Gutstein’s emphasis on
Community, Critical, and Community knowledge bases (3 Cs). The review of the
literature provided numerous examples of implementations of and research on CM
activities. The work of these teachers and scholars informed Donovan and mine’s
curriculum development, instructional strategies, interpretations, and analysis. They
highlighted the promises of and challenges to implementing non-traditional CM
activities, and warned of tensions and dilemmas to conducting such work. Additionally,
this literature provided the lens by which to frame this work as valuable and necessary to
transform educational experiences for students of color in order to disrupt oppressive
schooling conditions. More specifically, this study served to challenge dominant
narratives of students of color as unable to and/or disinterested in learning and doing
mathematics.
In short, my study examined the work of a fulltime teacher (not a researcher) as
he engaged collaboratively (with a researcher) to implement CM in a traditional public
high school. We know little about how such teachers sustain and advance these efforts,
and, more specifically, how they promote the integration of Community and Critical
knowledge bases in their mathematics classes. Furthermore, more research is needed on
the experiences of students of color with such non-traditional instruction, as their voices
serve to inform this field, while also challenging dominant narratives in mathematics
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education. This study provides examples of this work and implications for future
implementations and research. The following chapters describe the methodology of my
study, as well as details of the setting, before offering findings, themes, and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
This chapter provides details on the research methodology and methods I
employed for this study. After positioning my work as Qualitative Participatory
Research, I justify my use of critical ethnography methods and review participant
selection. I then describe my data collection procedures and data analysis strategies. I
conclude by addressing validity and positionality.
Qualitative Advocacy/Participatory Research
Influenced by Freire (1970) and the theories described in Chapter 2, I believe that
education should be directly integrated with societal change. Similarly, I believe inquiry
should be intertwined with politics and a political agenda in order to advocate for action
to help marginalized peoples. These claims position my study as Qualitative
Advocacy/Participatory Research (Creswell, 2003). Such research originally arose from
individuals who felt that “positivist assumptions imposed structural laws and theories that
did not fit marginalized individuals or groups or did not adequately address issues of
social justice” (Creswell, 2003, p. 9). Drawing on works from such figures as Marx,
Habermas, and Freire, advocacy researchers believe that inquiry must speak to important
social issues of the day, issues such as empowerment, inequality, oppression,
disenfranchisement, colonialism, collectivity, and transformation. These inquirers align
with social constructivism’s assumptions that individuals seek understanding of their
world, but they also advocate for an action agenda that may change the lives of the
participants or the institutions in which they live. Such research relies on the participants’
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views of the situation being studied in order to unveil the complexity of views and the
processes of interactions among individuals.
This paradigm assumes that I, the inquirer, will proceed collaboratively so as to
not further marginalize the participants. I engaged the participants as active collaborators
in the inquiry. That is, the inquiry was completed “with” the participants rather than “on”
them. Specifically, this study spoke to the critique of mathematics instruction, which
traditionally marginalizes people of color by obstructing access to knowledge, upward
mobility, and the organizational power of society (Tate, 1995). In order to advance an
action agenda for change, this study provided examples of students of color engaging in
CM and demonstrated how teachers could promote such experiences. Guided by a
qualitative research paradigm, my investigative process made sense of student and
teacher experiences with CM education by immersing me in the everyday life of the
setting, entering the participants’ world, and seeking their perspectives (Creswell, 2003).
The following sections describe the methods I employed to gain access to the
participants’ community, engage them in collaboration, document their daily realities,
and interpret their actions.
Critical Ethnographic Methods
My commitment to activism within inquiry has led me to choose critical
ethnographic methods that blur the relationship between research and praxis, which
Freire (1970) described as the commitment to activism and the struggle for universal
human rights. These methods helped me describe issues of power and oppression at the
intersection of human agency and societal structures, and to offer hope for change
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through a critical, yet transformative perspective (Trueba & McLaren, 2000).
Ethnographies study “an intact cultural group in a natural setting over a prolonged period
of time by collecting, primarily, observational data” (Creswell, 2003, p. 14). The research
process is flexible and typically evolves contextually in response to the lived realities
encountered in the field setting. Critical ethnographies relate the voices of participants
(ethnography) to the critical analysis of power structures (Anderson, 1989), allowing for
analysis of both the macro (social, historical, political) and micro (interactions, language
use, and practices) contexts of learning and the interactions between the two. Because of
the explicit focus on power and oppression, and subsequently on race, class, language,
and sex, this tradition lends itself to working with and in non-dominant communities
(Trueba & McLaren, 2000).
Moreover, critical ethnography confronts the idea of the researcher as a neutral
observer in calling for reflexivity between researchers and the researched, as well as
between theory and data (Foley, 2002). Reflexivity acknowledges that knowledge
production emerges through dialogue with the sociohistorical context of research. In
other words, the data speaks to theory, while previously generated theory offers
sociohistorical context to inform the research. This research tradition draws attention to
“the intimate relationship between the intellectual activity of research and the praxis of
the daily lives of the researchers” (Trueba & McLaren, 2000, p. 38).
In line with social constructivism and ethnographic methods, my study placed the
voices of participants at the center of data collection, analysis, and presentation.
Furthermore, critical ethnography called for participants to tell their own stories in their
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own words so that “a critical dialogue about power and equity can be further clarified and
invigorated” (Pignatelli, 1998, p. 404). The dialectic of my own and the participants’
voices offered an understanding and critique of systems of power with the aim of
promoting political debate and discussion so that change may occur. By offering a critical
ethnographic study of the experiences of students of color, I hoped to stimulate the
discussion on the quality of their opportunities to learn and possibilities for future
mathematics instruction. Ultimately, critical ethnography provided the necessary methods
and framework for understanding the interaction between the macro and micro contexts
at play in Donovan’s classroom.
Selection of Research Site
Due in large part to my relationship with a veteran mathematics teacher, Donovan
Dillinger, I desired to conduct my study at Arroyo High School, a public high school in a
midsized city in the Southwest United States. Arroyo served students typically
marginalized in dominant U.S. society – students from low-income families, recent
immigrants, African American students, Asian American students, Native American
students, Latin@s, students whose home language is not English, students who come
from non-traditional families, and special education students. The school population was
approximately 1,300 students, with an ethnic demographic breakdown of roughly 50%
Latin@ (primarily of Mexican decent), 40% White, 10% African American, and less than
5% Asian/Pacific Islander and Native American (www.schoolmatters.com). Additionally,
over 50% of the student population received free or reduced lunch. These demographics
did not mirror those of the surrounding community, which was 60% White, 30% Latin@,
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4% Black, with 18% of the population living below the poverty level
(www.zipskinny.com). I was attracted to doing research in a large, urban, diverse, public
high school because all of my previous professional experiences had been in similar
schools.
Participant Selection
Selection of Teacher
For this study, I collaborated with Donovan who was concurrently teaching
Precalculus, AP Calculus, and science courses in biotechnology. He had been teaching at
Arroyo for over 14 years, during which three of his children had previously graduated.
One of his daughters was currently attending Arroyo and was enrolled in his AP Calculus
class. Though he had never previously taught Precalculus, Donovan had taught several of
the courses before and after Precalculus in the mathematics course sequence, including
Geometry, Algebra II, and AP Calculus. Professionally, he was respected by his
colleagues and well known in local mathematics education circles. He had full autonomy
over the curriculum in his classroom, at times choosing to use reform-oriented curricula
that were not supported by the school. A background in science (i.e., agriculture) and a
well-developed understanding of advanced mathematics complemented his years of
teaching. Personally, he was well established in his community and considered himself an
activist against injustice. Being from Trinidad, he was of Afro-Caribbean decent and
spoke with a Caribbean accent. These physical characteristics accentuated his uniqueness
in the predominantly white female dominated world of education, and white male
dominated Arroyo mathematics department.
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In addition to his professional credentials, Donovan had a unique and powerful
relationship with students. He was well respected and liked by the students I spoke with.
His reputation was of a teacher who made class interesting and who formed relationships
with his students. There were often several students in his classroom before school,
during conference period, during lunch, and after school, even though he may not have
been their teacher. He hosted meetings for student groups in his classroom and spoke of
sponsoring a club specifically for Black freshman boys. In our university classes, he often
talked about his relationships with Black and Latin@ youth, especially boys. He
expressed an interest in making mathematics “real” for them and in helping them gain
access to a field that traditionally excludes persons of color. Donovan regularly referred
to affecting his students’ “legacies” by helping them take advantage of opportunities that
their parents had not had.
I came to know Donovan through university graduate courses focused on equity
and diversity in mathematics education. We collaborated on several assignments and
came to be friends who spent countless hours discussing social injustices and
mathematics education reform. These courses helped us develop our sense of critical
understanding and resistance to oppressive educational structures. We both attended a
conference on Transformational Resistance and he attended my presentation on critical
mathematics education and social change. He described himself as being “conscious” and
possessing “consciousness” to illustrate his critical perspective on the world and his
critical analysis of the world around him. Donovan believed many of his teaching
colleagues lacked this “consciousness” and were therefore not ready for CM education.
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His critical disposition and interest in integrating social justice into his mathematics
teaching made him an ideal collaborator for this study. I framed his instruction as
“transgressive teaching” in that it confronted mainstream thinking about schooling and
attempted to counter the impact of traditional pedagogy and mainstream ways of relating
to students (hooks, 1994).
Though Donovan did not represent typical high school mathematics teachers, our
personal relationship, critical dispositions, and varied knowledge bases complemented
each other well. It should be noted that this study did not aim to describe how CM
activities were implemented in a typical classroom. Donovan was not selected to be
representative of CM educators, or to represent mathematics instruction at Arroyo. It was
precisely Donovan’s uniqueness that made his classroom a suitable context for this study
and it was my hope that our collaboration would provide insights and implications for
future attempts to implement such work in more-typical classrooms.
Selection of Student Participants
This study focused specifically on a Precalculus course, consisting of a mix of
students in 11th and 12th grade. For the most part, the 12th graders were in their fourth
year of mathematics and were college bound (primarily community college). The 11th
graders were on track to take Statistics or AP Calculus in their senior year and were also
college bound. The prerequisites for Precalculus were Algebra, Geometry, and
Intermediate Algebra/Algebra II. Approximately 35-40% of students at Arroyo took
Precalculus at some point in their high school career, though it was common for several
students to ultimately drop the class. In this way, the students in Donovan’s Precalculus
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class were unique in that they self-selected to take this course, yet the course was not
selective or “honors” track. In other words, these students should not be considered as
atypical or “advanced”. From my observations and discussions with Donovan, his
students were similar to their peers and representative of the school demographics,
including socioeconomic status, course load, extracurricular activities, and race/ethnicity.
Informed by my conceptual framework, I began the school year planning to focus
on students of color, paying particular attention to Latin@ students. After the constant
schedule changes and inconsistent class rosters typical of the first month of the school
year, I was delighted to find that 16 of the 32 students in his Precalculus course were
Latin@, with 23 being students of color. The demographic breakdown according to
school records was: 20 males, 12 females, 3 Asian, 3 Black, 16 Latin@, 9 White, and 1
Native American. Of these students, 9 were born outside of the United States: 1 Asian
male, 1 Black male, 4 Latin@ females, and 3 White males. These numbers were based on
official school designations, but I found that the school records were not necessarily
accurate to individuals’ student identities. For example, a Latina did not know she was
listed as White in the school records (perhaps due to a traditionally Anglo last name) and
asked me to consider her a Latina. Also, students with Kurdish and Persian background
were listed as White, but did not feel comfortable being considered Asian. They jokingly
referred to themselves as “Other” during class discussions and commented when they
were left out of demographic data we discussed. Though these distinctions in race and
ethnicity were important to student self-identification, the demographic breakdown
remained majority students of color, with at least half considering themselves Latin@.
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Even though almost the entire class agreed and consented to be part of my study, I
decided to focus my data collection on students of color, paying particular attention to
Latin@s. My theoretical frameworks led me to focus on these students for their unique
and various positions in and perspectives on society, as well as their underrepresentation
in mathematics education research. However, due to sheer numbers, I had to narrow my
focus in order to capture rich and detailed data, rather than spreading data collection over
too many students. After conducting interviews with 21 consented students of color
(More details on interviews and other data sources follow in this chapter), I chose to
focus classroom data collection on a subset of thirteen students of color – three foreignborn Latinas (Mexican), one U.S.-born Latina, seven U.S.-born Latinos, and two foreignborn males (Kurdish and Kenyan). Table 3.1 below provides a brief introduction to these
thirteen students of color.
TABLE 3.1
Overview of focus students
Pseudonym
Description
María
Mexican-born Latina and Lupita’s cousin. Strong family ties to Mexican
home 250 miles away and regularly visited. Predominantly spoke Spanish
and was very conversational with other Latin@s who spoke Spanish.
Strong mathematics student and was often approached by other students in
the class for help. Concurrently enrolled in a Mexican American Studies
course.
Lupita
Mexican-born Latina and María’s cousin. Strong family ties to Mexican
home 250 miles away and regularly visited. Predominantly spoke Spanish
and was very conversational with other Latin@s who spoke Spanish.
Strong in mathematics but preferred to work independently or with María.
Concurrently enrolled in a Mexican American Studies course.
Daisy
Mexican-born Latina from distant metropolis. Spoke both English and
Spanish regularly and fluidly, often code-switching when speaking with
other Latin@s. One of the top students in her senior class (one of the 20
highest grade-point-averages). Concurrently enrolled in a Mexican
American Studies course.
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Emma

José

Carlos

Daniel

Lucero

Marcus
Kaz

Fred

Paul

U.S.-born Latina from local community. Spoke little or no Spanish.
Worked independently and diligently, though had significant conceptual
gaps in her mathematical understanding. Socially isolated in class, though
active in Anime Club. One of the top students in her senior class (one of
the 20 highest grade-point-averages). At times would come in for extra
assistance.
U.S.-born Latino from local community, though he had lived the previous
seven years in the rural northern part of the state. New to the school and
one of only two juniors in the class. Spoke English almost exclusively,
though he had several Spanish-speaking family members and maintained
connections to Mexico. Over time, became more comfortable engaging
new peers in work and socializing.
U.S.-born Latino from local community. Spoke little or no Spanish. Wellknown and active in school governance and clubs. Student member on the
School Site Council and friendly with most teachers. Diligent worker who
collaborated well with others. Actively participated in discussions and
regularly shared perspective.
U.S.-born Latino from local community. Spoke little or no Spanish. Senior
leader on the soccer team and was popular with athletes and the “cool”
crowd. Very sociable, often sharing personal perspective. Inconsistent
effort, often copying or not turning in work.
U.S.-born Latino from border city, having lived on both sides of the U.S.Mexico border. Spoke English almost exclusively, though he had several
Spanish-speaking family members. Very sociable, often engaging in
political conversations during class. Inconsistent effort, though regularly
spoke of commitment to education to advance in society. Concurrently
enrolled in a Mexican American Studies course.
U.S.-born Latino from local community, with Samoan father. Spoke no
Spanish. Often kept to himself, though would actively engage political
discussions. Worked diligently, but would often not turn in work.
U.S.-born Latino from local community. Spoke English almost
exclusively, though he had several Spanish-speaking family members.
Senior leader on the baseball team and was popular with athletes and the
“cool” crowd. Very sociable, often sharing personal perspective. Worked
diligently and strived for good grades.
U.S.-born Latino from local community. Spoke English almost
exclusively, though he had several Spanish-speaking family members.
Member of school band with relationships across various social groups,
including magnet school. Very sociable, often sharing personal
perspective. Worked diligently, but would often not turn in work.
Foreign-born male born in Kenya. Younger brother was in another
Precalculus class. Strong mathematics student and was often approached
by other students in the class for help. Would share personal perspective
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Jordan

when invited to by teacher and peers.
Foreign-born male born in Iraq, of Kurdish-descent. Senior leader on the
soccer team and was popular with athletes and the “cool” crowd. Very
sociable, often sharing personal perspective. Inconsistent effort, often
copying or not turning in work. At times would come in for extra
assistance.

I chose to include foreign-born students due to the increased likelihood that they
would introduce non-local contexts into discussions. With classroom activities aimed at
critiquing national and global power structures, I hoped that international students would
add diverse and nuanced perspectives to the data. Though many of the Latinas were
foreign-born, they ranged in Spanish fluency from no family experiences with Spanish to
complete literacy in Spanish. With no foreign-born Latino males, I selected Latinos who
demonstrated in the opening weeks of the school year that they would engage classroom
activities and be present in the data. In order to understand how students experienced CM
activities, I needed to focus on students who were present (i.e., did not drop the class) in
the range of activities that were included over the course of the year. Several of them
chose to sit together and conversed openly about social and academic topics. Therefore, I
decided not to include Latinos who seldom spoke in class or who hinted that they would
be dropping the class soon. Though these thirteen students were not representative of the
entire class, they were indicative of those I wanted to study.
Even though these thirteen students of color were the focus of my observations,
videotaping, and field notes, I continued to collect data on all participants. With students
regularly changing groups and many important class interchanges happening during
whole class discussions, I maintained a broad view of the classroom setting. For example,
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all students were invited to participate in focus groups and I attempted to interview all
students of color. Furthermore, my field notes captured general observations of all
students and documented participation by all groups. Therefore, my analysis and findings
were not limited to only this subset of students. Ultimately, aligned with my research
questions, I discussed the experiences of students of color in a course that aimed to
integrate the 3Cs. This included the experiences of multiple participants, not just the
thirteen focal students. However, these thirteen students were a consistent presence in the
data and therefore appear prominently, though not exclusively, in the findings.
Data Sources and Data Collection Procedures
Data collection began in June 2009 and concluded in September 2010. The
following tables (Table 3.2 and 3.3) provide a summary of data sources in order to
provide a sense of the variety and quantity of data utilized for analysis and triangulation
across sources. Table 3.4 provides more detail on Interviews and Focus Groups. The
multiple sources of data provided for triangulation of patterns that emerged. The Data
Analysis Strategies section below describes the analytic process I exercised in
determining those patterns and crafting findings.
Table 3.2
Sources of student data
Video/Audio
Field Notes
Data
80 hours of
75 entries from
classroom data
75 class
reduced to 9.5
sessions (Aug
hours of clips
2009-May
for analysis
2010)

Student Work
Class work,
homework,
quizzes, tests,
Daily
Reflections

Interviews

Focus Groups

37 interviews
totaling more
than 25 hours

11 Focus
Groups
totaling over 7
hours
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Table 3.3
Sources of teacher data
Video/Audio Data
67 hours of data from
meetings and debriefs

Field Notes
65 entries from 65 meetings
and debriefs sessions (June
2009-September 2010)

Interviews
3 interviews totaling 12
hours

In order to understand how a teacher enacted and students responded to CM
activities, I conducted participant observation in Donovan’s Precalculus classroom and
other school contexts (e.g., other classrooms, lunch time, clubs), examined student work,
conducted interviews and focus groups, and collaboratively reflected with Donovan
(Further details in the following sections). I attended his 3rd period Precalculus class three
to four times per week for most of the year. For the final month of the school year, I
attended daily, meeting with Donovan during lunch and after school to debrief the day’s
activities and discuss upcoming activities. Because CM activities did not occur on a daily
basis, I also observed the classroom on “typical” days. This allowed me to make
comparisons between different types of instruction and to investigate variations in student
engagement across activities. As a side note, Donovan taught the same curriculum during
2nd period. I chose not to focus my study on 2nd period in order to clearly delineate the
participants and the setting during 3rd period. This allowed me to use 2nd period in various
ways: visit participants in other classrooms, set up equipment and other logistical work,
and to observe Donovan’s other Precalculus course. In addition, Donovan taught AP
Calculus during 4th period. Because AP Calculus involved a lot of student independent
and collaborative work, Donovan was often available to meet with me during 4th period
and into lunch. This allowed for immediate debrief and reflection on the day’s activities.
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Table 3.4
List of interviews and focus groups
Name
Date(s)
Initial Teacher Interview
8/15 – 9/14/2009
Initial Student Interview
9/10 – 10/06/2009
Initial Focus Group
10/27 – 11/03/2009
Semester Focus Group
12/14 – 12/15/2009
Semester Teacher
12/17/2009 –
Interview
1/19/2010
Final Focus Group
5/18/2010
Final Student Interview
5/18 – 6/17/2010
Final Teacher Interview
7/02 – 7/10/2010

# Conducted
1
23
4 (23 students)
5 (20 students)
1

Duration
170 minutes
30-60 minutes
20-30 minutes
30-50 minutes
85 minutes

2 (14 students)
14
1

30-50 minutes
30-90 minutes
445 minutes

From the beginning of my collaboration with Donovan, I documented all of our
interactions – audio/videotaping conversations, saving emails, taking notes in classrooms
and meetings, and keeping a Research Journal – in order to clearly describe the entire
process. During the fall semester, I videotaped class sessions, audiotaped interviews and
focus groups, took ethnographic field notes in class, and collected artifacts, in order to
document the students’ experiences. Additionally, I often joined small group discussions
and tutored students with assignments. It was a challenge to balance all of these roles in
the classroom, but my position as a participant observer was necessary to establish myself
as a valid member of the classroom community while also conducting my research.
Because the CM activities were investigating injustice and aiming to work towards
societal transformation, it was important for students to see me as actively participating in
the activities in order to identify me as an ally in their action.
To aid with videotaping, my research fellowship (The Center for the Mathematics
Education of Latinos/as – CEMELA) provided equipment and the occasional assistance
of a videographer. On days without the videographer, I strategically positioned the
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camera and audio recorders in order to capture participants’ interactions. Additionally,
CEMELA provided transcription and translation (Spanish) assistance. Furthermore, the
Participatory Research Project (see Chapter 4 for details of PRP), a component of the
district’s Mexican American Studies Department, provided assistance with curriculum
development, classroom instruction, and resource acquisition6.
Classroom Observations: Video/Audiotaping and Field Notes
As a participant observer, I collected extensive field notes and video/audio data to
understand how the participants experienced CM activities (See Appendix A for a sample
Field Notes entry). In order to capture potential differences in students’ participation, I
also observed them during “typical” mathematics classroom sessions (i.e., non-CM
activities). These data sources allowed me to observe student participation and
commentary during class. With the assistance of the videographer, video captured whole
class discussions and small group work. Audio recorders were used to capture off-camera
conversations. I then reviewed each tape for instances related to my research questions
(see Clip Selection below).
To aid in focusing my classroom observations, I took extensive field notes to
record observations and interpretations. When necessary, I created a map to depict the
layout of the room and where students were seated. Field notes included details on the
general setting, time markers, descriptive notes, specific roles that students took on,
excerpts from their dialogue, evidence of mathematical and critical understanding,
enactments of resistance (e.g., head down, complaining, not participating), and my own
6

A special thank you to Dr. Marta Civil of CEMELA and Dr. Julio Cammarota of PRP
for these invaluable resources.
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personal reflections. Specifically, I focused on how students engaged in class discussions
and activities, the kinds of questions they asked, the knowledge bases they were drawing
on, and the contexts for participation. Furthermore, I documented how they engaged in
the mathematics and the nature of the mathematical activity that happened.
Additionally, field notes documented curricular and pedagogical moves by the
teacher. I focused specifically on what conceptual ideas and procedural skills were
developed, what aspects of the lesson were student-centered or teacher-directed, how the
lesson integrated the 3 Cs, what opportunities existed for mathematization and
humanization, how students engaged/resisted, and in-the-moment adaptations Donovan
made to the planned curriculum. This data helped to address my research questions about
the approaches to integration of multiple knowledge bases, as well as promising features
of a CM environment.
Assignments and Student Work
Though video recordings often captured students working, I also collected and
made copies of student work for all consented students in order to document the result of
their effort and the final product they submitted to the teacher. At times, student work
came in the form of completed worksheets, quizzes, or tests. Other assignments called for
students to complete their work on separate paper or to submit printed responses. For a
larger group project (i.e., Local Poverty Unit), groups submitted a large poster that they
had presented to the class. In cases of presentation such as these, I videotaped individual
presentations to be considered as an additional piece of data to their written work. For all
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course assignments, I copied, took a digital picture, and/or noted the exact assignment in
order to be able to refer back to the precise expectations for each activity.
During the final unit of the year (Gini Coefficient Unit), every class period ended
with a student Daily Reflection on a half piece of paper (see Appendix B for Daily
Reflection prompts). Every student was asked to quickly address four questions
concerning what they learned that day, what they found interesting, what they found
challenging, and what mathematics they did. These daily artifacts were another source of
data that provided insight into student experiences and reflections.
Student Interviews and Focus Groups
Semi-structured student interviews (see Appendix C for a sample Student
Interview protocol) were conducted at the beginning and end of the school year in order
to help document students’ mathematical experiences, beliefs about mathematics,
mathematical identity, sense of agency, and perceptions about the CM activities. In line
with my research questions and conceptual framework, these interviews were conducted
exclusively with students of color. Each interview was designed to be completed during
lunch or a class period (30-45 minutes). However, some students took two sessions to
complete interviews. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed for analysis.
The Initial Student Interview took place at the beginning of the Fall semester and
involved questions related to personal and family background, beliefs about mathematics,
and their sense of agency in order to come to know the participants as more than just
students in a class. For example, interviewees were asked why they enrolled in the class,
what their previous mathematics classes were like, and whether their previous
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mathematics classes addressed topics such as racism, sexism, and classism. Their
responses provided insight into their previous mathematical experiences and what
relevance they saw in discussing societal issues in a mathematics class. Additionally, I
asked students to share their concerns about their school or community, changes they
would like to see happen, and the possible role of mathematics in bringing about change.
These questions aimed to identify relevant topics in students’ lives and generative themes
(Freire, 1970) for possible investigation.
The Final Student Interview took place at the end of the Spring semester and
asked participants to reflect on the entire school year and to make explicit comparisons
between their experiences during CM activities and typical math class. For example,
students were asked what they liked and disliked about the course, and the relevance of
the CM activities. These questions provided a space for students to openly compliment
and critique class activities, describe what they learned, and communicate their opinions
on the importance of non-traditional mathematics instruction. Several questions were
repeated in both interviews in order to gauge shifts in responses. This information was
triangulated with other data sources to address the research questions (see Data Analysis
below).
Student focus group sessions (see Appendix D for sample Focus Group protocol)
took place three times during the year, immediately after the completion of a CM activity.
They were conducted during lunch, other class periods, or after school and were open to
all students. Each 30-45 minute focus group asked students to reflect on their experiences
with CM activities. Questions gauged student comfort with non-traditional tasks,
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expectations, and roles in their mathematics classroom, as well as their perceptions on the
possible direction of such work. For example, focus group questions inquired into
students’ perceptions about the mathematics in the activities or the relevance of the topic
of investigation. Students were asked to compare these activities with other mathematical
experiences and express their opinion on the significance of such work. Focus groups
were well-attended with 23 students attending the first round of focus groups on local
poverty, 19 attending the second round after the AIDS Lab, and 14 attending the final
round on the Gini Coefficient unit. All focus group sessions were videotaped and
transcribed for analysis.
Teacher Interviews, Meetings, and Debriefs
In addition to student interviews and focus groups, I conducted three semistructured teacher interviews (see Appendix E for sample Teacher Interview) – one at the
beginning of the year, one at the conclusion of the Fall semester, and one at the end of the
school year. In addition to collecting data, these lengthy interviews served to extend our
theoretical and pedagogical conversations. The Initial Teacher Interview inquired into
Donovan’s background, identity, beliefs about mathematics and teaching, beliefs about
students, sociopolitical consciousness, understanding and use of CM education, and
thoughts about the study. The Semester Teacher Interview covered many of the same
topics while also reflecting on the Fall semester, discussing plans for the Spring semester,
and inquiring into Donovan’s thoughts about our collaboration. The Final Teacher
Interview repeated most of the same topics while also debriefing the final unit (Gini
Coefficient unit), discussing the usefulness of these activities, and considering directions
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for future work. His responses provided insight into the intricacies of our collaboration
and the decisions he made during the creation and implementation of CM activities.
Though these interviews were designed to be 45-60 minutes long, most resulted in
extensive conversations that took several hours to complete, spread out over several
sessions. For example, the Final Teacher Interview was conducted over five sessions for
a total of almost 7.5 hours! All interview sessions were audiotaped and transcribed for
possible analysis.
Due to our collaboration, Donovan and I also met regularly to plan, reflect on, and
discuss curriculum and instruction. This included extensive curricular planning sessions
over the summer, in the evenings, or on weekends, as well as quick debriefs after class,
during lunch, or after school. Many of these meetings were video or audiotaped, and I
took extensive field notes of these interchanges. Not only did the notes inform my
research, but they also helped to organize our collaboration and delineate our roles and
responsibilities. I would share them with Donovan, including to-do lists for our continued
creation and adaptation of the course. During the entire Gini Coefficient Unit, I
conducted Daily Debriefs with Donovan (see Appendix F for Daily Debrief prompts).
These debriefs were guided by seven specific prompts to help Donovan reflect on
individual lessons, and to make changes to the unit plan. The prompts aligned with the
foci of my field notes, asking Donovan to consider what conceptual ideas and procedural
skills were developed, what aspects of the lesson were student-centered or teacherdirected, how the lesson integrated the 3 Cs, what opportunities existed for
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mathematization and humanization, how students engaged/resisted during the lesson, and
what in-the-moment adaptations Donovan made to the planned curriculum.
Furthermore, I met with Donovan after each round of focus groups to discuss
aggregated student responses. I first had him share his take on the focus group questions
and what he imagined students would respond. Then I shared themes and generalities I
saw in student responses. These conversations allowed for a unique dialogue between the
researcher, the teacher, and anonymous students. As a result, Donovan was able to “hear”
student concerns about non-traditional activities and I was able to garner insight into
Donovan’s interpretation of student responses. All such focus group debriefs were
audiotaped and transcribed for analysis.
Researcher Journal
In addition to observational data, I kept an ongoing Research Journal in order to
reflect on the collaborative and research processes, document interactions, identify shifts
in my beliefs and analyses, and to keep track of insights and questions as they emerged.
For example, at the end of every class period, I would reflect on the curriculum,
instruction, student experiences, and possible improvements. As the year went on, I
noticed themes in my observations and began to focus my observations specifically on
these themes. These themes not only provided focus to my reflections, but also to
interview and focus group questions. (See the Appendix G for a sample Researcher
Journal entry)
Donovan and I met regularly (i.e., after class, during lunch, after school,
weekends) to share our thoughts, discuss readings, and reflect on our experiences. During
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these meetings, we discussed my journal reflections and details about classroom
interactions. These reflections often provided Donovan with an alternative perspective on
his classroom. This could lead to changes in the next day’s agenda or inform plans for
future activities. Donovan regularly expressed gratitude for these insights as they
provided him with intimate details about specific student participation and possibilities
for improvement. Conversely, these conversations allowed Donovan to offer me
background information on students, specifics of circumstances, and rationale for specific
instructional decisions that I could otherwise only conjecture.
Furthermore, some of our meetings were dedicated to watching classroom video
clips together to collectively interpret the data and share our individual ideas. For
example, I could demonstrate to Donovan the participation of students he was not directly
working with in order to inform his pedagogical decisions. This allowed for constant
assessment and adaptation of both his teaching and the study, while considering input
from various data sources. This “peer debriefing” (Creswell, 2003) enhanced the
accuracy of my documentation and representation of the study while also providing
direction to our collaboration.
Data Analysis Process
Data analysis was an ongoing process throughout the study, integrated with data
collection. The process to track and organize data started long before the first day of
school. During my summer curriculum planning meetings with Donovan, I
video/audiotaped our conversations, took extensive notes, and collected copies of
resources. This aided in fine-tuning my data organization process before becoming
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inundated with school year data. I was able to create systems for organizing my three
main types of data: video/audio data, field notes, and artifacts. These systems included
filing of artifacts (e.g. curricular resources, assignments, student work, handwritten notes,
consent forms), Microsoft Word notebook documents, Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, and
Tape Logs (see Appendix H for sample Tape Log). The spreadsheets proved invaluable,
as they not only helped to organize data, but also to keep track of important metadata for
each audio/videotape. The specific information I focused on for each tape was date,
length, location, type (audio or video), digital file name, number and names of clips
created, transcription of clips, and general topics discussed. Similar spreadsheets helped
me keep track of student interviews and which students participated in focus groups.
As I interacted with Donovan and his students, I constantly assessed and adapted
my assumptions, interview questions, data collection, and data organization techniques. I
regularly reviewed multiple sources of data and included Donovan in the ongoing
analysis process (see below). I utilized HyperRESEARCH qualitative analysis software
(www.researchware.com) to organize and analyze data. This software aided me in
identifying emerging patterns and developing code families. These codes and categories
informed further data collection, which in turn, led to refinement of codes and
reexamination of earlier data. This process continued to cycle until I identified the
specific themes that drove my complete analysis of the entire data set. Ultimately, the
data analysis process separated my data sources into two groups: Interviews and focus
groups provided insight into student perspectives (i.e., thoughts, opinions, and
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reflections), while classroom video and student work allowed me to capture student
participation (i.e., engagement, resistance, perseverance).
The following sections provide detail on my data organization and the
chronological phases of my analysis. In general, my analytical process started with
processing field notes and completing Tape Logs in order to select clips for transcription
and analysis. Creation and review of these documents served to identify broad topics
relevant to my research questions while generating an initial code list. Clip selection was
based on this set of initial codes, though the codes constantly changed due to ongoing
analysis. After data collection, the code list was refined during application to student
interviews and focus groups. Slight refinement of the code list occurred when applying
those codes to the set of selected clips. In other words, throughout the school year, data
collection informed initial analysis by bringing my attention to classroom activity related
to my research questions. After data collection ended, I refined the code list while coding
interview and focus group data, and then returned to the selected video clips to identify
themes related to student perspectives and participation.
Phase 1: Processing Field Notes
I began processing field notes as they were collected. After each lesson, I
revisited my notes, recording and clarifying information that I was unable to record
during observations. I added personal reflections and questions for follow-up. I also
reviewed and took notes on artifacts as I collected them, including students’ work. I
would often complete Field Notes later in the day while watching the video and
completing a Tape Log. During the viewing, I would add notes to this document in
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another text color in order to distinguish between my original observations and
videotaped activity. I would also use these documents to highlight video/audio segments
for clip selection and transcription, and to track initial themes and codes (see below). This
extensive note taking resulted in almost 500 typed pages of field notes over the course of
the school year!
Employing grounded theory (Charmaz, 2008), I focused on the intertwined
processes of collection and analysis, identified emerging themes in the data, created
codes, and formed conceptual categories. The processing of field notes was integral to the
generation and refinement of codes for later coding. From the beginning, I included
initial codes on Field Notes and Tape Logs for main themes I anticipated would inform
my investigation into approaches to integrating of multiple knowledge bases and
students’ subsequent experiences (see Table 3.5 for sample Initial Codes). These codes
served to focus my first pass of the data (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995), referring to
broad topics, such as student patterns of participation, various group roles, expression of
varied knowledge bases (including language use and the 3 Cs), traditional mathematical
activity, critical discussions, task characteristics, and facilitator moves. Additionally, I
noted moments in class activity that demonstrated interactions between any of these
themes. For example, I would note students’ participation during traditional mathematics
activity and discussions of social topics. This could point to patterns of engagement or
resistance during certain types of activities (e.g., disengagement or rare contributions of
Community knowledge to critical discussions). However, codes and themes were
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constantly revised as the processing of field notes served to generate a code list to be later
applied to multiple sources of data.
Table 3.5
Sample initial codes and definitions
Code
Descriptor
Definition
SP
Spanish
Student use of Spanish to engage in class activity (not for
social conversations)
CO
Community
Student integrates Community knowledge into class activity
Knowledge
(relevant personal, family, community perspectives and
experiences). *Note if requested by teacher
CR
Critical
Student integrates Critical knowledge into class activity
Knowledge
(critique of social structures). *Note if requested by teacher
CL
Classical
Student integrates Classical knowledge into class activity
Knowledge
(prior mathematical knowledge and skills)
MZ
Mathematize
Student demonstrates mathematization of social topic
(application of mathematical concepts to better understand
context)
HZ
Humanize
Student demonstrates humanization of mathematics (refers to
human conditions behind the data/mathematics)
ST
Strategies
Student offers alternative or non-traditional mathematical
strategy
MR
Multiple
Student creates alternative representation, possibly making
Representations
connections between multiple representations. *Note if
required by task
RE
Resistance
Student demonstrates resistance to class activity.
Phase 2: Clip Selection
Because I videotaped each class session I attended, it was necessary to review the
video data, summarize the class session, log activity, and select clips for further review. I
regularly watched and logged each tape to note the exact times of important events in
order to create clips for transcription (e.g., segments that evidenced a number of the
initial themes mentioned above). This process included revisiting my field notes and
journal entries in order to develop a comprehensive picture of the day’s activity. This
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allowed me to gain a broad, yet initial view of the data. Tape Logs allowed me to quickly
summarize a class session, while also selecting specific video/audio segments that
addressed main themes. The general codes above served as the criteria for selecting clips.
In other words, I used the Tape Log to make note of specific instances that addressed
important themes (e.g., Community and Critical knowledge) and/or demonstrated
interactions between initial codes. These clips were then transcribed and translated (if
necessary) for future coding with a formal code list.
As an example of the clip selection process, I flagged in my field notes any time
students shared personal perspectives or experiences relevant to class activity (CO code =
Community knowledge). My notes would include details about the context, including if
the teacher had requested sharing, or if the students had offered the information on their
own. When later creating a Tape Log of the day’s lesson, I noted the precise times of the
instances in order to create clips of those moments. Clips were then created and stored for
later analysis. As the year went on, this process resulted in the generation of a larger code
list that was further refined in the following phases of analysis. For example, the topics of
race and immigration regularly appeared in relation to Community knowledge. Therefore,
later Tape Logs and analyses included a more detailed code specific for immigration (IM)
and race (R). It is important to note that the processing of field notes, Tape Logs, and clip
selection were generating codes, not applying them to data. Formal coding of the selected
clips would come later (see Phase 4 below) after analyzing interviews and focus groups.
Resulting clips ranged in length from a couple of minutes where a group of
students expressed their interest in a CM activity to 30-minute whole class discussions
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about the limitations of the Gini Coefficient in comparing global income inequality. At
the end of the school year, I had selected 73 classroom clips totaling more than 568
minutes from the original 80 hours of classroom video/audio data. These clips
represented a wide array of class interactions related to the integration of knowledge
bases and students’ engagement or resistance to CM activities. More substantive analysis
of the clips and other primary sources occurred in ongoing and – at times overlapping –
phases. Phases of analysis informed and supported each other, leading to changes in
coding schemes and research protocols. For example, some interview and focus group
protocols were revised to more directly address my research interests. As a result, the
Final Student Interviews and Gini Focus Groups most clearly addressed my research
questions and became central data sources for my final analysis. This concurrent
processes where data collection and analysis informed each other demonstrated the
qualitative nature of my study where, “the human instrument responds to the first
available data and immediately forms very tentative working hypotheses that cause
adjustments in interview questions, observational strategies, and other data collection
procedures” (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993, p. 113).
Phase 3: Analysis of Interviews and Focus Groups
In the summer of 2010 – after most of my data was collected – I coded transcripts
of Student Interviews and Focus Groups (not selected clips) using HyperRESEARCH
qualitative analysis software. Due to the importance of the final CM activity (Gini
Coefficient Unit), I started the process with interviews and focus groups from the end of
the year. Though the initial codes generated from clip selection guided this process, I
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relied on open coding (Emerson, et al., 1995) to generate as many codes as possible to
describe the data. This allowed me to refine my analysis as multiple passes of transcripts
resulted in the adding, expanding, and collapsing of codes needed to characterize student
perspectives of their experiences in Donovan’s class. As new codes were generated, I
added descriptive characteristics (sub-codes) as appropriate. For example, the Resistance
code was expanded to Resist-Boring, Resist-Confusing, Resist-Unfair, and Resist-Other.
This differentiated instances where students demonstrated or described resisting or not
participating in class activity because they found it (a) boring, a waste of time, or
irrelevant; (b) confusing or too difficult; (c) unfair; or (d) another reason (see Table 3.6).
Throughout the analysis of interviews and focus groups, I continued to add and fine-tune
codes until I was confident that the coding scheme was exhaustive (Charmaz, 2008).
Ultimately, there were 43 codes generated for the eight categories (see Appendix I for
full List of Codes and Definitions).
Table 3.6
Sample of code categories and codes
Code Category
Definition
1. Like/Dislike
What students said they
liked and disliked about
activity/class.
2. Engage/
Resist
3. Learn
4. Math

How students engaged
and resisted.
Students discuss what
they learned.
The role of mathematics.

Codes (Sub-codes)
Liked (Collaborate, Connect to Life,
Interesting, New, Understand, Useful).
Disliked (Boring, Confusing,
Unorganized, Wish Changed).
Engage (Collaborate, Compete,
Interesting, Other, Thoughtful, Useful).
Resist (Boring, Confusing, Other,
Unfair).
Learn (Context, Math, Self).
Math (Advanced, Applied, Basic,
Concept, Confusing, Doable, Precalc,
Procedure).
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5. Valid
6. Mathematize/
Humanize
7. 3Cs
8. Agency

Students discuss
validity/appropriateness
of tasks
Example of student
mathematization and
humanization
Reference or example of
any of the 3 Cs
Student demonstrates
sense of agency, or lack
thereof

Valid (Age, Math, Precalc, School).
Mathematize.
Humanize.
3C (Classical, Community, Critical).
3 Cs.
Agency.
Agency-Lack.

After coding Student Interviews and Focus Groups, I looked for interactions
between the different categories. In other words, I looked for what codes seemed to
appear in the same instances in order to look for relationships between categories. I found
there to be interactions with certain combinations of coding categories: 1 and 2; 3, 4, and
5; 6, 7, and 8; 4 and 7; and 3 and 6. These pointed to themes (possible relationships
between categories) that I could triangulate with classroom data (Emerson, et al., 1995).
For example, one theme suggested that when students mathematized a social topic and
humanized mathematics (coding category #6), they drew on multiple knowledge bases
(#7), and demonstrated a sense of social agency (#8). Such a theme was directly
applicable to my conceptual framework and research questions.
Phase 4: Analysis of Selected Clips
After several passes through the data on student perspectives, I reexamined the
classroom data on student participation (i.e., selected clips, field notes, student work) for
observations that supported, added nuance to, or were at odds with the codes and themes
from student perspectives in the interviews and focus groups. It was immediately
apparent that some of the codes did not easily translate between a focus on student
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perspectives and a focus on student participation. For example, the codes on Resistance
related to students describing their reason behind their lack of engagement or resistance
(e.g., finding the task boring or confusing). These codes would not directly apply to video
of classroom participation, since I could not interpret the intent behind their actions.
Therefore, I needed to add codes that addressed this gap. In this case, I added ResistOpen (e.g., challenge teacher) and Resist-Passive (e.g., head down) to the code list in
order to capture the different types of resistance that students could exhibit in the
classroom.
Even though I needed to make this change to the Resist code, the rest of the codes
and code categories could easily be applied or ignored. The difference being that now I
was looking for instances of students’ demonstrating a code, rather than talking about it.
For example, I previously coded Agency when a student shared in an interview that they
felt they could bring about change in school policies without any discussion of how they
would do so. Later I used the code to capture a moment where a student stated in class
that they wanted to take their new knowledge and share it with their community. In the
first instance, the students’ perspective referred to their ability to make change (i.e.,
agency), while the second instance was a student demonstrating their sense of agency.
Moreover, some of the codes on student perspectives could mostly be ignored when
coding for student participation. For example, codes related to Dislike rarely came up in
classroom data because they singularly focused on students’ perspectives of why they
disliked a class task. This code would only be applied to classroom data if a student
specifically stated their reasons for disapproving of an activity. Though this did occur
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(see Kaz in Chapter 5), it was uncommon for students to share such explicit opinions in
class. In the end, my code list contained 45 codes (see Appendix I for full List of Codes
and Definitions).
While coding the selected video clips for student participation and refining my
coding process, I was reminded of other instances throughout the school year that might
possibly inform my study. I reviewed my field notes and Tape Logs in order to identify
additional video clips for transcription and analysis. This resulted in more data to code
and test against my coding categories and themes. Furthermore, to identify tensions and
dilemmas, I looked for patterns and exceptions to the identified themes. For example,
when students claimed that they liked a CM activity and were engaged in collaboration,
did the video data demonstrate that they were actually disengaged (Resistance)?
Additionally, I noted characteristics of the curriculum and instruction during key
moments in the CM activities where students integrated multiple knowledge bases.
Thankfully, my coding process proved thorough and exhaustive, as themes started
to point towards findings. For example, I found that students participated differently
during CM activities that emphasized different knowledge bases. I was able to triangulate
the data from my field notes, student work, video observations, and interviews to better
understand the complexity of student participation, as well as its connections to different
learning environments. This directly informed my findings of how and when students
integrated multiple knowledge bases, as well as making connections between specific
characteristics of CM activities and student engagement/resistance (see Chapters 5-7).
However, rather than offering causal arguments or conditional statements, my findings
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chapters provided vignettes of the CM activities, presenting a portrait of curricular
approaches and student experiences. They include multiple positions, ideas, and
experiences in order for the ethnography to stand “less a seamless narrative and more as a
juxtaposition of voices and competing perspectives” (Pignatelli, 1998, p. 420).
The above phases demonstrate how my data collection and organization processes
aided the identification of topics relevant to my research questions and initiated the
generation of a code list. Codes were refined through application to interview and focus
group data, and then slightly adapted when applied to classroom data. This analytical
process progressed from codes, to code categories, to themes, and ultimately to findings.
In the end, I made claims about students’ engagement and resistance relative to the
different CM approaches. Furthermore, my attention to student perspectives led to
identification of shifts in students’ beliefs and orientations toward math. The following
sections address the topics of validity and positionality in my study.
Trustworthiness
Qualitative methodologists argue that reliability and generalizability, as
traditionally defined in quantitative research, play a minor role in qualitative inquiry,
referring to validity, trustworthiness, authenticity, and credibility as the strengths of
qualitative research (Creswell, 2003). Lincoln and Guba (1985) stated that there can be
no “truly universal” generalization, preferring studies that are “intuitive, empirical, based
on personal direct and vicarious experience” (p. 120). Rather than searching for
generalizability, ethnographic studies provide an intimate, detailed, in-the-moment
description of a specific context, providing detail into the participants, context, practices,
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and structures at play. This study aimed to do precisely that by documenting the daily
experiences of these students and analyzing the various factors involved in the classroom
setting. My regular attendance and active participation in class, coupled with the personal
relationships I developed with participants through formal and informal conversations,
allowed me to become a true member of our classroom community and provided me with
the honest and intimate access necessary to accurately describe the daily reality of the
students. Moreover, this study aimed to shed light on the processes by which the teacher
and researcher collaborated so that others may engage in similar projects to promote
conscientização and activism. The countless hours that I spent chatting, meeting, and
emailing with Donovan demonstrate my commitment to our collaboration and desire to
share the knowledge we co-constructed.
In order to address issues of reliability during data analysis, my advisor, Dr. Erin
Turner, watched video, read transcripts, reviewed codes, and discussed data analysis with
me. Her guidance aided me in adjusting my codes, identifying patterns, revising my
research questions, and focusing my analysis. Her input, along with code searches in
HyperRESEARCH, not only advanced my analysis, but also supported my findings and
helped me identify illustrative examples to include in this thesis.
Member Check
As part of my critical ethnographic process, I often shared data and interpretations
with Donovan in order to engage him in the analysis. In addition to our Focus Group
Debriefs, I some times asked Donovan to comment on what he saw in video data or
explain his thinking during specific interactions (e.g., in-the-moment pedagogical
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decisions). For example, I showed Donovan video from a whole class discussion that
clearly showed a few students engaging him in conversation while most of the class was
detached from the interchange. Our ensuing discussion inspired him to find more
effective ways of engaging multiple students. Furthermore, Donovan was able to explain
to me his reasoning for maintaining the group conversation in order to allow a particular
student to share her personal experiences related to the topic at hand (i.e., she had taken a
trip to Haiti and could speak directly to the poverty there). His input served as a form of
member check (Creswell, 2003; Emerson, et al., 1995) as I evaluated my own
interpretations and analysis. In order to retain true collaboration, it was necessary that I
remain open to various perspectives, even if they were contradictory to mine. This cycle
of collection and analysis was shared with Donovan in order to offer interpretations that
made sense to him and that he found useful.
Another form of member check came during planning meetings with Donovan
and representatives from the Participatory Research Project (see Chapter 4 for details of
PRP). These meetings were intended to identify possible resources, create curriculum,
and plan class activities. I often shared my observations and interpretations for group
consideration. For example, I told PRP presenters that they had only interacted with a
handful of students during a whole class discussion, and that I thought their presentation
offered few opportunities for student engagement. In turn, they shared that they felt a
sense of hostility in the classroom and thought that students personally did not like them.
As a result, the following day’s activity was group based with more opportunities for
students to participate in conversations. This demonstrates how these discussions allowed
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for me to hear various, often conflicting perspectives, while allowing me to inform the
direction of the work. I found regular and focused “peer debriefing” invaluable, as it
allowed me to gain intimate access not only to the decisions being made, but also the
interpretations of classroom reality.
Delimitations
In order to focus this investigation, I delimited the study in several ways. Firstly, I
focused on one particular teacher with whom I already had a personal relationship. This
intimate collaboration between a practitioner and a researcher is not typical in schools or
educational research. Regardless, this collaboration afforded me the benefits of
convenience and access, as Donovan had complete autonomy in his classroom and was
welcoming of this work. For example, during graduate coursework, he expressed interest
in learning more about CM education and had begun to investigate ways in which his
teaching could be more equitable (e.g., taking courses on equity in mathematics
education and Complex Instruction). Additionally, I only focused the study on one of his
two Precalculus classes, though he planed to implement the CM activities in both classes.
Instead of attempting to overhaul his curricular and pedagogical expertise, this study was
a small experimentation in one of his courses. Lastly, I chose to focus on the experiences
of students of color, rather than the class as a whole. These characteristics all defined my
study as unique and irreplicable, making any claims of generalizability problematic.
However, I attempted to promote “transferability” by providing “thick description” of the
characteristics of the study in order for the reader to decide if, “findings can be applied in
other contexts or with other respondents” (Emerson, et al., 1995, pp. 31-32). This
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included participants’ actual voice, multiple perspectives, and a rich description of the
context (i.e., setting, curriculum development, classroom implementation, student
experiences).
Relationships and Positionality
As Donovan and I began to collaborate on this study, it was imperative to discuss
and negotiate my role as the researcher (Vithal, 2004). Because I was a former teacher
who still identified myself as a teacher, I needed to clearly delineate my responsibilities
for class preparation and classroom instruction. Though I developed several of the
curricular activities, helped guide classroom conversations, and facilitated discussions,
Donovan maintained the role of the classroom teacher. In my role as researcher, I
regularly offered literature that provided theoretical guidance, exemplary projects, and
critical analysis of relevant work.
Though Donovan was the classroom teacher of record, we shared responsibility
for all aspects of the newly created activities. This entailed constant negotiations of our
possibly differing goals (instructional vs. research) and decisions about my role in the
classroom (e.g., observer, participant, co-instructor). Even though I initially desired to be
a daily co-instructor, it was necessary to establish my place as a participant observer and
allow Donovan to retain his professional position in the classroom. I strived to develop
close relationships with students, teachers, and administrators in order to support the
learning community established by Donovan. For example, in addition to offering
academic assistance to students during class, lunchtime, and other periods, I would often
spend time conversing with students about their lives, the school, other classes, sports,
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university student life, current events, technology, or any other topic of their interest.
With the Spanish dominant students, our conversations were typically in Spanish. In
some cases, I would attend other classes in order to meet teachers and see Donovan’s
students in different contexts. All of these experiences helped to position me as part of
the every day reality at Arroyo and allowed me to form personal relationships with both
students and adults.
I was initially concerned that issues might arise from my position as an outsider.
For example, students might have considered my presence as a threat to their space and
might have been concerned that I would share their words and actions with others. They
might have considered Donovan’s classroom so unique that another adult could disrupt
their environment or my role as a researcher might further demonstrate to them how
different their class was from the norm. Rather than claiming to be a neutral observer, I
needed to be reflective about my role as a participant and as a researcher and
acknowledge my influence on the setting, the students, the teacher, and the research. For
example, early in the study, I completed a Researcher Journal entry about my
responsibilities as an instructor in the class (See Figure 3.1). This was intended to bring
focus to my role as an educator in the room, rather than just a researcher behind the
camera. I detailed the need for me to become comfortable with the content in the class
(i.e., mathematical, social, etc.) in order to make connections, to get to know the students
and their interests in order to design curricula, and to understand the social factors that
affect students’ lives in order to integrate them into class activities. Sharing this journal
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entry with Donovan helped clarify my roles and responsibilities, while also urging
Donovan to focus on similar goals.
Instructor Responsibilities:
Classical:
Be comfortable with the content (mathematical, social, etc.).
Be able to make connections and relate ideas.
Community:
Know the students, their families, their communities, and their social context.
Understand what issues are important to students.
Critical:
Understand the role of structures in the classroom and in students’ lives.
Be able to make connections across the 3 Cs.
Figure 3.1. Excerpt from Researcher Journal (09/17/2009).
The definition and ongoing adaptation of roles and responsibilities demanded
constant negotiation. During more traditional mathematics activities, I played a much less
active role in curriculum design and class implementation. Most of the time, I worked on
assignments in advance in order to tutor individuals or oversee the progress of a few
groups. In other words, I was Donovan’s assistant, having little influence over
instruction. Donovan maintained power over all aspects of the assignments, turning to me
to help carry out his vision by providing more individualized attention to group work and
classroom management.
However, I became much more involved when tasks strayed from typical
Classical mathematics towards reform-oriented or CM activities. In these instances, I
often provided and/or adapted relevant resources and curriculum, or created tasks to
advance specific CM goals (See Chapter 4 details on curriculum development). At times,
Donovan and I would collaboratively create tasks, while at other times Donovan would
implement one of my creations. On several occasions, Donovan allowed me to take
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leadership of the class by giving presentations, facilitating whole class discussions,
assigning work, etc. Regardless, Donovan always maintained ultimate power over how
and when something would be implemented. This resulted in some collaborative tension,
though not necessarily negative. To illustrate, there were instances when I would have
done something differently from Donovan’s approach. For example, I may have chosen
to have students hold group conversations about social topics in order to identify and
integrate Community knowledge, while Donovan preferred to facilitate whole class
discussions. Our collaborative approach resulted both methods being implemented at
different times, each with their own benefits and consequences. In the end, my
commitment to and engagement in the class led me to develop and share new ideas for
subsequent actions that would help to advance the activities. Ultimately, I benefitted from
seeing the various outcomes of another teacher’s method, while engaging in constant
reflection, adaptation, and advancement of our efforts. Our relationship never seemed
strained, as Donovan and I were both dedicated to the endeavor, regardless of the
challenges to integrating the 3 Cs.
As a middle class graduate student who was not a member of the participants’
local community, I attempted to carefully develop a community of inquiry and dialogue
in order to not misrepresent how the participants perceived their learning experiences. By
developing personal relationships with the participants, I was better able to interpret their
words and behavior, rather than making academic guesses about their intentions. This
was particularly true with Donovan, with whom I shared professional, academic, and
personal experiences, providing us with a shared language to discuss the intricacies of the
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class and study. Furthermore, I exercised what Apple (1995) referred to as “double
reflexivity” in order to critique dominant structures while also being self-critical of the
alternatives I posed. I constantly considered my biases and beliefs that differed from
student perceptions about social justice, teaching and learning, and their lives.
Specifically, I held different views on what could and should be changed through
collaborative work than those who faced the daily realities of their community and
school. For example, class discussions about magnet schools often resulted in students
claiming that “those” students were smarter and had parents who cared more about their
education, while I attempted to focus on the inequitable learning opportunities and
resources in the district and schools. Rather than trying to convince students of my
perspective, I listened to their arguments and contextualized their positions in their lived
realities.
Though I may have been viewed as an outsider to the local community, my
experiences as a Latino immigrant educated in American public schools provided insight
and allowed me to relate to the experiences of the students. Additionally, these aspects of
my identity may have provided me a level of insider status or affinity with other students
of color. For example, interviews I have conducted in previous research have illustrated a
willingness on behalf of people of color to share information with me that they
admittedly would not share with others (See Thompson, et al., 2007; Turner, Varley
Gutiérrez, & Gutiérrez, 2013). In this study, students may have shared personal
information about their family, immigration status, comfort with languages, and school
experiences that they might not have otherwise shared with another school-affiliated
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adult. This potential access to beliefs, perceptions, opinions, and experiences of people of
color was yet another reason to focus my study on students of color. However, my
socioeconomic status and relative newness to the specific context of Latin@s in this
community may have served as barriers to gaining access to participants’ realities.
Over the course of the study, it became clear to me that I was seen as a member of
the classroom and expected to participate like a normal member of the community.
Students pointed out when I was absent and expressed their dismay at my extended
absence for the birth of my daughter. Though some students referred to me as Mr.
Rodrigo, they did not treat me like a typical teacher. They spoke freely in my presence,
often divulging personal information they might otherwise have found inappropriate to
share with their teachers (e.g., social activities, sexual preference, immigration status). I
maintained a friendly, relaxed, and open relationship with the students, often sharing
about my personal life and providing details of my study. During conversations,
interviews, and focus groups, students openly expressed their frustrations and annoyances
with the class and the teachers. At the same time, students did see me as a responsible
adult in the classroom, often referring to the activities that “you and Mr. Dillinger
[Donovan’s last name]” created. They clearly identified my role in implementing specific
activities and acknowledged that Donovan and I were trying to do something different
from their previous mathematics classes.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I described the methodologies and methods I employed for this
study. I have positioned my work as Qualitative Participatory Research, utilizing critical
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ethnography to illustrate the experiences of participants. The voices of participants are
central to the data and analysis as I sought to make both the classroom and the research
locations of praxis. Though there were various challenges and limitations to this work, I
aimed to illustrate how students of color experienced CM education and to demonstrate
how a teacher of color, in collaboration with a researcher, created such a learning
environment. In the following chapter, I describe the research context, including the
curriculum development of CM activities. Later chapters delineate the findings from my
analysis through vignettes of three CM activities, as well as implications for future
research and instruction.
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CHAPTER 4: SETTING
This chapter provides details on the setting of the study. Sections will describe the
school and district information relevant to the study, as well as approaches to curricular
development. A thick description of the research setting is central to ethnographic
studies. Analysis and findings are contextualized to the specific setting, allowing for an
intimate understanding and portrayal of the data. A thorough description of the setting,
including the curricular intentions of the course, will help frame the following chapters’
descriptions of curriculum implementation and student experiences.
Research Context
In line with my critical conceptual framework, it is necessary to consider the
larger social context and political climate in order to situate my observations and findings
of the research setting. There were several state, district, and social factors that not only
affected the classroom environment, but also the lives of the participants themselves.
Mexican-American Studies
One of these factors was the role of Ethnic Studies in the school, district, and
state. As mentioned previously, the district’s Mexican American Studies department
conducted the Participatory Research Project (PRP) at Arroyo High School, as well as
two other local high schools. PRP involved students in the junior and senior year
“American History through a Chicano/a Perspective” courses conducting participatory
research on local social inequalities that people of color and/or poor working class
experience. A university professor, Francisco, who I knew personally from my studies,
initially established the project, and had expressed an interest in integrating a formal
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mathematics component into the PRP program. As a result, Francisco offered to assist
with implementing social investigations into Donovan’s Precalculus course. Furthermore,
the principal was fully supportive of the work of PRP and applauded the idea of
integrating such ideas into the mathematics courses.
However, as the year progressed, political forces at the state and district level
attacked the Mexican American Studies department, bringing a lot of attention to the high
school courses. The state superintendent of public schools expressed his personal hatred
for these programs and his commitment to eliminating them for being “racist” and “antiAmerican”. Before I completed data collection, the state legislature had passed and the
governor had signed a law aimed at banning such courses. These attacks were met with
protests and counter-attacks to defend the need and effect of such programs. Many of
Arroyo’s PRP students and teachers (including Francisco, Donovan, and myself) were
involved in walkouts, school board meetings, civil disobedience, and community
gatherings as they brought national attention to the state’s actions.
Charter and Magnet Schools
Another factor that played a role in the schooling context was state policies for
charter schools. The state legislature had long supported the charter movement and had
seen the rapid expansion of charter schools all over the state. Within the district, charter
schools and higher performing suburban school districts had drained high numbers of
students out of the traditional public schools. As a result, the district had begun to close
and consolidate neighborhood schools. Additionally, the school district looked for ways
to attract back many former students and to compete with other school districts for their
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best students. One approach was to create and promote magnet schools throughout the
district with different curricular foci. For example, a middle school magnet was created
with a focus on technology as well as a high school magnet with a focus on legal studies.
This effort aimed to also address the desegregation order by reversing the white flight
that had occurred and bringing white students into predominantly Latin@ schools.
One of these magnet schools existed on the campus of Arroyo High School. This
magnet had an academic, college preparatory focus and was highly regarded nationally
for its academic program and college attendance rate. Though the idea was for all
students to integrate and benefit from increased resources, the reality on the school
grounds was that the two schools were extremely segregated in coursework and activities.
For example, the magnet school had significantly more Advance Placement and Honors
offerings than Arroyo, and had much higher representation in certain extracurricular
activities such as marching band and drama. Furthermore, the magnet population was
predominantly white with few English Learners and did not represent the demographics
of Arroyo nor the community. Faculty was seldom shared across the two schools, leading
to differing priorities and decision-making conflicts, which often resulted in the
marginalization of Arroyo faculty and students. To illustrate, when deciding the new bell
schedule for the school year, a vote was held of both faculties. Though the Arroyo faculty
outnumbered the magnet faculty and won the vote, the administrative decision was still
made to implement the magnet bell schedule. There existed a high level of animosity
between the two student bodies and the topic of favoritism and elitism of the magnet
school often came up in personal conversations and class discussions (See Chapter 5). By
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the end of the school year, district policies were starting to expand the magnet school
while relegating Arroyo to a small neighborhood school. There was little discussion of
integrating Arroyo students into the magnet. Rather, the magnet was to draw from across
the city and neighboring districts to become the elite magnet school of the area.
Fourth Year of Mathematics
In addition to these social and district influences, the state education system was
also preparing to implement a mandatory fourth year of high school mathematics for all
students. This new policy was intended to raise the academic rigor of graduation
requirements by mandating that students take more mathematics courses. Though the
high-stakes test for graduation only included mathematical content up to Geometry, the
intent was to have more students take upper-level mathematics courses such as, Algebra
2, Precalculus, Calculus, Statistics, or any newly created options. These new course
requirements better aligned high school graduation with typical college admission
requirements. However, Donovan was concerned that Arroyo did not offer enough course
options that would challenge students and that certain courses may become holding pens
where students pass the time to fulfill the requirement.
At the time of my study, the mathematics course offerings at Arroyo included
Algebra, remedial Algebra, Geometry, Algebra 2, Precalculus, Statistics, and Advanced
Placement (AP) Calculus, with almost all courses taught with a traditional, didactic, and
textbook-driven approach. Almost all Arroyo students took Algebra, Geometry, and
Algebra 2. However, since a fourth year of mathematics was not previously required, few
seniors went onto the upper-level courses. There existed three sections of Precalculus,
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one section of Statistics, and one small section of AP Calculus (for advanced students
who had previously taken Precalculus as a prerequisite). In conversations with students
and teachers, it was clear that Statistics received little respect and was considered a
“joke” class where students did little more than play games in order to receive an “easy
A”. This became a school concern when students raised their complaints about the class
to the School Site Council in an attempt to improve the academic rigor of the course to a
respectable level. As a result, Donovan was asked to replace the Statistics teacher the
following school year in order for the course to be on par academically with Precalculus.
With Statistics not a serious option and AP Calculus being exclusive to a small set
of advanced students, Precalculus attracted the bulk of the seniors who desired to take a
fourth year of mathematics (thus, the three sections). The course had previously been
taught in a traditional manner, utilizing a textbook that was almost a decade old (Larson,
Hostetler, & Edwards, 2001). The syllabus called for a sequential completion of every
chapter with book examples followed by dozens of repetitive procedural problems. It was
the tradition and expectation of the mathematics department chair and the school
counselors that a significant number of students would drop the course early in the year,
resulting in cutting back the number of sections during the first semester. For example,
the mathematics department expected to start the fall semester with three large sections of
Precalculus that would be reduced to two smaller sections by the end of the first quarter.
This systematic attrition would become a problem under the new regulations. With the
new attention placed on students completing a fourth year math course, district
administrators and university professors were interested in ways of reforming the
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curriculum and broadening academic opportunities to increase access and retention. The
Arroyo principal supported our efforts to transform the course and offered examples of
critical investigations that she had conducted with students in her previous years as a
physical education teacher. Similarly, the district’s Mexican American Studies
department expressed interest in creating an official senior-level math course that
integrated with the other PRP courses by including participatory research in mathematical
investigations. The political decisions and educational imperatives provided credibility
for and interest in our collaboration.
Curricular Themes
From the beginning of our collaboration, Donovan was clear on his general goals
for the course. He hoped to increase students’ “consciousness” and desire for “legacy”,
while also decreasing attrition in his Precalculus classes. He defined “consciousness” as a
critical understanding of one’s reality by identifying the impact of larger societal
structures such as racism, sexism, and classism. During his Initial Interview, Donovan
defined being “conscious” as: “You're aware of what's happening. You're aware of all of
the [smokes and] mirrors. And knowing that what you do could transform lives and
legacies.” This “consciousness” included a genuine interest in helping others. To
exemplify, Donovan often explained that his teaching philosophy was grounded in the
saying, “each one, teach one.” “Legacy” referred to students achieving higher levels of
education and social access than their parents in order to pass down a better existence to
future generations. This was exemplified in his Initial Interview: “My job as a teacher is
to give them an avenue, a way they could be successful. So, as far as what type of teacher
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I am, I'm one who tries to foster, or give opportunities, and show them ways in which
they could escape this trap.”
Additionally, Donovan planned to implement reform-oriented pedagogy, which
he had been introduced to years earlier when his mathematics department piloted the
Core-Plus curriculum (Glencoe/McGraw-Hill). His initial experiences with teaching
reform geometry courses were that the curriculum was “more difficult because it
involved more writing and really clean understanding… at least in this class they had a
chance to do a lot of relevant type of mathematics… So they stuck around” (Initial
Interview). He still had class sets of the curriculum and used them as his primary
textbook for his Geometry courses. Now he wanted to bring that mentality and pedagogy
to his Precalculus classes. To be clear, Donovan’s primary form of instruction was
traditional in nature with an emphasis on lectures to provide example approaches and
solutions, followed by student practice and completion of Classical textbook problems.
Though he sat students in groups on most days, few class tasks demanded collaboration
and cooperation. For the most part, students used groups for social conversations and/or
to ask for assistance from their peers on specific procedures and answers. It was with this
benchmark for daily instruction that we aimed to create class activities that would not
only implement reform-oriented instructional strategies, but also address the demands of
Critical Mathematics to integrate multiple knowledge bases.
With these general goals in mind, Donovan and I embarked on a summer of
planning and preparation. This effort demanded a significant amount of time. Over the
summer, we met a dozen times for a total of nearly 30 hours. In addition, we each spent
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countless hours reading, researching, obtaining resources, and emailing ideas to prepare
for these meetings. Our meetings typically involved discussions of articles, curriculum,
pedagogy, personal stories, teaching experiences, the educational system, social
structures (e.g., racism, sexism, classism), issues of equity/inequity, mathematical
concepts, and possible class activities. Though we both desired to create all relevant
activities before the school year started, our meetings proved to be conversational with
few curricular products. Donovan credited this need to talk to his lack of colleagues who
he could turn to for such discussions. He often mentioned that he could never have
critical conversations with other teachers and administrators in the school. For example,
during his Initial Interview, he stated:
I'm in a lonely profession, when it comes to thinking like that [critically]. You
know what I mean? I don't feel like there's no, cause it takes work. I'll feel pretty
lonely teaching that. You know, even talking about those issues. That math is
much more than just chapter one, two, three, four, five, six. You know? So it's
scary, I feel I'm really out there on my own when it comes to that.
Donovan shared comments and actions of other teachers to illustrate how
“uncritical” they were. For example, he referred to teachers who leave as soon as the bell
rings and to administrators who plan on reducing the number of advanced courses after
students predictably drop out. This lack of critical collegiality is what originally drove
Donovan to take graduate courses at the university. He desired conversation, reflection,
and literature that would help him better align his instruction with his sociopolitical
identity. Donovan and I had often had such conversations in common graduate courses
and he appreciated having this opportunity to focus them on his classroom. However, as
stated above, these conversations often overshadowed our curricular planning.
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The goals of our summer planning meetings were to discuss CM education and to
identify major themes, frameworks, and resources that would aid with curriculum
development. Additionally, we hoped to create specific activities and projects that
Donovan could implement during the first semester of his Precalculus class. As a result
of our conversations and research, Donovan and I identified three central themes for the
course, each described below: Conceptual versus procedural focus, integrating the 3 Cs
(Gutstein, 2006), and developing both mathematization and humanization.
Conceptual vs. Procedural Focus
As we reviewed the previous course syllabus, a traditional textbook, several
states’ standards, and various reform curricula (i.e., Interactive Mathematics Program,
Core Plus, COMAP), Donovan framed the course as focused on the development of
conceptual understanding rather than the mastery of algebraic skills. He came to the
conclusion that the previous iterations of the course had focused on the pre part of
precalculus, dedicating the majority of the course to developing students’ skills and speed
with algebraic calculations and rules. Donovan considered this to be part of the weeding
out process in mathematics education that resulted in so few “minority students” reaching
upper-level mathematics courses and with “very few paths to success” (Initial Interview).
Instead, Donovan wanted his course to focus on the calculus concepts in precalculus.
This entailed framing lessons and activities around two central Calculus concepts: rates
of change (derivatives) and area under a curve (integrals). Rather than having students
practice countless algebraic manipulations that may later help them to calculate
derivatives, Donovan aimed to have students develop a comprehensive understanding of
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functions and their rates of change. This would entail lessons that emphasized multiple
representations of functions and distinctions between functions. Such pedagogical
positioning aligned with NCTM’s (2000) standards in that it was grounded in the belief
that all students should learn important mathematical concepts and processes with
understanding. Furthermore, Donovan desired to implement real world applications and
models that would reinforce student understanding of functions and aid students in
making connections between the mathematical content and reality. He turned to reformoriented curricula to identify projects that would teach mathematics “in context” by
offering projects that “plunge the students into a real-life situation and ask them to
investigate the mathematics they find there” (Davis, Moran, & Murphy, 1998).
Integrating the 3 Cs
Second, Donovan and I borrowed from Gutstein (2006; see Chapter 2 for
discussion of Gutstein's work) in focusing curriculum development on the integration of
Classical knowledge, Community knowledge, and Critical knowledge (the 3 Cs). We
aimed to integrate the 3 Cs throughout the entire course, which called for prioritizing
individual or multiple knowledge bases at different times. As an example of Gutstein’s
(2012) “dance between teaching social justice contexts and teaching mathematics” (p.
43), this resulted in class activities that covered the spectrum of possible integrations of
the 3 Cs. Though some lessons or units were purely Classical in nature, others were
absent of Classical mathematics or integrated Classical with Community and/or Critical
knowledge. Taken separately, these lessons would offer little integration of the 3 Cs. But
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if developed to inform each other as part of a larger investigation, these lessons would
formulate a unit that integrated multiple knowledge bases.
It should be noted that Donovan and I did not emphasize Community
mathematical knowledge. To be clear, much of the Funds of Knowledge work in
mathematics education (Civil, 2007; Civil & Kahn, 2001; Ensign, 2005; Lipka, 2005;
Nasir, 2002; Saxe, 1988) has focused on highlighting and building upon familial and
community practices and knowledge relevant to mathematics. In Donovan’s class, we
focused on students’ Community and Critical knowledge relevant to the social contexts at
the center of our mathematical investigations, not relevant to the mathematics content. To
exemplify, during the Local Poverty unit (see below), we invited students to share their
personal perspectives and experiences (Community) on local economic conditions, as
well as their analysis of economic inequity (Critical). However, we did not address
relevant community mathematical practices (e.g., saving and lending outside of formal
banking institutions) that could have informed both mathematical and social discussions.
As a result, all references to Community knowledge in this dissertation refer to students’
funds of knowledge concerning the social topic.
Donovan and I attempted to structure units that included a range of activities that
each leveraged one or more of the knowledge bases in order to blur distinctions and
develop a more complex understanding of mathematics. The resulting set of “Critical
Mathematics activities” aimed to integrate the 3 Cs by engaging students in critical
investigations of their personal experiences, local community, and society as a whole (see
below for sample activities). These activities varied in structure (e.g., homework
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assignments, classroom tasks, units, labs, and recurring lessons) and relied heavily on
conversation, discussion, and debates that integrated personal, community, and critical
knowledge into the mathematics activity. These activities took on different approaches
and students experienced them in various ways that will be discussed in the following
chapters.
Mathematization and Humanization
Third, Donovan and I wanted to produce curriculum that gave students
opportunities to mathematize the world and to humanize mathematics (see Chapter 2).
We intended for students to develop connections between mathematics and real contexts,
enabling them to use mathematics as a generative resource in life beyond the classroom.
More specifically, we conceptualized mathematization as the ability to see the role of
mathematics in one’s personal life, family routines, community activities, and societal
structures in order to better understand, analyze, and critique reality. These additional
Community and Critical elements would help further integrate the 3 Cs by focusing on
contexts that matter to students’ lives, rather than applying textbook mathematical skills
to irrelevant problems (Turner, et al., 2009). The use of real data relevant to the social
investigations would promote mathematization, as students could use the data to identify
trends, inconsistencies, and ultimately, injustices in the data.
To complement this mathematization, Donovan and I promoted students keeping
their mathematical investigations and findings in context, not forgetting the human
experiences behind the data (humanization of mathematics). Such personal connection to
the context and content not only helps students understand the world mathematically, it
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also combats the decontextualization that often occurs with mathematical data. Therefore,
class tasks were aimed at understanding what the mathematics told us about people’s
lived realities. This included student interpretations of national and international data, as
well as descriptions of how the phenomena played out in the local community. Donovan
and I saw this as countering banking education (Freire, 1970; see Chapter 2 for
discussion of Freire's work) by tapping students’ creative power to provide new
perspectives on mathematics and generate innovative ideas for how to use mathematics to
make sense of the world, rather than depositing mathematical knowledge into passive
students.
Approaches to Curriculum Development: Prioritizing Knowledge Bases
As noted above, integration of the 3 Cs demands flexibility as individual lessons
activate and integrate different forms of knowledge. Though some days may resemble
traditional mathematics instruction, other days genuinely integrate critical and
mathematical analyses. With this understanding, Donovan and I maintained a “birds-eye
view” of the curriculum to see how individual lessons fit into the big picture. We did not
aim to create individual lessons that each contained a balanced mixture of the 3, but
rather intended to create a set of units or activities that integrated the 3 Cs across multiple
lessons. Within these multi-day investigations, activities would “dance” in and out of the
knowledge bases, with the intended goal of honoring each while drawing connections
across them. The result would be opportunities for students to expand their understanding
of the mathematical content (Classical), connect personally with the material
(Community), and develop a more complex perspective of the context (Critical).
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However, every unit needed to start somewhere, and Donovan and I
acknowledged that one of the 3 Cs typically drove an investigation. That is, the
prioritization of Classical, Community, or Critical knowledge directly impacted the
approach to curriculum development. For example, Osler’s (2007) approach started with
mathematical content and identified appropriate activities to integrate a critical theme
(See Chapter 2 for discussion of Osler’s work). Similarly, Donovan would at times have a
particular set of pre-determined curricular topics (Classical mathematics content) that he
wanted to cover. We would then determine appropriate contexts that would activate
Community and/or Critical knowledge to illustrate the application of the mathematical
topic. Though individual discussions may have strayed to other topics, the focus of the
activity and the intended assessment was always directly connected to the prioritized
Classical content, not the social context.
In contrast, other activities had Donovan introduce the Critical topic for
investigation. This central theme would remain the focus of all discussions and only
relevant mathematical content would be introduced to help better understand the topic.
This aligned with Gutstein’s (2006, 2007c, 2007d, 2012) approach of starting with a
social topic and incorporating mathematics into a lengthy investigation. This second
approach aided mathematization by focusing on modeling real world phenomenon.
Furthermore, opportunities for students to openly discuss relevant topics promoted the
humanization of the mathematics by having them see the human factor in the data.
The third approach to curricular development asks students to bring their own
topics to class to consider mathematically (mathematize). This prioritized students’
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Community knowledge by allowing students to insert their personal interests and
perspectives into the class and by providing opportunities for them to identify
mathematics in their homes and communities. From previous teaching and research
experiences, I acknowledged that authentically identifying and accessing students’ funds
of knowledge (Civil, 2007; González, et al., 2005; Moll, Amanti, Neff, & González,
1992) was difficult to do without breaking down the barriers between school mathematics
and students’ lives. This approach promoted curriculum that was authentically relevant to
the students since it came directly from the students themselves, not the teacher.
However, it also demanded Donovan release control over the direction of classroom
conversations and activities. As a result, many conversations had little or no
mathematical relevance.
Overview of Critical Mathematics Activities
With these three approaches as our guide, Donovan and I embarked on the
development of multiple lessons and activities that varied in their prioritization and
integration of the 3 Cs. The resulting “Critical Mathematics activities” were implemented
throughout the year with different levels of success in terms of student engagement and
development of multiple knowledge bases. These activities were not part of previous
iterations of the course and did not appear in any established Precalculus curriculum
(though they drew on materials developed by others). Donovan considered these
activities experimental and made several in-the-moment adaptations to the planned
lessons. In the following chapters, I will present portraits of three of these CM activities
in chronological order: Local Poverty Unit, AIDS Lab, and Gini Coefficient Unit. In
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addition to these three main units, Donovan also implemented two major CM
assignments (i.e., Where’s the Math?7, Earthquakes Lab8), as well as other CM activities.
Where’s the Math?
Where’s the Math was a recurring homework assignment (6 times in the Fall
semester) that asked students to mathematize a topic in the news of their choice and share
their report with the class. This assignment was similar to Current Events assignments in
social science courses, but asked students to specifically tease out the relevant
mathematics in an article. For example, some students were interested in the state budget
crisis and the proposed cuts to education. They researched the state’s average spending
per pupil and compared it to other states. Others compared scores on standardized tests
and conjectured about the relationship between state spending and student achievement.
However, some students gave little credence to the assignment and offered a cursory look
at numbers and graphs in the newspaper (e.g., sports scores and points).
Though there were no predetermined mathematics content goals, we aimed to
have students develop a more nuanced and complex understanding of mathematics by
drawing connections between mathematical concepts and real world phenomena. This
assignment intended to address the integration of the 3 Cs by allowing students to share

7

Where’s the Math? was not included in further analysis due to the fact that it was not a
contained unit and was primarily assigned for homework. Therefore, participation could
only be analyzed from student submitted work, infrequent presentations, short classroom
exchanges, and student reflections, not extended classroom activity.
8
Due to the birth of my daughter, I was not able to witness the conclusion of the
Earthquakes Lab, nor was I able to execute a focus group afterwards to capture student
reflections on their experiences. Therefore, I have omitted the Earthquakes Lab from
further description and analysis.
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the topics and mathematics they considered in their every day lives (Community), apply
traditional mathematics knowledge and skills they were already comfortable with
(Classical), and develop their understanding of the role of mathematics in social issues
(Critical). By inviting students to mathematize anything they wanted, we hoped to learn
what topics were of interest to them and how they saw the role of mathematics in their
daily reality. Their choices for topics were to serve as generative themes for future
projects and investigations. Such an approach prioritized Community knowledge by
allowing student interests, opinions, and experiences to drive classroom activity.
Other CM Activities
In addition to the five major CM activities, there were several isolated one-day
lessons that aimed to expose students to critical mathematics and/or provide opportunities
for discussion and debate not only about mathematical topics, but also themes
traditionally considered taboo in a mathematics classroom (e.g., racism, poverty, social
capital). For example, Donovan implemented a few of the activities from Rethinking
Mathematics (Gutstein & Peterson, 2005), including “Ten Chairs of Inequality” and
“Recognizing Inequality.” These activities allowed students to use physical
representations of inequality as catalysts for conversations about injustice, social
structures, and possible interventions.
However, it is important to note that these CM activities did not account for the
majority of the school year. Though we identified the above major themes, collected a
wealth of resources, created frameworks for curriculum development, and had a general
idea of where we wanted the course to go, there were no ready-made models to pull from
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or example courses to follow for every day of the school year. As a result, Donovan often
found himself relying heavily on the traditional textbook and reform curricula (e.g., IMP,
Core Plus) focused on developing primarily Classical mathematics knowledge. To
illustrate, of the 31 graded assignments for the fall semester, all but seven were
assignments from traditional or reform curricula. Similarly, all but five of the 36 graded
assignments from the spring semester were focused on Classical mathematics. Donovan
frequently interjected conversations, activities, and labs that deviated from the traditional
text, but their mathematical relevance was often unclear (e.g., Local Poverty Unit).
Furthermore, without direct connections to topics in the textbook or points assigned to
non-traditional assignments, some students considered these activities to be disconnected
from the “real” mathematics (See following chapters for details on student experiences of
CM activities). This resistance from students aligned with Brantlinger’s (2007)
experiences with interjecting CM into a non-traditional Geometry course. The result of
such resistance was less student engagement and lower rates of work completion during
some, not all, non-traditional activities.
Conclusion
This chapter provided a description of the setting of the study. In addition to
details about the research context, I described the central curricular themes to the
Precalculus course and the approaches Donovan and I took to curriculum development.
The following chapters present portraits of three Critical Mathematics activities that
Donovan and I implemented at different times during the school year. These three were
chosen because they were lengthy, multi-day activities rather than one-day lessons, and
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because they represented a variety of different approaches to implementing Critical
Mathematics. The portraits will describe the integration of the 3 Cs in these CM activities
and how students experienced these activities, including how they participated and/or
resisted. The primary focus of Chapter 8 will be to look across these three activities to
discuss crosscutting themes, as well as implications for classroom implementations and
further research.
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CHAPTER 5: LOCAL POVERTY UNIT
Introduction to Critical Mathematics Activities
In the following three findings chapters, I describe various approaches for
integrating Classical, Community, and Critical knowledge bases in Donovan’s
Precalculus class. Each chapter begins with an in-depth description of one Critical
Mathematics (CM) activity (e.g., Local Poverty Unit in Chapter 5, AIDS Lab in Chapter
6, and Gini Coefficient Unit in Chapter 7) to frame the interactions, perceptions, and
artifacts present in the data. These portraits provide a “thick description” of each activity
and offer analyses of the integration and prioritization of the 3 Cs (Gutstein, 2006) both
in planning the curriculum and in student experiences of the lessons. Description of the
goals provide insight into our intentions for the lessons as Donovan and I attempted to
address Gutstein’s (2006) framework for integrating social justice pedagogical goals (i.e.,
reading and writing the world with mathematics, developing positive identities) and
mathematics pedagogical goals (i.e., reading the mathematical world, succeeding
traditionally, changing one’s orientation). In addition to identifying which aspects of the
framework were prioritized, I also describe the implemented curriculum (i.e., actual
classroom tasks and activity), paying particular attention to instances where the
curriculum provided opportunities for students to integrate the 3 Cs. Each chapter ends
with a discussion of salient themes from each portrait. Following these three findings
chapters, Chapter 8 provides a cross-case discussion and implications for teaching and
research.
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Local Poverty Unit
The Local Poverty unit focused on local unemployment and poverty. To assist
with this investigation, Donovan and I collaborated with a university professor,
Francisco, engaged in participatory action research (PAR) with youth at Arroyo High
School. As a founder of the Participatory Research Project (PRP), Francisco worked
closely with the district’s Mexican American Studies department and even co-taught
some of the high school history courses. Though he had no formal mathematics training
and had never previously integrated mathematics into history courses, Francisco aimed to
assist Donovan by guiding students through exercises to identify root causes to local
poverty and possible steps that could be taken to address these issues.
Francisco strategized that we would have to “prepare the students to
problematize” through community building, cross-curricular activities, and stimulating
dialogue. In order to do this, he recruited one of his university students who had
graduated from Arroyo, Natalí, to help facilitate class discussions. However, he warned
that building a critical community in the classroom typically took a significant amount of
time in history courses and would probably take longer in a mathematics class where
students had no previous experiences investigating social issues. Therefore, we agreed to
dedicate one day per week to these investigations, with Francisco as the primary
facilitator (due in part to his experience facilitating participatory action research).
Goals, Tasks, and Activity
The Local Poverty unit was executed on 10 days spread out over nine weeks, with
most sessions happening on successive Tuesdays (See Table 5.1 for an overview of the
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unit). The first five weeks were to introduce students to Critical theoretical constructs,
initiate the investigation of social phenomena, and incorporate mathematics into these
investigations. During this time, Francisco typically lectured on a topic, presented real
world data, posed questions to the class, and engaged their responses during whole class
discussions. For example, on Week 1, Francisco lectured extensively about Paulo Freire,
banking versus problem-posing education (Freire, 1970), and oppression, followed by an
opportunity for students to share their opinions on how they felt school was oppressive.
There were several notable exceptions to this pedagogy such as when Natalí facilitated a
community building activity where students stood in concentric circles and conversed
with their peers about the role of mathematics in addressing social problems (Week 2).
Table 5.1
Overview of lessons for Local Poverty unit
Week
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
(2 days)

Description
Introduce Critical Theory
Provide opportunities for students to offer and discuss examples of inequality in their lives
Community building activity: Concentric circles
Clarify banking vs. problem posing
Discuss how math can help address problems: Brainstorm ideas to address in class
Introduce payday loans and state proposition (video)
Create hypothetical budget for median income based on interest rates, wages, and cost of living
Brainstorm individual actions and systemic changes to address under/unemployment
Understand budgets: Real data on state and local budgets
Address three questions in groups: 1) What changes are needed to address root cause of
poverty? 2) What changes to state budget would you make to fund changes in neighborhoods?
3) What is your justification for these changes?
Discuss role of federal government in local poverty
Review federal budget: Expenses, infrastructure, social security, and revenue streams (e.g.,
taxes, bonds)
Identify ways to address local poverty: 4 Critical math questions that can address the needs
Group poster representing main intervention and math questions
Computer lab: Research promising intervention to local poverty.
Computer lab: Research promising intervention to local poverty.
Groups present and defend their findings from their investigations.
Groups respond to questions and engage in whole class discussions about their intervention.
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On Week 6, groups collaborated to create a poster containing questions they had
about poverty. Students were to identify a promising intervention to address local poverty
and pose “Critical Math” questions that would help guide their investigation of the
intervention. This led directly into two days (Weeks 7 and 8) of research in the computer
lab, where students investigated their potential intervention. The unit culminated with
two days (Week 9) of group presentations on the specific actions students thought held
promise for reducing local poverty. Though most groups focused on increased funding
for education, some argued for job creation through state investments in such enterprises
as movie making and entertainment (See Appendix J for the Detailed Overview of
Lessons).
Lessons in the Local Poverty unit had no predetermined mathematics content
goals. This was in sharp contrast to the curricular focus of concurrent lessons that were
dedicated to specific traditional mathematical content (i.e., rational functions, rates of
change, limits). However, the overarching goal of this unit aligned with Gutstein’s (2006)
mathematics pedagogical goals and social justice goals by aiming to help students see
mathematics as a powerful tool for understanding and responding to real-world
phenomena, in particular local poverty.
The Local Poverty unit placed a considerable focus on Community and Critical
knowledge bases, asking students to draw on their own opinions and experiences to
critique social conditions and offer pathways to change. The aim was to complement
student knowledge and opinion with research, and then to introduce relevant Classical
mathematics content to help better understand the topic. This pedagogical decision
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aligned with Gutstein’s (2006, 2007c, 2007d) approach of foregrounding the social
context and incorporating mathematics as needed. However, such integration of
mathematics did not occur during the Local Poverty unit. Instead, as the following
themes illustrate, critical conversations dominated classroom discourse, with little
attention to developing mathematical practices and understanding. Ultimately, some
students resisted this absence of Classical mathematics.
Theme #1: Privileging of Community and Critical Knowledge Created
Opportunities for Student Experiences to Inform Critical Analysis
Local Poverty unit lessons included opportunities for conversation, inviting
students to share their various personal experiences with and perspectives on aspects of
the social context (Community). These opportunities for discussion about a social topic
promoted forms of participation rarely found in traditional mathematics classrooms,
namely: telling stories, sharing opinions, making arguments, and debating. The Local
Poverty unit also promoted consideration, interpretation, reflection and analysis of local
realities and social structures (Critical). This theme provides examples of students
offering personal experiences to class discussions and the subsequent deliberation and
critical analysis of these stories, as well as the larger topic at hand. The two examples
demonstrate different ways that Community knowledge informed critical analysis.
Community knowledge for collective story telling: Animosity towards
Magnet School. As mentioned above, the first day (08/25/2009) of the Local Poverty
unit focused on introducing Critical Theory, Paulo Freire, oppression, democracy,
banking education, and problem-posing education. After stating that problem-posing
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education was “a more democratic way of teaching and learning” where students and
teachers pose and collectively find answers to real problems, Francisco asked students to
share topics that they were interested in discussing: “What is it now that you don’t know
that you want to know about? Right here in your own lives.” Carlos kicked off a lively
discussion by stating: “I'd like to know why there's so much animosity between the two
schools here on campus, like Arroyo and [Magnet School]. Why is it that, it goes all the
way up to the administration.” The ensuing heated conversation concerned disparities in
resources and performance between Arroyo and the magnet school9 housed on its campus
(Critical), and included several students sharing their experiences with and opinions
about privilege, support, motivation, and social status (Community and Critical).
Duong was the first to respond to Carlos’s question by stating: “I guess [Magnet
students] walk around like they’re smarter” (08/25/2009). However, Christy questioned
the attack on Magnet School students and shared her personal experiences attending the
magnet school for one year:
110. Christy: I don't see that rivalry.
2. Teacher Francisco: You don't?
3. Christy: I don't see that animosity.
4. Kaz: Seriously?
5. Christy: I see it from Arroyo to [Magnet School], but not against me.
6. Kaz: I guarantee, if you're not, and maybe I'm wrong, but... you can tell, I have
friends that go to [Magnet School], but we're, as a group, as equal, we're two
completely different worlds, pretty much.
7. Clara: It's also how teachers treat them, though. It’s not just all students…
8. Julia (to Christy): Did you go to [Magnet School]?
9

The magnet school on Arroyo’s campus had an academic, college preparatory focus and
was highly regarded nationally for its academic program and college attendance rate.
Though the idea was for all students to integrate and benefit from increased resources, the
reality was that the two schools were segregated in coursework and activities.
10
Line numbers are specific to individual transcripts.
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9. Christy: For one year. Well, I'm just saying, I was in those classes, and we
never had these discussions, because it was completely unnecessary. And they
never said anything bad about Arroyo kids, they don’t say anything bad, but we
say shitty stuff about them all the time.
Here Christy’s unique experiences as a previous Magnet School student (Community)
provided insight for the class and helped to challenge broad generalizations made about
Magnet School students. Clara also engaged the conversations and pointed to other
factors that distinguished the two student populations (e.g., treatment from teachers). This
tied back into the original conversation about what oppressive structures existed in their
school. To this, Francisco interjected: “It's that structure. Exactly, the structure empowers
them beyond really what is necessary, I think. You know? They're smart. You're smart.
Everyone's smart. Why is it necessary to have a certain institution that designates them
smarter than you?” This discussion allowed Francisco to capitalize on the students’
insightful analysis of their school experiences to integrate the Critical topics of the unit.
Later in the discussion, Kaz brought up the disparate treatment that students
received on campus, exemplified by preferential hallway treatment for Magnet School
students.
20. Kaz: I mean, they get so much more. If a [school] monitor knows that, has a
relation with one of the kids, that knows that they go to [Magnet], I guarantee
they don't get asked for a hall pass. Honestly.
21. Christy: Well, that's true.
22. Kaz: Honestly, be honest for... If you look like you go to [Magnet], you will
not get, anyone will ask you for a hall pass (punches table).
23. Clara: But it's not, it shouldn't be about how you look.
24. Julia: It shouldn't be about that.
25. Kaz: Yeah, yeah, 'cause I don't wanna put twenty five books in my backpack
so I look like a turtle (class laughter). I don't want that turtle effect.
26. Clara: If you think about it, it's just kinda like if you were to live in the 60’s
and the world said just look like you’re white, so you can fit in.
27. Kaz: Racial profiling!
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28. Clara: It's not, it's not racial profiling, but it's just the presumption of “I go to
[Magnet], so I'm” like, people automatically think that they're better. I'm not
saying that they're bad people, I'm not saying everybody at [Magnet] is bad.
Here, Kaz offered a conjecture about the special treatment of Magnet students based on
his personal experiences in the school (lines 20 and 22). Other students concurred with
his belief in disparate treatment and speculated about the role of appearance in
determining status. Clara critiqued such preferential treatment by referring to historical
segregated schooling where assimilation was the expectation for any “other” (line 26).
She went onto make a generalization that Magnet School students thought they were
better than Arroyo students, but made sure to qualify her statement by stating that not
everybody at the magnet school was “bad” (line 28). In this exchange, the students went
beyond solely sharing their stories to critiquing the way things were. Their Community
knowledge about the lived realities of students at both schools provided the foundation
for discussion, but their Critical analysis led them to question the perceived injustice
(“people automatically think they’re better”).
Kaz continued to share his experiences and hinted that a cause for the animosity
might have been unequal resources: “It just sucks, 'cause in some classes, I've had to
share books. If you go and ask my friends that go to [Magnet], and they've never had to
share books before. Like, what's up?” His personal experiences again provided evidence
to support claims of inequality. However, with class almost over, Fred offered a defense
of the Magnet School students by referencing their unique motivation and diligence:
41. Fred: The thing about [Magnet], though, since I'm in band, I'm around
[Magnet] people everyday of my life. The thing is, they're not smarter than us in
anyway, they just have the drive. A lot of them do have the drive to be able to put
in the extra effort that they need to.
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42. Teacher Francisco: They have the drive?
43. Fred: Yeah.
44. Clara: But they get treated specially.
45. Fred: Which is very true. They do get treated...
46. Teacher Francisco: You, you have to understand...
47. Fred: ... it's a look.
48. Teacher Francisco: ... but, I think it's... Please don’t forget structure. The
structure has an influence. You know, there's a whole structure that they've been
put in a long time ago that built that drive; that that drive is... I don't think people
are just born one day, "I have a great drive to learn!"
Fred took the focus off of apparent intelligence to advance a meritocratic perspective that
the Magnet School students worked harder (line 41). This resulted in Francisco
questioning this claim by referring back to the critical analysis of school structures that
initiated the initial discussion (line 48). Clara also attempted to shift the focus from innate
characteristics to systemic treatment (line 44). Again, the initial sharing of Community
knowledge opened the door for further critical analysis and allowed for the class to
engage in problem-posing education by considering topics from “right here in your own
lives”.
The above excerpts demonstrated how students’ Community knowledge,
specifically their knowledge about disparate treatment on the school campus, was
honored and elevated during this class discussion. The prioritization of Community
knowledge allowed students’ to engage in lengthy exchanges where they told personal
stories, argued and debated points, and shared Critical perspectives on specific inequities
(lines 7, 20, 21, 44, and 45) – interactions not typical in mathematics classes. The
discussion functioned as a form of collective story telling where all students could
contribute and no story was discounted or invalidated since it was rooted in personal
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experience. However, disagreements and debates were encouraged as students
collectively reflected on and analyzed animosity on their school campus.
Community knowledge for considering change: Affecting cycles of poverty.
While the above example demonstrated how the privileging of Community knowledge
created opportunities for critical analysis of students’ lived realities, other discussions
opened the door for students to consider their ability (or inability) to change social
conditions. For example, on the final day of the unit (10/30/2009), a group consisting of
Clara, Sarah, and Ramond shared their opinions about the fortitude of poverty and their
lack of ability to enact change. Though they offered no research or possible intervention,
the privileging of Community knowledge created a space for the group to share their
perspectives relative to the assignment and the social topic. The following excerpt is how
Clara started the discussion:
We were talking about how all the stuff that we've been doing and how raising
minimum wage and CTE [Career and Technical Education] classes and all this
other stuff. We feel like it's not really gonna solve the poverty. Well, we don't feel
like, there's not much we can do. There's not much we can research. Cuz I'm sure
it's been thought of and I'm sure that people have tried it and we're still. There's
always gonna be poverty somewhere, no matter where you go. And so I feel our
research was kinda pointless. But, not that we didn't care. We felt like, we feel
like there isn't much of a solution… It's not like we want people to be poor for the
rest of their lives. It's just we feel useless.
This opened a 22-minute heated class discussion. Abdul even commented: “This class
just became a million times better!” It was acknowledged that Clara’s group was not
presenting a research intervention on how to address poverty. Quite the contrary, they
were claiming that the entire exercise had been “pointless” because they “feel useless.”
What followed was an emotional discussion where students exposed their sense of
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agency, or lack their of, to effect change when it came to poverty. Some talked about the
importance of charity, while others emphasized hard work to lift oneself up from the
bottom. Others, including Donovan, promoted a commitment to structural change to
society. Overall, students were critically reflecting on social structures, how to bring
about change, and their personal roles in the endeavor.
This discussion also encouraged several students to share personal stories and
offer critical analysis of social structures. For example, after telling of the extreme
poverty she witnessed in Haiti on a trip with her church, Clara offered her views on local
poverty: “I'm not saying that people who are poor it's their fault at all. I'm not saying that.
And it's not their fault, but, I just feel that's just how it is, and it's sad but, how are we
gonna fix it? I don't feel like raising minimum wage is gonna fix anything. I don't.”
Students interpreted Clara’s position to be that poor people were stuck at the bottom,
were not to blame, and there was nothing that could be done about it. Kaz took exception
to this argument and told a personal story of his mother working her way out of poverty
by going to college and later working off her debt (Community). His counter argument
was, “If someone wants to be out of poverty, if you put your mind to it, you try a hundred
percent in what you do, and you don’t care about anything else but succeeding, you will
get to that goal.” Kaz was promoting an individualistic ideal of meritocracy and
achievement for one’s self. Lucero countered Kaz’s argument by offering a critique of the
social reproduction of capitalism. He said to Kaz: “[Clara] is talking about a bigger
picture. She’s not talking about you [points to Kaz]. She’s talking about [spreads hands
wide over his head]. She’s talking in general.” Lucero later added:
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What I think is, the way the Unites States is structured, everything is so on
capitalism. Is that there will be no there [moves hand across desk as he talks].
There you got your poor people your middle class, your rich, your filthy rich, you
know what I mean? And a lot of people end up in the middle class and the people
that are poor, it's not because they wanna be poor it's just cuz the way they've
grown up. If their family was poor, it’s hard for them to get out of that same
cycle… And then like with Kaz [turns to look at Kaz]. Your mom was probably
like one out of a million people that have got out of that cycle, from her family.
Yeah, you know what I mean? It's the structure of the United States.
Lucero’s attempt to introduce a critique of American societal structures was
unique and not taken up by any other student in the class. Most student comments were
either about the need for individuals to learn to help themselves and work hard to avoid
poverty (championed by Kaz), or about the benefits of charity and sharing what little one
may have.
Without the catalyst of Clara’s group’s “presentation”, many of these opinions
may have remained unvoiced as most groups delivered quick presentations with little or
no debate. This unplanned conversation created the space for reflection and analysis of
multiple perspectives (i.e., helplessness, individual determination, structural critique) that
helped to inform students’ Critical understanding of their own experiences. However,
different from the Magnet School discussion where stories and opinions (Community)
provided a foundation for Critical analysis of a local context, this discussion also
included students’ interpretations of their own ability to bring about change. In other
words, the collective story telling in the Magnet School discussion was limited to
reflection and analysis of the circumstances and causes of school inequity, without
considerations of how to dismantle structures and effect change. The poverty discussion
moved beyond analysis of causes to consideration of individuals’ (in)ability to disrupt
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cycles of poverty.
Perhaps this distinction in critical analyses can be explained by the disparate
amount of time dedicated to these two topics and to related class expectations. The
Magnet School discussion occurred only on the first day of the unit with no related class
assignment. On the other hand, the poverty discussion was the culmination of several
weeks of groups investigating local poverty, including specific actions to bring about
change. The significant amount of time groups spent investigating causes of and
interventions to poverty may have helped develop students’ understanding and positions,
preparing them for discussions about effecting change. In contrast, more class time and
assignments dedicated to the Magnet School could have led to a thorough and complex
investigation of school structures, including student conjectures of how to address some
of the perceived and experienced injustices. Due to its immediate and local relevance, as
well as shared experiences on school grounds, the school context held much promise for
deliberation of ways students could effect change in their daily lives. However, the Local
Poverty unit never returned to the topic of the Magnet School, missing an opportunity to
build on students’ Community knowledge to help further their Critical understanding of
the topic (i.e., inequity and animosity at school).
The above examples from the beginning and end of the Local Poverty unit
demonstrated the types of discussion and analysis that occurred when students considered
topics that they identified as being personally relevant (i.e., inequity in their school)
and/or socially important (i.e., addressing poverty). The initial and consistent privileging
of both Community and Critical knowledge promoted student sharing of stories and
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opinions, as well as critical perspectives on personal, family, and local lived realities.
This provided a space for discussion of topics not typically held in mathematics
classrooms, critical reflection about shared stories, challenging and/or broadening of
interpretations, and opportunities for students to see critical ideas about equity reflected
in their own experiences. Without this privileging of student experiences, conversations
may have remained academic, considering numbers and scenarios as someone else’s
problem or otherwise irrelevant to these students. Overall, Community knowledge served
as a foundation for public consideration and analysis of real life conditions, helping to
support and advance students’ critical understanding of the social topics. In other words,
Community knowledge directly informed students’ critical understanding of these social
contexts.
Theme #2: The Lack of Prioritization of Classical Mathematics Knowledge
Undermined the Development of Mathematical Understanding and Skills
As noted above, the Local Poverty unit prioritized Community and Critical
knowledge, placing minimal emphasis on Classical mathematics knowledge. Though
students were engaged in conversations about the social context, they were rarely asked
to integrate any Classical mathematics. Instead of students developing their
understanding of mathematical concepts or building mathematical skills, their focus was
on collecting numbers for use as evidence in their arguments for a specific intervention to
local poverty. In some cases, the numbers helped students see disparities in their topic of
investigation. In other cases, students found data that supported their initial, and possibly
naïve, opinions.
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Math = collecting numbers. For the first few days of the Local Poverty unit,
whole class discussions focused on social topics such as, school policies, payday loans,
and government priorities, with no reference to potentially related mathematical concepts.
In an attempt to integrate mathematics into the unit, Francisco and Donovan had groups
create a poster about a specific intervention they felt held promise for decreasing poverty
and “4 Critical Math questions” that could help guide their investigation (See Appendix
K for Poster Assignment). The following excerpt (10/13/2009) came from Francisco’s 6minute introduction of the activity.
1. Teacher Francisco: Once you identify the need in your group, every one listen.
[I] want you to write four Critical math questions that can address the need. I'll
give you an example. Say for instance education. You select education and you
select increasing math education in high school, better and more advanced level
math education in high school. That's what you select.
2. Unknown: You wish.
3. Teacher Francisco: So what kind of Critical math questions would you create in
order to say: "this is what we need"?
(6 second pause)
4. Teacher Francisco: Right, what would you need to know?
5. Lucero: How much money we're spending? On what we're spending?
6. Teacher Francisco: Like how much money we're spending on...
7. Lucero: On other stuff besides education.
8. Teacher Francisco: Besides education. You might want to say, what are the
indicators of success. Like what we talked about at the beginning of this course. If
students get Calculus, what level of success would we expect? Right? Would they
go onto college? Right? So you can do that mathematically. Students who pass
Calculus go to college and graduate college at a higher rate then those that don't.
See the math in that? Where's the math? There's the math. We want you to create
math questions that pertain to you.
9. Lucero: We need the numbers. We need numbers.
10. Teacher Francisco: Okay, but we don't want you to answer it yet. Next week,
you're gonna go to the [computer] lab. We reserved time in the lab, and you will
actually answer the questions. Right now all we want you to do is write out the
questions. So, right now I want you to talk in your group, identify the need that
you will address that will address poverty, and four Critical math questions that
can address the need. So do that right now.
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These directions were the only guidance students were given on how to integrate
mathematics into their investigations, and few students engaged the discussion. Lucero’s
responses in lines 5 and 9 foreshadowed how students would interpret the task - asking
“Critical Math questions” that had predetermined numerical answers (e.g., “We need
numbers”). (See Figure 5.1 for Sample Group Posters).
Fred, Ricky, Mario: Education
What is the dropout rate? Why do people drop out?
How can education become more appealing to help students stay in school?
What’s the highest paying job possible when you get your high school diploma
compared to a GED? Compared to a degree in college? Compared to a high school
dropout?
How can education change poverty? Will education change poverty?
Lupita, María, Karen, Duong: Cell Phone Companies
How many cell phone companies are there?
How many people do they employ?
What is the average pay?
How many people use cell phones in [local city]?
Figure 5.1. Sample group posters with “Critical Math questions”.
Donovan and Francisco’s hope for this activity was for students to think of ways
to integrate their Precalculus lessons into their analysis. For example, students could have
inquired into the rates of factors relevant to local poverty. Rates of change are central to
precalculus and calculus, allowing students to understand change at a given moment and
over time. Rather than focus solely on the current number of unemployed, students could
have looked at trends over the past 10, 20, or 30 years. Students could then have critiqued
those trends in order to speak to the direction of local poverty and how to best intervene.
However, integrating precalculus content was a demanding task and expecting
students to do this independently was unreasonable. Francisco’s own examples of
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“Critical Math questions” were unclear and focused on acquiring quantities, with no
reference to any of the Classical mathematics of the Precalculus class. As a result,
students collected relevant information that happened to be numerical in nature, rather
than using mathematics to help better understand the topic and strengthen their
arguments. To illustrate, Fred’s group (See Figure 5.1) conducted an internet search to
find a single number for the state’s most recent dropout rate. Instead, they could have
identified trends in the dropout rate over time and correlated shifts to specific initiatives
or funding policies. Moreover, students did not question the results or how the metrics
were created or calculated. Again, Fred’s group could have investigated the controversies
concerning the calculation of dropout rates (e.g., various definitions, lack of standards,
schools/districts fudging the numbers). With proper guidance, this group could have
developed a more complex understanding of the dropout rate as both a metric and social
phenomenon, possibly considering the interaction between political influences, the
education system, and poverty. However, the teachers’ expectation that students would
dive into such mathematization may have led to student frustration, disengagement, and
resistance.
Though these acquired numbers could function as a starting point for further
mathematical analysis, the lack of guidance on what to do with these numbers left
students assuming they had completed the task. This may be due in part to students not
being clear on how to integrate precalculus concepts or not knowing this was even
possible. Elevating a groups topic for class discussion and modeling the application of
mathematical concepts could have inspired groups to pose new questions or look at their
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data differently. Without having students do anything with the numbers other than just
collect and present them as data, they were unable to develop the mathematical power
and competencies central to the Classical mathematics relevant to the Precalculus course.
However, the “Caveat” below demonstrates how the numerical data students discovered
through their research served as key pieces of evidence to validate their claims about
inequity. The data served to support their initial opinions and informed their perspectives
of the social contexts.
Caveat: Numbers = evidence. Though students did not integrate Classical
mathematics as Donovan and Francisco had hoped, their use of the numbers they
collected led to questioning disparities (Critical). For example, when researching access
to higher education, Marcus discovered the prohibitive cost of attending college, the low
levels of state investment in education, and the general inaccessibility of college. He
(10/20/2009) wondered out loud: “Why are we paying so much money for college if
they’re [the state] not even paying that much money for college, to help us even get that
education?” In this case, Marcus’ research led him to critique state funding structures that
did little to make higher education more accessible. Francisco promoted this critical
analysis by engaging Marcus in a discussion about the reproduction of inequality through
limited access to elite schools.
1. Teacher Francisco: This 9% [college students who can afford elite schools],
they usually come from wealthy families. So they go to the best schools, right?
Then they get the best jobs. Then they pass it on to their kids.
2. Marcus: It’s like a cycle.
3. Teacher Francisco: It’s like a cycle. So only 9%, less than 10% of all college
students can afford these wealthy schools, right? The Yales, the Harvards.
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4. Marcus: And then there’s more people, more students out there than can
actually go there, but they can’t afford it.
Marcus not only recognized the “cycle” that kept wealthy students attending elite
schools, but also the role of high costs in limiting access for the general public. The initial
search for numbers and data relevant to the cost of higher education provided fertile
ground for identifying disparities, which in turn, spurred further critical analysis of these
disparities and the structures that support them.
The emphasis on collecting numbers and the minimal application of mathematical
principles was also apparent in groups’ final reports. For example, Marcus’ group’s
presentation did little to integrate Classical mathematics into their analysis of college
access. On the contrary, Marcus used the researched data as pieces of evidence to support
his structural analysis of inequality in higher education. After sharing about his work
experience (Community), Marcus referred to a “big old cycle” where those who need a
job to pay for college cannot get a job without the very education they are trying to pay
for. He then provided numerical data to support his argument that students were paying
more money (i.e., tuition increases) to go to less funded schools (i.e., state budget cuts to
higher education):
Average cost for public schools, I mean, public college. The [local college] and
[state university] and all that. The rates since last year have actually gone up
6.4%. And then, regular two-year college, the rates have gone up 5% since last
year. And after these rates going up, these colleges are also getting budget cuts.
And the [local state university] alone, had two million dollars cut from their
school. So basically we're paying more for lower education kind-of-thing. So it's
basically kind of like we're getting cheated, if you look at it in a way. Cuz of our
economy, they're not even funding education. Our country is expecting us for the
future. So, if we're not getting education now, how are we supposed to help
ourselves in the future? You know what I mean?
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Here, Marcus used the numbers that he had researched as evidence to demonstrate how
“we’re being cheated.” He questioned how his generation would receive the education
they needed for the future while current policies were undercutting educational funding.
This critique of political priorities was connected not only to the larger economy, but also
to his personal future prospects. Marcus humanized the data to see the lived realities
behind the numbers and then further personalized the topic by relating the financial
circumstances to his personal experiences as a teenage worker and college applicant
(Community). The personal relevance of the investigation motivated his inquiry of the
social context and allowed him to position himself, and others, as being harmed by this
injustice (“we’re getting cheated”).
Marcus ended his presentation by summarizing his argument and introducing a
final piece of relevant data:
So, this is basically our argument. It is a simple fact that all of these facts coming
together you're actually realizing the cycle of what's going on. Especially, even in
private schools. We have a fact on private school, only 9% of college students go
to private schools. It's $25,143 per year. Just for a private school. That's like,
Harvard and all the high colleges. And when you realize it, the only reason why
there's, we have our, wealthy people in our country. And for these private schools,
only the rich kids are going to these schools because they're the only ones who
could pay for it. So basically, it's another cycle creating there that only the rich
right now is getting this education that some of us in the bottom can't get. This
higher education for a higher-paying job to better ourselves. For the future. Okay?
In this case, the numerical data demonstrated disparities in opportunities and helped
Marcus to identify an injustice in the system (Critical). Informed by his research and
previous conversation with Francisco, Marcus came to critique funding policies, question
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public priorities, and offer a possible intervention (i.e., lowering the cost of college) as an
attempt to disrupt this unjust cycle.
The above examples illustrated how the Local Poverty unit created opportunities
for students to develop a more complex understanding of the social context they
investigated, even though it did not provide for the application or development of
Classical mathematics, especially not precalculus. Without precalculus concepts
addressed in class activity, students resorted to collecting numbers as their main
application of mathematics, relegating numbers to the role of evidence for arguments.
This data allowed students to see disparities as confirmation of inequity as they became
more informed on the social topic. Though this process supported the development of
students’ Community and Critical knowledge bases, it is important to reemphasize that
this happened without the integration of Classical mathematics, more specifically,
precalculus content. The following theme demonstrates how this de-emphasis of
Classical Mathematics resulted in some students resisting the Local Poverty unit.
Theme #3: Students Demonstrated Open and Passive Resistance
During the Local Poverty unit, some students demonstrated high levels of
resistance to the curriculum, pedagogy, use of class time, and perceived lack of
mathematical focus. To illustrate, Fred pulled Francisco aside after the first day of the
Local Poverty unit (08/25/2009) and asked: “How am I gonna use math to solve these
problems? That's what I'm wondering. We're just talking about the problems. I don't see
where math is involved.” However, it should be noted that a handful of students actually
appreciated the non-traditional instruction and saw days with Francisco to be a break
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from “real math.” For example, during a focus group (10/27/2009), Abdullah expressed
his enjoyment of Local Poverty days due to the absence of mathematics: “I kinda come
into class on Tuesdays and I’m like ahh, today there’s no math, it’s gonna be a little more
fun. So I kind of enjoy it.” Regardless, this viewpoint did not represent the majority of
student perspectives, as is demonstrated below.
During Local Poverty lessons, there was high absenteeism, limited group
collaboration, and few students engaged in whole class discussions. Several students
passively demonstrated their resistance to the unit by listening to music, texting or
playing games on their cell phones, chatting with group mates, working on assignments
for other classes, or putting their head down. Similarly, during computer research, some
students would check email, watch YouTube videos, or read unrelated online articles.
Though some of this behavior existed during Donovan’s typical instruction, there was a
marked increase in this type of disengagement during the Local Poverty unit, and it
worsened as the unit continued. At times, students would question Francisco as to the
purpose of the social discussions in their mathematics class. In some instances,
individuals attempted to disrupt class with loud outbursts or direct challenges to the
professor. For example, Daniel loudly sighed when Francisco was beginning his lecture,
interrupting the class and openly frustrating the professor.
As the unit went on, student participation in class activities dwindled. Tracking
Kaz’s participation across the unit demonstrates this drop in engagement. As described
above (See Theme #1), Kaz initially participated actively during whole class
conversations about inequity. He shared his opinions about the magnet school on campus
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and integrated his personal experiences as evidence for his argument. However, this
engagement in class activity quickly turned to outright resistance when Natalí led the
class in a community-building activity where students, arranged in two concentric circles,
were to discuss whether or not mathematics could be problem-posing. During this
activity, Kaz (09/01/2009) shouted several disruptive comments: “I just want to learn
math!” “Why are we here?” “Where’s Mr. Dillinger? This is math!” “This would be great
if this were Circle-making 101.” Kaz not only demonstrated his disapproval of the
activity, but he attempted to derail it by making jokes, disassembling the circles, and
engaging others in social conversations. When Francisco stopped class to address Kaz’s
concerns, Kaz was direct in stating that he didn’t think these activities belonged in their
mathematics class. He claimed these activities were a “waste of time” and asked the
class: “What does it say on your schedule? What class are we in? It doesn’t say we are in
banking education, circle-making class; it says we are in Precalculus.” He went on to
argue that the Local Poverty days were completely disconnected from the other four days
of the week.
Similarly, Mario argued that Local Poverty activities were not “real” precalculus.
Without a clear mathematical relevance to classroom tasks, his group became resistant to
class activities and blurted out joke responses to Francisco’s questions, which frustrated
Francisco and derailed conversations. During a debrief after class (10/06/2009), Natalí
and Francisco shared with me that they felt “hostility in the room.” Natalí turned to
Francisco and said: “I told you and you said I was crazy. The students hate us!” Francisco
stated that he had “never felt this before” and that he believed Mario was “messing with
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me.” These comments illustrated the level of frustration the teachers felt as they tried to
implement non-traditional activities.
Several students also shared during focus groups (10/29/2009) that they did not
see the relevance of the unit to their Precalculus class. To illustrate, Duong argued that
math was absent from the unit entirely: “[We learned] nothing related to math, though.
We talked about the Pay Day Loans and that stuff, but it's not related to math.” Though
some students appreciated learning about real social conditions (Kaz: “it shed light on
things”), several students resented this distraction from their mathematical learning. For
example, Karen explained that she did not find the Local Poverty unit helpful: “I just
think that we should spend more time on the Pre-Calc stuff instead of spending so much
time on trying to see how math actually fits in the real world”. Eduardo, Karen, and
Alexandra argued that these types of activities belonged in a separate course, with Karen
and José suggesting, “it should be in English instead”. Marcus captured many students’
perspectives (10/29/2009):
Honestly, I just actually took this class because I was trying to get prepared for
college because that's kind of like the minimum math that you're supposed to
have, right? So, I actually took it so I could get ready. But, it kind of feels like
we're going away from the Classical math thing that we were talking about. The
every day-to-day kind of thing. And, I honestly don't need this credit but, it just
kinda feels like. It's kind of wasting some of the time so I can learn these kind of
things so I can prepare for actual math class in college.
Here, several students questioned the use of Precalculus class time for the Local Poverty
unit. They believed too much time was taken from learning “Pre-Calc stuff,” “Classical
math thing,” and “actual math class.” With no clear mathematical goals for the unit and
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minimal integration of Classical mathematics, students did not see the relevance of
mathematics to the investigations or the role of the unit in their mathematics course.
Later in the focus group, students recommended that connections to Classical
mathematics be more specific. Marcus explained: “I guess that's why everybody's asking
what's the point of this. It's because we're not actually relating it to what we're doing.”
Emma suggested, “using the math that we’re learning for these projects. Like say,
regression – apply that to today’s world.” Without a clear understanding of the role of
mathematics in these investigations, students were left doubting the validity of the
activities and longing for more Classical instruction. Perhaps a unit with a better balance
of the 3 Cs (i.e., some Classical mathematics) would have captured the interest and
attention of these students. For example, the class could have mathematized quantitative
data about local housing prices, family income, and cost of living. Exploration of the
rates of change (precalculus content) of this data would identify trends to help explain the
local effects of the foreclosure crisis. However, such integration of mathematics did not
occur during the Local Poverty unit. Subsequent chapters describe other units that placed
a more significant emphasis on Classical mathematics, and the resulting benefits and
challenges of such an approach.
Local Poverty Unit Summary and Discussion
The Local Poverty Unit Ladder below (Figure 5.2) depicts the dual focus on
Community (yellow bar) and Critical knowledge (red bar) and the multiple opportunities
the unit created for students to integrate these knowledge bases (orange ladder rungs).
Though these knowledge bases were privileged throughout the unit, only four activities
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promoted interaction between the two (i.e., Magnet School, Payday Loans, group
research, and final presentations). The color-coding emphasizes this intermingling of the
two knowledge bases (i.e., mixing yellow and red makes orange). To illustrate, the
Magnet School discussion on the first day of the unit asked students to share their
personal experiences when identifying inequities in their lives. Similarly, the Payday
Loans lesson included opportunities to connect students’ families’ financial
circumstances with a statewide movement against these lending institutions. The larger
rungs represent activities later in the unit that required more integration of knowledge
bases. That is, the several days dedicated to research and presentations called for students
to consistently relate their lived realities to their analysis of social inequities.

Figure 5.2. Local Poverty Unit ladder representing opportunities for knowledge bases to
interact.
Advancing Knowledge Bases
The dual emphasis of the unit not only helped connect students’ Community
knowledge with Critical perspectives and theoretical constructs, but it also led students to
develop new understandings. In other words, the intertwining of the two knowledge bases
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advanced each in ways that may not have been possible in isolation (Theme #1).
Similarly, Turner, Varley Gutiérrez, Simic-Muller, and Díez-Palomar (2009) found that
privileging students’ out-of-school experiences through investigations of authentic,
community-based contexts supported “their capacity to critically engage with situations
in their lives” (p. 151). That is, by grounding activities in issues that are important and
relevant to local communities, students have opportunities to draw on and develop their
Critical knowledge and possibly strengthen their potential for critical engagement in the
social topic, as the example of Marcus’ “cycles” illustrated (Theme #2). Ultimately, the
unit addressed Gutstein’s (2006) social justice pedagogical goal of developing positive
cultural and social identities by honoring students’ local communities as a source of
knowledge and relevant experiences, and as catalysts for action.
It is important to note the significant role of the teacher (i.e., Francisco, Natalí,
and Donovan) for facilitating integration of knowledge bases during most orange rungs.
With the exception of group research time, teachers were the primary facilitators of most
activities, pushing students to share personal experiences, defend their positions, and
make connections between their lived experiences and broader social contexts. Without
the teachers’ initiation of conversations, facilitation of discussions, and challenging of
ideas, students may not have become personally engaged in the topics. This
personalization assisted the integration of Community and Critical knowledge bases by
making explicit the local consequences of social inequities. The importance of active
teacher facilitation of the integration of knowledge bases will be further discussed in
Chapter 8.
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Negotiating Mathematics and Social Justice Goals
Though the above findings point to the benefits of privileging Community and
Critical knowledge bases (i.e., personalization, integration), Classical knowledge is
conspicuously absent from the Ladder. As Theme #2 demonstrated, mathematics content
was never developed in the unit, with students solely collecting numbers and quantities to
support their arguments. This brings attention to the challenge of balancing the
mathematical and critical work. When drawing upon authentic contexts, teachers make
ongoing decisions about the direction of the activity, and these decisions often involve
ensuring that the mathematics is present and accessible, while at the same time
maintaining authenticity to the real world context (Gutstein, 2006; Turner, et al., 2009;
Varley Gutiérrez, 2009). In this case, Francisco did little to integrate Classical
mathematics into activities, preferring to maintain a focus on the social topics. Though
opportunities did exist to mathematize students’ social critiques, they often went
unrecognized and arguments lacked mathematical insight and precision. This may have
been due in part to Francisco’s lack of experience integrating mathematics himself into
social investigations. A more active role from Donovan could have helped to identify and
integrate mathematics, complementing Francisco’s emphasis on the social context.
However, Donovan decided to play a limited role on Tuesdays, allowing Francisco to
lead the unit. Perhaps Donovan wanted to see how an “expert” in critical pedagogy would
approach this work and did not want to disrupt Francisco’s method. Donovan may have
yielded his classroom authority to a university professor whom he perceived as more
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knowledgeable about and experienced with this type of teaching. This demonstrates how
power and status play a role in classrooms not only with students, but also with adults.
Though Francisco’s deemphasized Classical mathematics, his intimate knowledge
of the local community and his Critical knowledge allowed him to provide guidance to
students’ investigations of complex political contexts (e.g., Marcus’ access to higher
education). His expertise informed student learning about the social context and
facilitated integration of Community and Critical knowledge bases. Even though specific
precalculus material was not advanced, deemphasizing the Classical Mathematics
allowed students to remain focused on the research topic and created space for discussion
of relevant personal experiences. Such opportunities for students’ Community knowledge
to drive class activities resulted in conversations not typically held in mathematics
classrooms, which aligned with Gutstein’s (2006) call to normalize politically taboo
topics.
Though these students were not directly using mathematics to impact society, I
agree with Gutstein’s perspective that writing the world with mathematics is a
developmental process where youth are developing a “sense of social agency” (p. 27).
The culminating assignment for the unit specifically asked students to consider avenues
for making change and to consider their role in enacting that change. By introducing
students to local movements (i.e., Payday Loans) and having them construct intervention
plans, the unit promoted individuals’ “beginning to see oneself capable of making
change”. Though Clara’s group challenged this notion and expressed a lack of agency,
the responses from their peers demonstrated the general belief that change is possible,
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and that these students could each play a part. However, it is important to note that these
discussions of agency lacked any reference to mathematics, raising the question if
students were truly developing their ability to write the world with mathematics versus
solely considering change without mathematics.
Interpreting Student Resistance
Informed by the literature referenced above and previous experiences
implementing CM activities, Donovan and I expected some resistance to such nontraditional instruction. However, we did not expect the hostile responses students
sometimes gave to Francisco and Natalí (Theme #3). Kohl (1994) referred to this willing
rejection of the classroom context as “not-learning,” where resistance provides the
student with a strong self-identity and satisfaction with their new role in the classroom the role of advocate. Such satisfaction was seen in Kaz’s boisterous challenges where he
riled up the class and publicly announced his position.
However, because the Local Poverty unit was designed to help counter traditional
and oppressive teaching norms, it complicates the interpretation of student resistance.
When students resist a pedagogy that is itself attempting to be counter-hegemonic, are
they acting in support of conformity to the oppressive norm? If Kaz, and others, were
taking on the role of advocate, what were they advocating for? Critical Race scholars11,
Solorzano and Delgado Bernal (2001) offer that resistance is a spectrum with “students
who are simply acting out in class without any critique of the social conditions that may
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While Critical Race Theory was not part of my broader conceptual framework, I found
it informed my analysis of student resistance.
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contribute to their disruptive behavior” on one end, and students “who have a strong
critique of their oppressive social conditions but who ultimately help re-create these
conditions through their own self-defeating resistant behavior” on the other end (p. 316).
Though students demonstrated various forms of resistance, I conjecture that Kaz’s open
resistance was indicative of many students’ perspectives. I do not believe that he was
acting out without any critique, as he offered specific arguments about expectations for
the course and the inappropriateness of certain activities. Neither did Kaz re-create
conditions through self-defeating behavior. On the contrary, he offered critique of the
perceived oppressive situation, openly resisted class conditions, and advocated for
change.
Kaz’s advocacy for Classical precalculus content brings attention to students’
acknowledgement of the importance of mathematics, even if viewed in a traditional
sense. Though many of the students had previously complained about their prior
mathematics education, they recognized that mathematics was important to learn, that
their Precalculus class was supposed to provide this education, and even expressed a
desire to learn the appropriate mathematics. These students were not attempting to avoid
mathematical content, even if the alternative was personally relevant and interesting. On
the contrary these students were demanding to be educated and resisted any perceived
deviations from their expectations. They did not want to be cheated of the knowledge and
skills that Precalculus was supposed to provide. This is in contrast to some of the popular
notions in mathematics education that mathematics should be taught through fun and
engaging activities in order to “sneak in” the content. This narrative is pervasive in
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school systems that marginalize large numbers of students of color by holding them to
low standards and expectations (See Oakes, 2005). Donovan’s students directly
challenged this perception of students of color by advocating for “real math.”
Though several students spoke to the importance of mathematics for their
appreciation of and engagement in class, I conjecture that their resistance may also have
been related to the instructional curriculum and pedagogy. There were several aspects of
the Local Poverty unit that were incongruent with the broader Precalculus course and
may have come across as unnecessary and/or irrelevant to students. As mentioned above,
some students questioned the disconnect between the one day dedicated to the social
investigation and the rest of the week that was purely Classical textbook content.
Furthermore, most students had no previous experiences with Francisco and were not
consulted on his role in their class. This may have led to resentment and students
distancing themselves from an outsider who they did not view as an official mathematics
teacher. Francisco’s entrance as the lead instructor for select class sessions was different
from my participation as I was regularly present from the beginning of the year. I
introduced myself formally, asked for students’ official consent, and consistently engaged
them in their school lives. Francisco’s outsider status and infrequent attendance may have
created obstacles to forming personal relationships with the students and may have
positioned him as a guest speaker instead of teacher. Donovan’s hand’s off approach to
the unit resulted in students’ considering the Local Poverty unit to be “Francisco’s days,”
further adding to the disconnect between the investigation and the “real” Precalculus
class.
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In addition, Francisco’s pedagogy may have been a source of tension and
frustration. Several early class periods included lectures with few entry points for varied
participation. When Francisco turned to whole class discussion, many students had
already disengaged, only leaving a subset of vocal students to share stories and
experiences (Theme #1). Rather than advancing student dialogue and participation
consistent with critical pedagogy, such instruction was more traditional in nature and may
have led to frustration, disengagement, and resistance from students of color accustomed
to this type of disenfranchising mathematics instruction (Boaler & Greeno, 2000; Martin,
2000; Oakes, 2005).
It is important to acknowledge that students not only resisted the lack of Classical
mathematics, but also the poor implementation of Critical Pedagogy. Students were not
consulted on the roles and expectations of outsiders (non-democratic), the curriculum was
disjointed and unclear, instructional practices resembled traditional pedagogy, and the
teacher they had strong personal relationships with was mostly absent from class
activities. I content that the confluence of these factors of implementation perpetuated
high levels of disengagement and resistance to the Local Poverty unit.
These experiences demonstrate the difficulty in implementing activities that
deviate so acutely from what students expect from their mathematics classes. Teachers
must not only consider aspects of the curriculum, but also of pedagogy, resources, and
relationships. However, while individual CM activities may not integrate all 3 Cs and
address all mathematics and social justice goals, repeated opportunities to learn
mathematics in personally and socially meaningful ways may over time impact the ways
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students relate to mathematics and its role in their lives. The following chapters describe
other approaches Donovan and I took to continue in this direction, including increased
emphasis on Classical mathematics.
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CHAPTER 6: AIDS LAB
AIDS Lab
The final unit of the Fall semester was the AIDS Lab. This assignment was taken
from a reform-oriented laboratory manual (Davis, et al., 1998) designed to supplement a
standard precalculus course by providing opportunities for students to work
collaboratively on lengthy, context-based problems. The lab followed a mathematical
modeling approach to understanding the spread of AIDS through functions, specifically
exponential and logistic growth. When researching precalculus content before the school
year, I found exponential growth and decay to be the only mathematical content regularly
represented in curricula with “real world” scenarios (e.g., spread of disease, radioactive
decay).
Goals, Tasks, and Activity
The AIDS Lab was a 4-day group assignment that culminated with individual
written reports (See Table 6.1 for an overview of the lab). Students had previously been
assigned such labs on quadratic growth and price maximization, though with contexts of
little relevance to students’ lives, such as the sale of doormats. Donovan assigned the
AIDS Lab as the final activity of the semester and announced it to be worth 25% of the
final exam. The lab had students consider news articles and data concerning the AIDS
epidemic of the 1980s. Rather than first teaching the mathematical concepts with abstract,
decontextualized lessons and later applying those concepts to a “real-world” context, the
AIDS Lab integrated lessons so that discussions about the functions were always
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grounded in the context. Real data was used in all data sets and all discussions about
AIDS referred to some mathematical concept.
Table 6.1
Overview of lessons for AIDS Lab
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4

Begin AIDS Lab: “Preparation”
Introduce topic of spread of AIDS: Is it exponential?
Goal: Understand nature of exponential growth
Continue AIDS Lab
Graph data sets with smooth curves and predict future data.
Investigate AIDS in U.S. Women
Complete AIDS Lab
Review regression and piecewise functions. Introduce logistic growth.
Investigate AIDS in South Africa, effect of the end of Apartheid
Lab Reports due
Recap AIDS Lab
Demonstration of Gapminder website with AIDS data

The AIDS Lab was designed to develop student understanding of specific
Classical mathematics content (i.e., exponential, logistic, and piecewise functions), while
employing mathematical skills (i.e., plotting data, making estimations, curve-fitting).
This included an analysis of exponential functions to see that the rate of growth itself
increases over time, quickly producing enormous numbers. By applying this basic
mathematical concept to the real data of the spread of AIDS, students saw that true
exponential growth of AIDS would have rapidly resulted in human extinction. Therefore,
students identified the need to find another function to better model the data – one that
would capture rapid initial growth followed by slower and more stable growth (See
Figure 6.1 for sample graphs from the AIDS Lab). This involved modeling limits to
growth and graphing logistic growth functions. Ultimately, students utilized piecewise
functions to represent different trends in the data. For example, some students represented
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early AIDS data with a logistic function, followed by a linear function to represent
stability, and then predicted exponential decay to represent a decline in AIDS cases.

Example of exponential growth.

Example of logistic growth.

Figure 6.1. Graphs of lab data to represent exponential and logistic growth.
Coupled with these mathematics content goals, the lab was designed to develop
students’ critical understanding of the inequitable impact of AIDS on different
communities and the effect of population-specific interventions (social justice goals).
Specifically, students investigated differences between the models for U.S. women, gay
men, African Americans, and South Africans. This encouraged humanization of the
statistics by examining how trends in the AIDS data related to social conditions and
governmental interventions. For example, students could see that as educational and
preventive measures intensified, the rate of spread of disease abated. Furthermore, they
could critique the inadequate initial governmental response in the gay community,
followed by oversight of the increased risks for women.
The unit was structured so that paragraphs about AIDS and news stories were
intermingled with Classical mathematics tasks that involved graphing and critiquing
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mathematical models (see Appendix L for the Detailed Overview of Lessons). The
discussions of the social topic served to introduce mathematical tasks and to later draw
connections between the mathematical model and the real world effect of the disease. To
illustrate, the lab stated that in 1997, “the number of South Africans infected with HIV is
2.4 million, three times as many as in the United States,” and suggested the ending of
apartheid, “hastened the spread of the disease by opening the South African economy to
greater trade and migration flows from the north.” A table of data of AIDS cases in South
Africa from 1985 to 1994 followed this introduction, as well as directions for graphing
the data, comparing the graph to previous models, curve-fitting on a graphing calculator,
approximating and evaluating the exponential function, and ultimately comparing the
results to the previous discussion of AIDS in U.S. women. For much of the unit, the lab
followed this pattern of introducing a brief Critical discussion of the context before a
longer amount of time and resources dedicated to Classical mathematical tasks. Then the
Lab would interject opportunities for students to synthesize content and context. Though
these interjections occurred frequently, they were short-lived with the bulk of in-class
time dedicated to completing traditional mathematical tasks (i.e., graphing, regression
analysis).
As a culminating assignment, the Lab Report asked students, among other things,
to critique a 1987 quote on the “exponential” spread of AIDS, to discuss “the limitations
inherent in an exponential model”, and to comment on data for specific demographic
groups, such as “the alarming nature of the women's AIDS data and the statistics from
South Africa” (See Appendix M for the Lab Report assignment). On the final day of the
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unit, students were introduced to www.gapminder.org, a powerful online tool for
visualizing international data and exploring statistical trends. They viewed and discussed
AIDS data from countries representing members of the class, including U.S., South
Africa, Kenya, Mexico, Guam, Iran, Trinidad, and Venezuela.
Theme #1: Privileging of Critical and Classical Mathematics Knowledge Promoted
an Interconnected Understanding of Content and Context
The dual emphasis on Classical and Critical knowledge helped develop these two
knowledge bases independently, with only occasional instances where they directly
informed each other. It was more common that the two knowledge bases developed in
parallel, due to the curricular structure of the lab that jumped between discussions of the
context and purely mathematical tasks. Nonetheless, the lab tasks that had students make
connections between the mathematics and the discussion of the spread of AIDS promoted
complex understandings of both the mathematical content and the social context. In other
words, the AIDS Lab was a well-designed reform-oriented mathematics activity focused
on mathematical modeling to “plunge the students into a real-life situation and ask them
to investigate the mathematics they found there” (Davis, et al., 1998, p. vii). However,
the discussion of the inequitable spread of AIDS and the factors behind it offered a
Critical component absent from other labs. This allowed for students to engage in critical
analysis that at times included mathematical arguments. Over the course of the AIDS
Lab, students’ developing understanding of the mathematics helped them to better
comprehend the spread of AIDS (content informed context), while the authentic
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discussion of the topic helped them to better understand and apply the mathematics
content (context informed content).
To illustrate how content and context informed each other, daily Classical activity
concerning functions (e.g., the fast growth of exponential functions) helped students
develop an understanding of the magnitude of the AIDS epidemic and aided their Critical
analysis of the disproportionate effect on certain populations (i.e., different functions for
different populations). Conversely, interjections about the unequal spread of AIDS
provided a real world context for applying and critiquing exponential and logistic growth
models. This intermingling of knowledge bases resisted the isolation of either content or
context as students developed an interconnected understanding of the mathematics and
the social topic. The following excerpt from an end of semester focus group (12/14/2009)
illustrates how students talked about the content and the social context in relation to one
another:
1. Carlos: We had this data that we had to figure, okay what does it actually
mean? And we put it in a graph, and we're able to see, Oh! Okay, so it's growing
like exponentially. It's getting bigger, faster over this period of time. And we had
to be like, this is, this affects, this affected these people and it affects us because
what if it comes here? What if we have a massive outbreak here? We need to
know how it's going to grow and be able to predict what we need to do to stop it
from killing everyone in [local city].
2. José: Yeah.
3. Jordan: Okay, what I learned was we can use exponential graphing for some
data but not all. Cause you don't, you can't, with that one, you can't predict the
future. Cause you never know when it's going to stop [growing]. Or when it's
going to stop and then go down [moves hand in air like graph], look like a
parabola.
4. Teacher Rodrigo: So that was more classical?
5. Jordan: Yeah. I mean you can use that [exponential functions] for some of the
reality that's happening but not all.
6. Teacher Rodrigo: Okay.
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7. Jordan: It's the closest. That's the best one to use though, instead of linear or
cubic or…
Here, Carlos demonstrated his ability to use mathematics to understand a social
phenomenon (mathematization). He described how he modeled and interpreted the data
in order to understand what was happening to the number of cases (“growing like
exponentially… faster over this period of time”). Similarly, Jordan demonstrated a clear
understanding of the benefits and limits of using a singular model when investigating a
real phenomenon. He acknowledged that an exponential model was better than “linear or
cubic”, but also understood, “we can use exponential graphing for some data but not all.”
Furthermore, his explanation that future circumstances may affect data (“you can’t
predict the future”) and therefore require a different mathematical model, demonstrated
his developing ability to mathematize the situation and flexibly employ mathematical
tools, all of which was only relevant when considering the context. Such comments
demonstrated how students’ mathematical understanding was informed and supported by
discussions of the social topic (context informed content). Without a real world scenario
and actual data, Carlos and Jordan may not have grasped the intricacies of these
mathematical concepts or may not have been able to judge the utility of different models.
For example, the data showed them that exponential growth would have led to extinction,
but that “it’s the closest” model they could use to understand this complex social
phenomenon.
Conversely, their firm understanding of the mathematics facilitated the analysis of
the spread of AIDS (content informed context). Rather than solely focus on the
mathematical procedures of the unit, Carlos discussed the larger ideas of what the data
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“actually mean”, how this “affects us”, the importance of being “able to predict”, and the
“need to stop it”. His statement, “this affected these people and it affects us”
demonstrated his understanding of the human conditions and circumstances behind the
numbers (humanization). Carlos recognized the importance of the mathematics for
understanding the situation (“We need to know how it’s going to grow”) in order to
identify possible interventions (“we need to do to stop it ”). This sense of urgency
communicated his acknowledgment of the social topic as not only relevant, but also
worthy of further investigation. These comments suggest that Carlos was starting to see
the power of mathematics for investigating “reality.”
During a whole class discussion on the final day of the lab, Carlos again
demonstrated how his knowledge of the mathematical content and the social topic were
intertwined. When Donovan asked the class what they learned about graphing real data,
Carlos (12/14/2009) responded: “If it [the spread of AIDS] was strictly exponential, we
would all be dead.” Carlos referenced the social topic to demonstrate the limitations of
the specific mathematical model. He went on to explain how he employed two graphs
(i.e., piecewise function) to better represent “what really happened.” After looking at
Gapminder graphs of historical AIDS data for the U.S., Mexico, and South Africa, Carlos
offered a comparison of the rates of change (Precalculus content) of the different
countries and expressed his shock at the fact that 20% of South Africans had HIV. He
shared, “One in five people is scary, truly terrifying,” and that the lack of care and
medications “means it just gets worse, progresses on to be AIDS.” His humanization of
the data led to a critique of current conditions. Furthermore, he questioned the validity of
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the data. He asked: “How do we know these are actual numbers? If they are actually
telling us?” This demonstrated Carlos’ understanding that the mathematical
representations are based on real life statistics and cannot be considered as abstract,
decontextualized numbers. He raised valid concerns about how metrics are created and
data are collected. His developing ability to mathematize the social phenomenon through
interpretation of real world data was complemented by his humanization of the
circumstances behind the numbers. Carlos’ summative comments demonstrated how the
mathematics and the context were inextricably linked in helping develop this complex
understanding of the social topic.
Similarly, Daisy, Lena, Lupita, and María’s comments during their Semester
Focus Group (12/14/2009) demonstrated how the AIDS Lab helped them learn about
mathematics and the spread of AIDS:
1. Teacher Rodrigo: Entonces en general, ¿qué les gustó o no les gustó del
paquete [AIDS Lab packet]?
[So in general, what did you like or not like from the packet [AIDS lab packet]?]
2. Lena: Que hay mucha información de, pues, the AIDS.
[That there’s a lot of information about, well, the AIDS.]
3. María: Y no no más de matemáticas, también de AIDS.
[And not, not just math, also about AIDS.]
4. Lupita: Pero es muy interesante.
[But it’s very interesting.]
5. Daisy: Así como te pones a pensar que en África no tienen así, like the
resources para avisar a la gente que tienen que hacer esto; que se chequeen.
[Like how it makes you think that in Africa they don’t have like, like the resources
to warn the people that they have to do this, that they check themselves.]
Seeing as the group had focused almost exclusively on the mathematical tasks, their
reference to learning about the social context came as somewhat of a surprise to me. To
illustrate, much of the unit’s video data of their group consisted of extensive work
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sessions were they persevered through the mathematical content with no discussion of the
context. Yet, these comments not only communicated an interest and appreciation for the
learning that took place during the AIDS Lab, but Daisy’s statement also showed her
humanization of the data and the development of her Critical understanding about the
lived experiences of people far away. Without this assignment, Daisy may never have
considered the conditions in South Africa, the resources and interventions available for
combating AIDS, and the essential message to communicate to “the people.” At the end
of the unit, these women demonstrated learning “not just math, [but] also about AIDS”.
In the end, the dual emphasis on Critical and Classical mathematics allowed for
the content and context to interact in such a way that supported student learning. The
student comments above demonstrated not only their learning of Classical mathematics
content (i.e., rate of change of exponential growth, characteristics and limitations of
various mathematical models), but also thoughtful consideration of the social context
(i.e., the history of AIDS specifically, and the spread of disease in general).
However, it should be noted that the lack of prioritization of Community
knowledge resulted in few opportunities for students to share and develop their personal
(sometimes stereotypical) perspectives and experiences. This was coupled with missed
opportunities to challenge students’ naïve conceptions about the disease. For example,
Carlos’ comment, “what if it comes here?” could have been met with discussions of the
already existent local impact of AIDS and students’ personal experiences. This would not
only serve to elevate and develop students’ Community knowledge, but also to further
humanize the investigation of AIDS-related data. Without problematizing these initial
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conceptions, student comments communicated a fear of the disease and those infected
(e.g., “we need to stop it from killing everyone,” “scary, truly terrifying”). Similarly,
Daisy’s comments about Africa offered a simplistic view of the situation focused on
resources. Furthermore, her comments framed Africans as deprived of resources and
perpetuated deficit perspectives. Additional critical conversations and analysis may have
promoted more complex understandings about the social context. Without this further
critique, the primary Critical knowledge developed during the unit related to the disparate
impact on communities (e.g., South Africans) and the social and governmental factors at
play.
Theme #2: Students Appreciated Uniqueness of the Integration in the Lab
From an analysis of students’ reflections and comments on the AIDS Lab, it is
apparent that students not only enjoyed the unit and found it to be a valuable activity, but
they also found it to be “different” from other class activities. Students noted that the
balanced integration of the mathematical content and social context allowed them to
recognize the applicability of the mathematics and to appreciate the importance of the
social topic, which in turn promoted their further exploration of the context. The
comments above by Daisy, María, Lena, and Lupita demonstrated this appreciation of
learning “not just math, also about AIDS.”
During Semester Focus Groups, I asked students to place several class activities
on the Venn diagram depicting Community, Critical, and Classical mathematics
knowledge bases. Students unanimously identified the AIDS Lab as the best integration
of the 3 Cs during the fall semester. Many students claimed that the lab belonged in the
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“bull’s eye” at the intersection of all three circles. However, it should be noted that
students were not using the 3 Cs in the same way I have framed them for this study.
Though they recognized Classical mathematics as the typical activities they were
accustomed to in their traditional mathematics classes, they associated Critical
knowledge with “critical thinking” and advanced mathematics. Community knowledge
they described as relating to the world and “community-based” – partially aligned with
my definition of Critical knowledge. Therefore, I interpreted most student references to
“Community” as Critical knowledge. As a result, when students described the AIDS Lab
as matching the 3 Cs, I interpreted that as the intersection between Critical and Classical
mathematics knowledge – precisely the two knowledge bases privileged during the unit.
To exemplify, Carlos (12/14/2009) acknowledged Donovan’s transparent prioritization of
multiple knowledge bases and praised Donovan’s blending of lessons:
That's one thing I have to kind of commend Mr. Dillinger because he does a really
good job of touching on everything. Like there'd be a couple days where we're
working on classical stuff. And then we'll do like some community-based stuff.
And then we'll do some classical stuff and community stuff together.
These comments bring attention to the fact that Carlos recognized the shifting priorities
of the activities and appreciated when integrated well.
In contrast, students did not feel that other labs were as successful in offering
relevant applications that helped them understand the mathematics. For example, Daniel
(01/04/2010) described the difference between the AIDS Lab and the Doormats Lab
focused on rational numbers in maximizing profit:
About the Doormat Lab, I think that one was kind of boring actually. I think we
should have more labs like the one about the AIDS lab. I mean that was really
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good because the information could go so good together with the formulas and
everything, you could really see the best examples. I think that was the case with
the Doormat Lab, I really, it was just you were looking at the formulas and
everything but at the same time the examples and we were like, [shrugs shoulders]
huh? We were [shrugs shoulders]. What I'm saying is that the exponential growth
was like a perfect example of how AIDS is spreading which made it also easier to
study it. But it wasn't that good related in the Doormat Lab.
Daniel sang the praises of studying a topic that was a direct and appropriate application
of the mathematical content being learned (“go so good together with the formulas”). He
argued that applying the mathematical content “perfectly” onto a context made it “easier”
to learn. In other words, Daniel believed the Classical mathematics was made more
accessible because the context supported his understanding of the mathematical concept.
Clara echoed this sentiment during her Semester Focus Group (12/15/2009): “I
understood exponential growth a lot better. When I don’t understand it, I think it’s easier
for me to grasp it when I did the lab, so I can actually see what it applies to.” Daniel and
Clara’s comments suggest that they appreciated the social topic not only as a practical
application, but also as an avenue to better understand the mathematical content.
In addition to being different from other labs, many students saw the AIDS Lab as
being unlike typical activities in Donovan’s class. Again, Daniel clearly summarized this
difference during the same focus group (12/15/2009):
The AIDS packet, I think it was different from the other days what we do in Mr.
Dillinger because we also like look at problems with other things like for
example, rocks flying from a height and different things. But AIDS was
something deeper, something we would really take a serious look at. And I think
what was different with AIDS than the other days was that AIDS and the
exponential growth were like really good related. AIDS was like the perfect
example for the exponential growth. Not like in some other days like you might
have some kind of example for the problem but you can't really see why that is.
But in AIDS I think it fit perfectly.
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Here, Daniel referred to the contrived mathematical situations typical of “real world”
class problems. He specifically mentioned the common textbook problems on quadratic
functions that have students consider the acceleration of a falling rock. Daniel not only
suggested that AIDS was a “deeper” topic to consider, but also a more appropriate
application of a mathematical concept (“really good related”). Furthermore, he insinuated
that while typical examples might fail at elucidating the mathematics, the AIDS
investigation “fit perfectly” for learning mathematical content.
Daniel went on to contrast the AIDS Lab with Local Poverty unit:
In Francisco’s class, you were like looking at those community problems but you
didn't really know how to solve those things with math. But in the AIDS lab, it
was just a perfect relation between the AIDS and exponential growth because they
was like good from both sides. There was nothing missing.
He spoke specifically about how the Local Poverty unit failed to integrate mathematics,
in contrast to the AIDS Lab, which he believed to be a “perfect relation” of a social
context to a mathematical concept.
The above comments echoed the sentiments of many student responses during
focus groups that pointed to the AIDS Lab as being different from other activities in the
fall semester. Several students acknowledged the integration of Classical and Critical
knowledge bases and contrasted the lab with purely Classical mathematics activities (i.e.,
other labs and “regular” math days), as well as non-traditional activities that privileged
Community and Critical knowledge (i.e., Local Poverty unit). Though previous activities
had attempted to emphasize the role of mathematics in studying social topics, the AIDS
Lab was the only activity where students appreciated the importance and relevance of
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mathematics, more specifically precalculus content, for understanding social
phenomenon. Not only did they request more activities like the AIDS Lab, but they also
offered several topics that they wanted to investigate in a similar manner, such as other
diseases, college funding, poverty, racial profiling, dropout rates, and immigration. Their
requests demonstrated a belief that mathematics could “fit perfectly” for learning about a
broad range of “deeper” issues that they cared about. The AIDS Lab marked a turning
point in the school year where students began to acknowledge the validity of mathematics
activities that developed not only Classical mathematics knowledge, but also knowledge
of the world.
AIDS Lab Summary and Discussion
The AIDS Lab Ladder below (Figure 6.2) portrays the unit’s emphasis on and
interactions between two of the 3 Cs. As the top blue bar demonstrates, Classical
knowledge was consistent throughout most of the unit, with only brief discussions about
the spread of AIDS omitting mathematical content (represented by the white gaps in the
blue bar). The red bar represents the heavy emphasis on Critical knowledge. Though not
as prevalent throughout the unit, Critical knowledge was part of most class discussions
and curricular tasks. Rather than discussing content and context in isolation and waiting
until the final assignment to bring the two together, the lab regularly integrated the two,
allowing them to support and inform each other’s development.
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Figure 6.2. AIDS Lab Ladder representing opportunities for knowledge bases to interact.
The color-coding emphasizes this intermingling (i.e., mixing red and blue makes
purple), as the purple rungs symbolize ongoing prompts in the lab to integrate content
and context (e.g., discussion of data on AIDS in U.S. women). For much of the unit, the
lab followed a regular pattern of introducing a brief Critical discussion of the context
before a longer amount of time and resources dedicated to Classical mathematical tasks.
Then the Lab would have students synthesize content and context, represented by the
purple rungs. This cycle of synthesis led to the Final Lab Report (large purple rung),
which required significant levels of integration where students made explicit connections
between mathematical models and inequitable circumstances. The far right rung
corresponds to the teacher-led discussion on the final day that had students apply these
critical and mathematical ideas to a new mathematical representation (i.e., Gapminder). It
is important to note that the Gapminder discussion was the only AIDS Lab activity where
Donovan was the primary source for promoting integration; on other activities,
integration was primarily facilitated by the lab materials with Donovan’s role to assist
students in comprehension and completion of lab tasks (The active role of the teacher will
be discussed further in Chapter 8).
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The balance struck in the AIDS Lab allowed for both Classical and Critical goals
to be advanced as students developed complex understandings about the mathematics and
the social topic together. The intermingling of these knowledge bases aligned with
Gutstein’s (2006) claim that there is a “dialectical relationship” between the Critical and
Classical in CM activities and that the two can “facilitate one another, under certain
conditions” (pp. 108-109). In this case, students used the mathematics to discuss the
social context and, conversely, used the topic to explain the mathematical models.
However, the AIDS Lab was unique in that students perceived this relationship as
different from contrived “real world” problems. Rather than being merely motivational or
engaging, the social context was supportive for learning mathematics. Students
recognized this “perfect” integration and applauded the non-traditional activity for
effectively advancing their understanding (Theme #2).
This appreciation of the CM activity suggests a possible shift in students’
orientation towards mathematics as “a powerful and relevant tool for understanding
complicated, real-world phenomena” (Gutstein, 2006, p. 30). This was evidenced by
student requests to use similar activities for other social investigations not related to the
spread of disease. Furthermore, the AIDS Lab took great strides in addressing several
other goals in Gutstein’s framework. Not only did the lab help students “read the
mathematical world” (i.e., develop mathematical power with growth functions), it also
helped them succeed “in a traditional sense” by completing Classical mathematics tasks,
achieving a high score on the assignment, and being motivated to continue with this
advanced mathematics course for another semester. Lastly, the lab helped students to
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“read the world with mathematics” as they used the various mathematical models to not
only better understand the growth of AIDS, but also to question the disparities associated
with different demographic groups.
Though the AIDS Lab promoted both Critical and Classical mathematics
knowledge, the absence of specific activities aimed at promoting Community knowledge
resulted in few cases of students discussing their opinions about and experiences with
AIDS. That said, during small group work, some students engaged in side conversations
relevant to the topic of AIDS, including homosexuality, the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases, drug use, and promiscuity (see below). These side conversations
provided a space for students to share their opinions of and experiences with AIDS.
However, without class discussions and presentations, opportunities for student
perspectives to be elevated for class consideration were limited to the final class
discussion.
These missed opportunities bring attention to the complexities of engaging in
such discussions of challenging and complex social issues. Perhaps, the limited amount
of time dedicated to this unit resulted in fewer interjections by Donovan to facilitate
discussions and address issues. It could also be that Donovan’s possibly possessed
limited knowledge about the local conditions of AIDS and relied on the written
curriculum to provide contextual information. This lack of preparation on the social topic
meant he was unable to promote development of Critical and Community knowledge
bases. As noted above, much of the class activity and integration of knowledge bases was
driven by the written curriculum. Donovan did little to adapt the curriculum, leaving
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space for non-Critical ideas to remain unchallenged, or even reinforced. In the end, the
primary Critical knowledge developed during the unit focused on the fact that
governmental interventions and inactions played a role in the disparate impact of AIDS
on different communities. Though Critical and Community knowledge bases were not
significantly advanced, some students developed interconnected understandings of the
content and the context, as the curriculum weaved the two together in such a way that
they informed each other (Theme #1).
Critical and Classical Entry Points
I found that the dual focus on Critical and Classical knowledge bases afforded
multiple entry points to lab tasks. For some students (e.g., Carlos and Jordan), the lab’s
introduction of a social topic served to guide and motivate their completion of tasks.
Though most of the lab activities were dedicated to Classical mathematics, the context
served as a driving force behind their participation and engagement in the lab. Increased
student interest and participation helped them grasp the benefits and limits of using
mathematical models to study real life phenomenon, while also utilizing mathematics to
develop a better, more critical understanding of the social context (Theme #1). In contrast
to Powell and Brantlinger’s (2008) warnings that sociopolitical contexts may present a
“distraction” to underlying mathematical goals, these discussions served as a backdrop of
social engagement while completing mathematical tasks. The mathematical expectations
of the AIDS Lab were clear and structured in such a way that they were unavoidable
while progressing through the tasks. If anything, the social context could be temporarily
ignored while students focused their efforts on understanding the mathematical content
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(see below). Regardless, the lab felt “different” to the students (Theme #2), as they
immersed themselves in the context in order to appropriately apply the mathematics.
Conversely, other students (e.g., Daisy, María, Lupita, and Lena) approached the
lab tasks primarily through the Classical mathematics, only integrating Critical
considerations when prodded to do so by lab questions. In other words, they advanced
through the linear lab structure towards mathematical understandings, and later applied
these mathematical concepts to questions concerning the social context. The focus on
Classical mathematics allowed the group to participate in ways that they were
accustomed to from previous assignments and courses. They did not need to understand
the larger context to complete specific mathematical tasks; they could directly address the
mathematical concepts collaboratively and later turn their attention to the discussion of
the context with a firm understanding of the mathematical models.
However, students could not avoid the context for too long, as the lab interjected
frequent commentary and prompts for synthesis. This promoted the integration of the
content and context, regardless of the initial entry point, and supported learning “not just
math, also about AIDS.” This is in contrast to Brantlinger’s (2011) concern that critical
and mathematical discussions run the risk of only being “tangentially related” with the
social topic having little to do with the mathematics. He found that at times the “political
message of the [CM lesson] essentially was lost” once students became immersed in
calculations, while at other times “social rather than mathematics ideas dominated
classroom discourse” (p. 551). During the AIDS Lab, there were instances where students
developed Critical understandings even though they dedicated much of their class time to
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“calculations” (e.g., Daisy), and other cases where social ideas informed rather than
“dominated” classroom activity (e.g., Carlos). In either case, the context and content were
linked and the mathematical and critical ideas built on each other in particularly
meaningful ways (Theme #1), which students recognized and appreciated (Theme #2).
These findings point to the importance of providing multiple entry points to
investigations of social topics that “fits perfectly” with the mathematical content. If
students do not recognize the relevance of the context, the multiple entry points may lead
to the very “distractions” and tangents that others have found to occur when trying to
integrate knowledge bases.
Tackling Taboo Topics
Donovan’s conversations with students, both in and out of class, often pertained
to “politically taboo topics” (Gutstein, 2006), such as racism, inequality, sexism,
discrimination, and other injustices. These discussions included sharing of personal
perspectives and experiences (Community), to which Donovan added political and
historical information and interpretations, and often challenged students to rethink their
positions (though this did not occur in the AIDS Lab). CM activities provided
opportunities for him to incorporate these topics into his mathematics lessons. Though
the topic of AIDS is not taboo in schools as it is often discussed in awareness initiatives,
HIV testing drives, and fundraising, it (like many other social topics) is typically not
discussed in mathematics classrooms. Moreover, the investigation into its disparate
impact on communities and the inequitable distribution of governmental resources
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certainly promotes critical analysis of what is otherwise considered natural (i.e., the
spread of disease), and might therefore be considered taboo.
This non-traditional investigation of AIDS in a Precalculus class held promise for
the development of both Critical and Community knowledge bases. However, the AIDS
Lab’s under-emphasis on Community knowledge allowed naïve conceptions and
stereotypes to go unshared and untested by classmates and adults. For example, Fred,
Carlos, and Eduardo held a conversation (12/08/2009) where they reproduced myths
about the transmission of sexually transmitted diseases while interpreting the exponential
growth of AIDS cases for U.S. women from 1982 to 1992. The lack of class time for
these perspectives to be considered by everyone, including the adults, allowed for the
reproduction of stereotypes and myths about the contraction and spread of AIDS.
Similarly, Brantlinger (2011) found during his CM lessons that, “students’ hegemonic
thinking was deep and resistant to change” and, “students advanced dominant
perspectives more often than critical ones” (p. 552).
This underscores the importance of structuring opportunities for students to raise
and discuss their beliefs in order to build on prior knowledge, develop understanding of
the context, and challenge stereotypes. Gutstein (2006) framed this “pedagogy of
questioning” as an essential characteristic of a “classroom for social justice.” He argued
that students must “have opportunities to pose their own real, meaningful questions… as
they strive to unravel complex social phenomena”. Such pedagogy includes students
engaging and analyzing multiple perspectives, “not to debate or artificially pretend to
take someone else’s view, but to build on each other’s knowledge and understand that all
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positions reflect a particular perspective on the world” (p. 132). This co-constructed
space is important because youth are often trying to develop elaborated positions on these
topics for the first time. They need to confront these complex ideas through public
discussion of various perspectives that are sometimes contradictory. Though questioning
and conversation were present in most CM activities and other political conversations, it
was conspicuously absent from the AIDS Lab. With few opportunities for students to
make their ideas public, they were unable to discuss their interpretations of the data and
share their developing understandings of the “complex social phenomena.” Perhaps this
was because the lab materials themselves, not teacher instruction, were the driving force
behind almost all classroom tasks. Without Donovan creating space for discussion and
honoring Community knowledge, students did not openly question the lab or consider
alternative perspectives. Therefore, students did not “build on each other’s knowledge” as
they addressed this taboo topic. To illustrate, if Donovan’s class had provided
opportunities for Fred, Carlos, and Eduardo to make their ideas public, others may have
shared their interpretations of the data and lab tasks to counter this narrative. Such
dialogue and debate about student perspectives, experiences, and interpretations could
have helped develop their understanding about both the spread of AIDS and common
public perceptions.
The AIDS Lab was only the first example for students of how to appropriately
apply classroom mathematical models for understanding social phenomenon. By
investigating a real world context through multiple entry points, students saw the
applicability of school mathematics content and recognized its potential for
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understanding “politically taboo topics.” Having laid this groundwork, students desired
more labs of this sort and were less hesitant to engage future investigations of
earthquakes and income inequality (See Chapter 7). In this way, the AIDS Lab helped
shift students’ orientation toward mathematics as they began to develop a sense of how
they could use mathematics to understand, and possibly change, the world.
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CHAPTER 7: GINI COEFFICIENT UNIT
Gini Coefficient Unit
The final three weeks of the school year were dedicated to a 13-day unit on the
Gini Coefficient. Similar to the AIDS Lab, the Gini Coefficient unit utilized a
mathematical modeling approach to understanding a social phenomenon through the
application of relevant mathematical tools. In the case of the Gini Coefficient unit,
students investigated income inequality through statistics and Calculus. The initial
inspiration for the unit came from a chapter in Rethinking Mathematics (Staples, 2005),
Brantlinger’s (2007) integration of Critical Mathematics activities into his geometry
class, Williams and Joseph’s (1993) examples of possible lessons on the statistics of
inequality, and various resources from the internet (e.g., Agency, 2010; Bank, 2010;
Bureau, 2010; Einhorn, 2009; Fladlien, 2009; NationMaster.com, 2010; Weakonomist,
2010; Wessa, 2010). Staples had introduced the Gini Coefficient into her AP Calculus
course at a prestigious boarding school as a way to consider household income
distribution in the United States. Though her initial objectives were decidedly
mathematical, she described how students gained an awareness of their privileged
positions in society. Her recommendations to look at historical trends and analyze factors
that contribute to inequality informed our curricular plans. This chapter demonstrates
how the Gini Coefficient unit promoted student understanding of both Classical and
Critical knowledge, while providing opportunities for these knowledge bases to inform
each other in ways that developed complex understandings of the mathematical content
and social context. Furthermore, Donovan’s interjections encouraged student
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personalization of the social topic (i.e., income inequality). In the end, students found the
unit to be purposeful in that it helped them to better understand the current and historical
reality of, and possible interventions to income inequality.
Goals, Tasks, and Activity
The Gini Coefficient unit was the last unit of the school year, encompassing the
last 13 curricular days of the second semester and culminating in the Final Gini Paper
worth 40% of the semester final exam grade (See Table 7.1 for unit overview). In the
weeks leading up to this unit, students studied area under a curve, antiderivatives,
indefinite and definite integrals, and integration techniques with an emphasis on Classical
knowledge. Most previous activities came from traditional textbooks or packets, with
students working on procedural sample problems. The Gini Coefficient unit was designed
to apply these mathematical concepts to an investigation of income distribution, with the
goal of not only having students develop a better understanding of integrals (mathematics
goal), but also of income inequality (social justice goal). Specifically, the Classical
mathematical content aimed to develop student understanding of integration as a more
accurate tool for calculating area under a curve than previous algebraic and geometric
methods. Furthermore, students used regression analysis and integration to calculate
multiple Gini Coefficients in U.S. history in order to interpret rates of change over time
(derivatives). In addition students were asked to consider the merits and limitations of
this statistical measure (e.g., limits of comparing populations) (See Appendix N for the
Detailed Overview of Lessons).
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Table 7.1
Overview of lessons for Gini Coefficient Unit
Days 1-5

Days 6-10

Days 11-13

Review the purpose and techniques for determining the area under a curve.
Discuss social classification, living conditions, and income inequality.
Introduce Gini Coefficient as a measure of the inequality of distribution of wealth.
Use a graphic organizer to determine the Gini Coefficient as a ratio between two areas on
the graph.
Improve accuracy of calculations through integration. Master regression analysis and
calculation of Gini Coefficient.
Assess conceptual understanding of Gini Coefficient through group assessment.
Discuss fairness in Gini Coefficient , historical trends, and social/political interventions.
Review accuracy of integration with quintiles, deciles, and infinitely-approaching
trapezoids.
Investigate trends (1947 to 2006) and historical moments that have affected U.S. income
distribution.
Interpret trends and make predictions for Gini Coefficient.
Discuss fairness of projected Gini Coefficient, personal effect of Gini, possible
actions/interventions.
Complete Final Gini Paper.
Present reports to class and engage in conversations about predictions.

The Gini Coefficient is a statistical measure from 0 to 1 of the inequality of a
distribution, where 1 represents total inequality (one individual controls all resources) and
0 represents complete equality (equal distribution where every person possesses the same
amount of resources). It has applications in economics, health sciences, ecology,
chemistry, and engineering. For example, the CIA uses the “Gini Index” in its World
Factbook (Agency, 2010) to compare the distribution of family incomes in different
countries. The Gini Coefficient is calculated from the Lorenz curve (See Figure 7.1), in
which cumulative family income is plotted against the number of families arranged from
the poorest to the richest (typically in quintiles). It is the ratio of (A) the area between the
Lorenz curve and the 45-degree “line of equality” to (B) the entire triangular area under
the 45-degree line. The more nearly equal an income distribution, the closer its Lorenz
curve is to the 45-degree line and the lower its Gini Coefficient (closer to 0). The more
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unequal an income distribution, the farther the Lorenz curve is from the 45 degree line
and the higher its Gini Coefficient (closer to 1).

Figure 7.1. Graphical representation of the Gini Coefficient of household incomes by
quintiles.
Donovan clearly communicated his intention to begin the unit with traditional
mathematical content (i.e., integration, regression analysis) before moving onto
discussions of the social context. My Field Notes from the Daily Debrief (05/03/2010)
after the first day of the unit captured this intended initial emphasis on Classical
mathematics:
Donovan wants a “strictly Classical set up.” When Critical starts, he wants to
have done enough Classical to see how Critical plays out. He wants to set a
foundation where Critical will be application of Classical. He believes students
first need to be able to find the difference between two curves. (Field Notes from
Daily Debrief, 05/03/2010)
To support this mathematical focus, the unit included a graphic organizer that guided
students through the multiple steps to calculate a Gini Coefficient (See Appendix O for
Graphic Organizer). Though this approach was similar to the AIDS Lab in that it
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maintained a consistent Classical focus with daily mathematical tasks, it differed greatly
from the Local Poverty unit, which began with and emphasized the social topic.
To counter the initial Classical focus and promote Critical analysis, Donovan
interjected several lectures on the real world application, limitations, and trends of the
Gini Coefficient, as well as discussions about inequality and avenues for change. These
interjections helped advance the social justice goals of the unit aimed at developing
students’ understanding of disproportionate distribution of income in the U.S., historical
trends towards increased inequality, factors that affect income distribution, and possible
changes to societal structures to improve the situation. Ultimately, the Final Gini Paper
provided students with an opportunity to integrate all three knowledge bases as they were
asked to build on their mathematical calculations (Classical) to offer personal opinions
and family experiences relevant to income inequality (Community), while also offering
social critiques (Critical) and possible alternatives and interventions to improve future
conditions (see Appendix P for assignment).
Theme #1: Privileging of Critical and Classical Mathematics Knowledge Provided
Opportunities for the Knowledge Bases to Inform Each Other
Similar to the AIDS Lab, the Classical and Critical prioritization during the Gini
Coefficient unit advanced the development of each knowledge base, while also creating
opportunities for the knowledge bases to inform each other in ways that promoted more
complex understandings of both the content and the context. However, the Gini
Coefficient unit differed from the AIDS Lab in that the structure of the unit provided for
long stretches of class time focused primarily on Classical mathematics tasks, such as
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data organization, regression analysis, and integration, relying heavily on the graphic
organizer. This ongoing emphasis on mathematical content served as a foundation for
later Critical discussions about income inequality. Students mathematized inequality by
using income data and a statistical measure to represent and analyze the social context
being investigated (Classical informed Critical). Furthermore, Critical discussions
encouraged humanization as students examined how changes in the Gini Coefficient
related to social conditions (e.g., how trends in the metric represented political
movements in history that advanced or undermined income equality). This critical
analysis of historical, political, and social movements informed students’ interpretations
of statistical trends of inequality (Critical informed Classical). Mathematization of the
social topic and humanization of the data helped to integrate the knowledge bases and
supported more complex understandings of both content and context.
Student comments throughout the unit demonstrated how class activities
encouraged interaction between knowledge bases. For example, as the final classroom
task of the unit, groups were given real U.S. income data and asked to find the Gini
Coefficient for a specific year between 1947 and 2006. After each group finished with
their calculations, they shared their Gini Coefficient with the entire class. This allowed
students to use their peers’ work to create a representation of the longitudinal trends of
U.S. income inequality across the 20th century12. Donovan then facilitated a whole class
discussion where students addressed trends in the data (Classical) and predictions for

12

Trends in the data demonstrated a slow decline in the Gini Coefficient of US family
incomes from 1947 to 1973, followed by a sharp increase towards higher levels of
inequality through 2006.
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future Gini Coefficients, as well as the role of social and political factors in affecting
income accumulation and distribution (Critical). Carlos (05/14/2010) offered his
interpretation of trends in the data:
1947 is when it [the Gini Coefficient] went down. Now, ever since 1960s or 70s,
it's started to turn up… The first couple numbers, they go down, but then it comes
back up more. So you'd think that over time, even if it continued to do a little
wavy line thing, even when it comes down, it's coming back up. And it's going to
end up being more as it comes back up.
Here, Carlos conjectured that drops in the Gini Coefficient were exceptional and
that the general trajectory of the data was towards larger numbers, and therefore higher
income inequality. Though this reasoning could have been based solely on his
understanding of rates of change (Classical), his subsequent explanation to Kaz
demonstrated his nuanced understanding of the Gini Coefficient as a metric of real world
circumstances (humanization). When Kaz asked him the limitations of the Gini
Coefficient, Carlos responded: “You have to know the size of the country, how much
wealth the country has. Cause it is not always an accurate representation of what’s going
on there. Cause someone could have a 0.2 [a low Gini Coefficient suggesting low
inequality], but then it’s Ethiopia [a country with low standards of living].” Here, Carlos
was humanizing the data by interpreting both what the number represented about
inequality in a population and what it did not represent about living standards. Such
insights suggest that Carlos was able to consider the Gini Coefficient as more than solely
a decontextualized number to discuss mathematically (Classical), and was inclined to
critique its limited application for describing social conditions (Critical). The dualemphasis of the unit and efforts to humanize the data allowed students’ understanding of
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inequality in societies of different economic status (Critical) to inform their
interpretations of the statistical data (Classical). This was juxtaposed with the fact that
students were using data, calculations, and metrics to mathematize lived inequalities.
These opportunities to mathematize and humanize promoted interaction between
Classical and Critical knowledge as students not only discussed the calculation and
application of the mathematical concept, but also considered the importance of keeping
the number in context with other factors (e.g., living standards).
Carlos’ responses on his Final Gini Paper offered another example of interaction
between Classical and Critical knowledge bases. As part of his argument for structural
change, Carlos called for increased taxation on the rich to help relieve the suffering of
“the people that don’t have anything.” He explained in his paper that the analysis of the
data and predicted trends demanded corrective action:
I think that something needs to be done to stop this [a Gini Coefficient of 0.49]
from happening, even though this is only an estimate based on our data we can
assume that something like this is on the horizon… This means that sometime in
our near future we will have an extremely unequal distribution of our wealth,
when this happens we can expect revolt and revolution.
Such commentary demonstrated Carlos’s understanding of the Classical mathematics
(e.g., data, trends, predictions) and Critical analysis (e.g., consequences of inequality). He
calculated Gini Coefficients, interpreted historical trends, and made a mathematical
prediction for the year 2020 (0.49). This foundation in Classical mathematics informed
his Critical analysis of future conditions and necessary changes. He recognized that his
mathematical prediction was “only an estimate”, but nonetheless understood the
ramifications as “extremely unequal” and projected “revolt” to such inequality. His
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Critical interpretation was that change was necessary (“something needs to be done to
stop this”) and offered increased taxation of the rich as a possible intervention. His
understanding of the Gini Coefficient as a metric (Classical) provided the foundation
from which to offer predictions and Critical analysis.
These examples demonstrated that the privileging of both Classical and Critical
knowledge bases allowed for opportunities where the knowledge bases informed and
supported one another. Carlos demonstrated the complex understanding of the social
context that was supported by consistent efforts to master procedures, understand metrics,
and apply mathematical concepts to real world scenarios. This particular approach (i.e.,
Classical as foundation for Critical) brings attention to the importance of student comfort
with and mastery of the Classical mathematics if it is to truly inform the Critical
understanding of the scenario. However, Carlos’ critique of the limitations of the Gini
Coefficient offered an example where his Critical interpretation informed his Classical
understanding. This complementary relationship between the knowledge bases seemed to
suggest that the dual-emphasis of the unit served to develop more complex
understandings of both the mathematical content and social context in ways that may not
have occurred during isolated lessons on either Classical or Critical knowledge.
Theme #2: Teacher-led Activities Promoted Humanization and Invited
Personalization
This theme demonstrates how teacher-led activities such as lectures and wholeclass discussions disrupted the daily Classical focus and promoted both humanization and
personalization. While humanization involves coming to understand the human realities
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behind the data, personalization involves relating the investigation to one’s own life.
Students humanized the real world data by discussing the human factors related to the
calculated numbers and the implications of different Gini Coefficients on a population
(Theme #1). However, Donovan frequently asked for more than humanization, inviting
students to consider how the social topic of income inequality related to their family
history, current conditions, and future prospects (personalization).
As an example of one of these teacher-led activities, on the third day of the unit
(05/05/2010), the entire class period was dedicated to discussing social classification,
living conditions, and income inequality. Though the activity did not involve any
mathematical content, it introduced students to the social context they would be
discussing in the coming days and promoted the integration of Community knowledge
(e.g., family’s income, socioeconomic status, prospects for upward mobility) and Critical
analysis (e.g., impact of minimum wage, taxation, governmental interventions on income
inequality). To begin the discussion, Donovan asked the class if the U.S. population
broke down equally into each of the five social classes (i.e., working poor, working class,
lower middle class, upper middle class, and upper class). The ensuing conversation
included not only social critique of U.S. class conditions, but forays into humanization of
the data where students discussed the impacts of different percentages of income in each
class. Carlos was the first to raise Critical points about inequity in society: “Well no. We
know that that’s not true. With seeing the news and what we’ve talked about in class, we
know that on the lower end [of the socioeconomic ladder], the numbers are going to be a
lot bigger because a few people own all the money.” After learning that 72% of U.S.
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households make less than $75,000, Carlos added: “That kinda drives home that point.
There’s the few people who have a lot of money, and then there’s a lot more people who
are kind of left to drown.” These comments demonstrated how Carlos humanized the data
by relating it to the lived realities of those “who have a lot of money” and those who are
“left to drown.” The statistics were not abstract numbers to Carlos; he understood that
they communicated information about real human conditions.
As the discussion continued, Donovan pushed students to build on their
humanization of the data by considering their current and future positions in the class
hierarchy. He asked students to personalize the investigation by thinking about how these
social categories related to their families and communities. For example, Donovan asked
the class:
When you were doing this, did you think about your own personal situation? You
know what I’m saying? Not that you would tell me what it is. But did you think
about, “I wonder where me and my family are in this whole scenario”? You guys
thought about that? I hope that you did that. You tried to think about, “I wonder
where my family is, where my neighbor”, or whatever. Because, that is what I
did. Instead of just thinking about something, think about this guy over here and
that guy over there.
Here, Donovan not only invited students to personalize, but he also modeled the types of
self-reflective questions that could help facilitate personalization. Students responded
with questions and concerns about what these conditions meant for their future. Inquiring
into his personal place in the statistics, Jordan asked: “I wonder where I am going to be.”
When considering the 50% of the population that were in the bottom two class categories,
Carlos announced: “I am not in that one.” These comments demonstrated how students
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were seeing the real life human conditions attached to these statistics (humanization) and
contemplating their status in the hierarchy (personalization).
Donovan further promoted Critical analysis and personalization by pushing
students to consider solutions to economic inequity. He asked the class: “So what are you
going to do? What are you doing right now that can have input on this whole thing?”
Donovan went on to say: “As a student, as a citizen of the world, it should be, I hope,
your goal to make life better for the next person. That next person could be your kids,
could be your cousins, could be your neighbor, and so forth.” Again, Donovan invited
students to think about how these conditions affected them personally and what they
could do “to make the distribution of income more equitable”. The ensuing 8-minute
heated conversation involved 11 students offering a laundry list of personal and
governmental actions, with active debate of the wisdom of some suggestions.
During this extended discussion, students interjected ideas learned outside of class
as well as their personal ideological beliefs about inequality (Community). For example,
Daisy argued, “You need to get an education.” Though she offered that education is key
for addressing inequality, she added: “I don’t think it would ever be equal.” Carlos
countered: “But, I think it can be a lot more equal than that [his emphasis].” To offer a
pathway to equality (Critical), Daniel interjected information about the relationship
between low test scores in third grade and incarceration rates. He argued that rather than
building more jail cells, “we should give them [low scoring children] more tutoring, or
some books. Because in the end, it would also be cheaper for all of us, and the education
would be higher as well.” He believed that increasing the investment in early childhood
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would provide a foundation from which to “raise up” children, while also addressing
income inequality. Alexandra disagreed stating, “people are not motivated to go to school
and get an education. Education is out there, but people don’t get it.” Carlos agreed with
her, but added that youth receive mixed messages. While they are consistently told to do
well in school, their examples and role models are “actors and singers”. He stated that
youth think: “they [celebrities] can make it without having to have a really good
education, why can’t we?” This discussion involved several instances of students sharing
stories and perspectives on their lived realities (Community) that might otherwise be
absent from academic conversations about income inequality. Students debated their
points and considered the complex role of education in advancing equality. Rather than
simplistic statements about the promise of education, students offered qualifications to
their statements and challenged mainstream ideas of education as the great equalizer.
In this case, Donovan’s requests for personalization resulted in students
integrating personal stories and perspectives (Community knowledge) with their Critical
analysis. Donovan shared during the Daily Debrief (05/05/2010) that he was extremely
happy with how the class went and that it was a good start for achieving the “big goal”
for the unit: “to critique distribution and try to change it.” He added that having students
“see where family falls” in the data would make it a “personal thing” and “give them
more strength to change it.” In other words, Donovan was suggesting that the
personalization of the investigation would inform and reinforce students’ Critical analysis
by having them see how their families were affected, and what they could do about it
(Community informs Critical).
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A week later (05/14/2010), Donovan again interjected opportunities for students
to humanize and personalize while considering Gini Coefficients from the 20th century
(See Theme #1). Specifically, Donovan asked students to look beyond the numbers and
equations to ask questions about the role of social and political factors in affecting
income accumulation and distribution (Critical):
The Gini Coefficient is not just an equation just based on pure numbers; it is
based on conditions, economic conditions, and all these kinds of things. So, you
might even look to what was happening at different periods of time. Remember in
the late 1990s when they had the dot com boom and all that stuff, when people
got rich and stuff. And you might see something different. You see what I am
saying? So, it’s not just an equation, it’s something to really think about, okay?
The ensuing discussion had students referring to a variety of possible factors for recent
increases in inequality, such as racism, sexism, greed, capitalism, taxation, and
corruption. It was during this discussion that Carlos demonstrated his humanization of the
mathematics by discussing the limitations of the metric for considering real world factors
(See Theme #1).
Though the discussion promoted student critical analysis of historical conditions,
Donovan also pushed for personalization by asking students to consider how the Gini
Coefficient related to their families and their futures. Donovan stated: “Talk to your
parents too. They can really tell you what happened in 1973 and those times”
(05/14/2010). As the closing conversation before students had to individually complete
their Final Gini Paper, Donovan took this moment to personally invite students to
consider the trajectories of their families when discussing the implications of the Gini
Coefficient. His requests directly informed students’ writing. For example, Daisy wrote:
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In my personal experience being poor or middle class affects all of the children
being brought up to this kind of life. Such as all of the worries your parents have
to deal with. Their children also feel the stress. While living in a home that is
wealthy you have no worries except for your own.
In this excerpt, Daisy interjected her “personal experience”, allowing her to offer an
authentic perspective on life in these inequitable conditions. Though she offered a
stereotypical generalization that “living in a home that is wealthy you have no worries
except your own”, her understanding of the experiences of those in the “poor and middle
class” was based on her lived reality. Furthermore, while her lumping together of the
“poor and middle class” did not provide insight into where she saw herself, it did
acknowledge the commonalities she saw among those with similar socioeconomic status
when compared to the other “wealthy.” Daisy’s responses demonstrated how Donovan’s
requests to relate to the material promoted her personalization of the investigation.
Similarly, María referred to her unique perspective as a “minority” when
discussing disparate experiences with inequality. In her Final Gini Paper she wrote:
Yes, income inequality does exist and we see it everyday but not everyone sees it
because they are not exposed to this kind of information. But being a minority
like me I think that we are more exposed to the income inequality because we see
our parents or even ourselves struggle to have a better life and working very hard
but not seeing a lot of progress, and for us students the only way to succeed is to
get an education to be better than our parents so we can provide for them and our
family.
María argued that her experiences as a minority “exposed” her to inequality because
minorities witness generations of “struggle” without “progress.” Again, Donovan’s
invitation for personalization of the investigation promoted the integration of Community
knowledge, which in turn provided a Critical perspective on the material. Daisy and
María’s comments are not typical of mathematics classrooms and would have been
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irrelevant to a discussion solely focused on the Classical mathematics behind the Gini
Coefficient. However, Donovan’s specific requests to personalize the investigation
created the space for these young women to integrate family experiences (Community)
and to make connections to larger social conditions (Critical).
The above examples demonstrated the essential role Donovan played to promote
humanization and personalization. Teacher-led activities provided opportunities for
students to move from abstract analysis of the statistics, to humanization of the data, to
personalization of the investigation. In turn, this personalization promoted student
integration of Community knowledge as they shared personal experiences and family
histories. In some cases, these experiences provided evidence and support for Critical
analysis (e.g., Daisy and María). This brings attention to Donovan’s commitment to the
privileging and integration of multiple knowledge bases. With a clear vision of the
comprehensive and complex understanding of income inequality that he wanted his
students to develop, Donovan did not allow the unit to become overwhelmingly Classical.
He purposefully researched presentations and materials to help deliver specific messages
about the impact of inequality and made in-the-moment connections to local conditions.
Donovan’s active role in promoting the integration of knowledge bases will be further
discussed in the following chapter. The following theme will demonstrate how the
relevance of the social topic, applicability of the mathematics, and personalization of the
investigation, led to students’ appreciating the Gini Coefficient unit as useful for both
learning mathematics and analyzing society.
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Theme #3: Students Appreciated the “Purpose” of the Unit for Learning about
Content and Context
According to student reflections and comments, the Gini Coefficient unit served
the dual-purpose of helping them learn about both the mathematical content and the
social topic. Furthermore, the selection of a globally significant and locally relevant
topic, coupled with Donovan’s invitations to personalize the investigation, helped
students find the discussions personally important, so much so that some students wanted
to take action with their new knowledge.
Many of the responses during the Final Focus Groups were similar to those shared
about the AIDS Lab. In particular, students praised the use of a “real” context to help
them better learn the mathematical content. For example, María shared during a Final
Focus Group (05/18/2010) that the Gini Coefficient unit helped her understand not only
the meaning of the calculated number, but also the purpose of the entire mathematical
process.
Pues lo que estábamos haciendo antes del anti-derivative, yo nunca entendí qué
estábamos haciendo. O sea, sí supe cómo hacerlo y todo, pero no entendía el
sentido de por qué lo estábamos haciendo. Y ahora el Gini Coefficient como que
tiene un propósito pues, de que estamos buscando algo, de que todo el proceso ya
tiene un sentido. [Well, what we were doing before about the anti-derivative, I
never understood what we were doing. I mean, I did know how to do it and all
that, but I didn’t get the sense of why we were doing it. And now, it’s like the Gini
Coefficient has a purpose, that we are looking for something, that the whole
process now makes sense.]
María explicitly stated that in the previous unit she was able to complete the procedures
to calculate the anti-derivative (integral) without any clear understanding of the purpose
of the procedure or the meaning of the outcome. She believed that the application of the
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Gini Coefficient to a real world context with actual data helped her to see a “purpose” for
the mathematical “process.” María did not applaud the context solely for making the
learning more interesting or motivating; she pointed directly to better understanding the
meaning of the statistical metric and the mathematical procedures in calculating it.
Though at other times she claimed that she typically learned mathematics without
needing contextualization, in the case of the Gini Coefficient, she acknowledged the very
important role that the social context played in her learning of the mathematical content.
Students’ comments about the Gini Coefficient differed from the AIDS Lab. The
AIDS Lab was considered unique because it was a “perfect” application of real world
data, rather than a contrived textbook scenario with inauthentic connections between
content and context. In contrast, student comments about the Gini Coefficient unit
described the benefits of the investigation for learning the mathematical content (e.g.,
regression analysis, integration) and about the social topic (i.e., income inequality). The
Critical analysis of income inequality included authentic application of the mathematics
together with personalization where students interjected relevant experiences and
knowledge, as well as calls for action.
To illustrate this shift in student perspectives of the role of the content and
context, María shared the following later in her Final Focus Group (05/18/2010):
El enfoque para mí no fue la matemática. Era lo que estábamos buscando, y qué
significaban los números… Se me hizo algo totalmente nuevo porque cambió.
Tenía sentido ahora y antes no lo tenía. Pensé que estábamos haciendo algo
nuevo. [To me the focus was not the mathematics. It was what we were looking
for, and what the numbers meant… I thought it was something totally new
because it changed. Now it had meaning and before it didn’t. I thought we were
doing something new.]
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María explained how seeing the meaning behind the numbers made the unit feel like a
“new” activity, different from previous purely Classical mathematical tasks. The social
context was no longer solely motivation for learning mathematics; it was now the central
focus of the investigation and “what we were looking for.” Mathematics was now a tool
for understanding the problem, process, and possible solutions.
María went on to argue that previously, everyone had the same answers from the
same procedures. Now, the inclusion of opinion and investigation made mathematics
class seem more like a Government class where students could make arguments with
evidence. These types of activities would complement other classes because, “en esa
[Government] clase siempre vemos, por ejemplo, el problema, pero aquí podemos ver
con números el proceso.” [in that [Government] class we always see, for example, the
problem, but here we can see the process with numbers.] Such comments demonstrated
María’s “new” understanding that the Gini Coefficient had meaning in the real world and
that it could provide insight into the “process” responsible for a “problem” (i.e., income
inequality). Perhaps the final class activity that looked at trends of the Gini Coefficient
over time helped María consider the social and economic factors in history that
contributed to the current state of income inequality. As a student in the “American
History from a Chicano Perspective” course, María had learned to investigate the
structures and “processes” that created and supported systems of racism, sexism, and
other inequities (Critical). The Gini Coefficient was now a mathematical tool that
allowed her to consider these same processes “with numbers.” María communicated the
importance of the social topic as the investigation “had meaning” and she was “looking
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for” something that mattered to her, not just mastery of mathematical procedures. Her
comments did not refer to the typical simple applications of mathematical content to
contrived topics, but to the significant role mathematics could play in helping her
understand and critique society.
Other students echoed these sentiments that the unit was not only “interesting”
and “connected to the real world,” but also “useful” for understanding how to “use math
in reality.” The following Final Focus Group demonstrated how students felt the Gini
Coefficient unit differed from previous experiences with mathematics (05/14/2010):
1. José: I think calculus [reference to mathematical content of course] is my
favorite type of math. Cause it actually connects to the world really easily.
2. Teacher Rodrigo: It does what?
3. José: It connects to the world really easily and you don't have to try very hard.
Like I remember in algebra two I asked my teacher: when are we gonna use this
in our real life? And he always tell me, “if you’re a math teacher or you get into a
really really smart science.” I'm like huh, is that it?
4. Carlos: And this we don't have to ask. We can see it for ourselves, how calculus
connects to the world.
5. José: You can see where it goes, where it fits.
6. Emma: I'm starting to understand how we can use math in reality.
7. Teacher Rodrigo: Nice.
8. Carlos: Which I never did before.
9. José: Me neither!
10. Emma: I agree.
11. José: I’d just decide, oh it's just magic. That's just how it is.
12. Emma: I just thought math was math. To be honest with you, I thought the
only math we ever had to use in our entire lives which is addition, subtraction,
division, multiplication.
13. José: Arithmetic, basically.
Here, students did not refer to the benefits of the context for learning the mathematical
content, as they did for the AIDS Lab. Instead, they acknowledged the purpose of the
mathematics for making sense of the real world. They labeled the content they had
learned as “calculus,” consistently referring to how it “connects to the world really
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easily.” Where previously they believed only arithmetic was useful in every day life, they
now “see it for ourselves” how they could “use math in reality.” These comments, and
María’s above, suggested shifts in students’ perspectives on the significance of the
mathematics as not only for academic exercises, but also for understanding and
addressing social issues. This is important because students were demonstrating a new
affinity for learning the mathematical content that went beyond scholastic performance.
Donovan’s efforts to personalize the investigation also led students to
acknowledge the purpose of the investigation for better understanding the effects of
income inequality on their lives and for identifying possible steps they could take to bring
about change. Some students found the investigation to be of such relevance to their local
community that they wished to share their new knowledge with others outside the class.
For example, Paul commented during his Final Focus Group (05/18/2010):
So we learned about how it affected us and such. And I think it would have been
better if we went outside there and did something like raising awareness among
the residents of this city. So, it would have started from inside this classroom and
then expanded [to the] city limits.
Similarly, Carlos criticized the Gini Coefficient unit for not directly impacting the local
community:
We had to really, really think about what this Gini Coefficient meant and how it
affected us. And how we might be able to change it and we had to come up with
our own ideas… We talk about our nation and stuff but I think the idea of
community is reaching out and maybe trying to change things in our community,
which I don't think we did. We talk about it in our papers like what we might like
to do or what we think someone could do to maybe change the Gini Coefficient,
but we didn't act on it.
Though the Gini Coefficient unit did not require students to “take action” or engage the
social factors directly, students such as Paul and Carlos felt that was the natural next step
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and wished they had had the opportunity to do “something.” Their comments
communicated a sense of importance and urgency that was absent from other activities.
Donovan had invited them to consider “how it affected us,” and “how we might be able
to change it.” These students did not want to stop there; now it was time to do something
with this knowledge.
The above examples demonstrated how students came to appreciate the purpose
of the Gini Coefficient unit for learning about both mathematical content and the social
topic. In addition to using a social topic that was a “perfect example” for applying and
learning the Classical mathematics, students also valued the mathematical content for
informing the Critical analysis of income inequality. Furthermore, students identified the
topic as being important in that it helped them “make sense” of the real world and to
understand the “processes” that create inequality. The global significance of the topic
allowed all students to participate, while the local relevance and Donovan’s invitations
promoted personalization of the investigation. While many may pay lip service to the
idea that “mathematics is everywhere,” student comments suggest that they began to
recognize the “new” ways that mathematics could be relevant and useful to their lives. In
the end, some students hoped to take action to address this important and personally
relevant topic.
Gini Coefficient Unit Summary and Discussion
The Gini Coefficient Unit Ladder below (Figure 7.2) portrays the unit’s emphasis
on and interactions between the 3 Cs. As the top blue bar demonstrates, Classical
knowledge was consistent throughout the unit, with only one activity (i.e., discussion of
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socio-class categories) omitting mathematical content (represented by the white space in
the blue bar). The red bar represents the heavy emphasis on Critical knowledge. Though
not present at the beginning of the unit, Critical knowledge was part of almost every class
discussion thereafter, except for the days spent mastering the graphic organizer
(represented by the white space in the middle of the red bar). The bottom yellow bar
represents the few occasions where students’ Community knowledge was relevant to a
class activity or assignment. The rungs of the ladder signify the multiple opportunities
during the unit for students to connect some or all of these knowledge bases. Though
Donovan’s goal was to initially emphasize the Classical mathematics content in order to
provide a foundation for later Critical analysis and discussion, he created multiple
opportunities throughout the unit for students to synthesize content and context. In this
way, knowledge bases were able to interact and inform one another, represented by the
blending of colors in the rungs. As the purple rungs demonstrate, there were various
opportunities for Classical and Critical knowledge bases to interact (e.g., comparing Gini
Coefficients, U.S. trends). However, there were significantly fewer opportunities for
Critical and Community to inform each other (represented by the orange rungs), typically
resulting from Donovan’s requests to personalize the discussion and investigation (e.g.,
socio-class categories, family experiences) rather than from the curricular materials
themselves. It is important to note Donovan’s active facilitation during both purple and
orange rungs, rather than his playing a support role to the curricular tasks (as he did in the
AIDS Lab). The large brown rung represents the only activity in the unit where all three
knowledge bases interacted (i.e., Final Gini Paper). This stands alone as the only time the
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curricular materials themselves promoted integration of all three knowledge bases (See
Appendix P). For example, students were to offer a prediction for the Gini Coefficient in
2020 through calculations and analysis of trends (Classical). Additionally, they were to
relate their personal and family outlooks to this prediction (Community), while also
offering an analysis of the fairness of income distribution and possible interventions
(Critical). Furthermore, the final purple rung represents the Paper Presentations that
included extensive conversations of what students would do in the future to address
income inequality, and how mathematics could help their actions. This promoted student
consideration of how they will continue to integrate Classical and Critical knowledge
bases.

Figure 7.2. Gini Coefficient Unit Ladder representing opportunities for knowledge bases
to interact.
Using Gutstein’s (2006) framework, we see that the unit advanced all Social
Justice and Mathematics Pedagogical Goals. The significant focus on precalculus and
calculus content (i.e., derivatives, regression analysis, integration) helped students to
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“read the mathematical word” and encouraged their academic success “in a traditional
sense” as they performed well on the unit and felt capable to address high-level content.
The focus group comments in Theme #3 demonstrated how students were beginning to
change their orientation towards mathematics as they experienced how mathematics
“connects to the world really easily” and started to “understand how we can use math in
reality.” Furthermore, the unit helped students to “read the world with mathematics” as
they learned to critique the metric and its application to real world phenomena, while
using the Gini Coefficient to highlight inequity and to critique economic and social
factors that perpetuate disparities. Some students began to “write the world with
mathematics” by expressing their interests in sharing the lessons learned from the unit
with others outside the class. Lastly, Daisy and María’s comments demonstrated how
some students remained strongly rooted in their “cultural and social identities” as they
recognized their personal, family, and community experiences as resources to aid the
investigation, rather than obstacles to succeeding academically. The significant emphasis
on all 3 Cs and opportunities to integrate them resulted in the Gini Coefficient unit being
the only unit in Donovan’s class that addressed all of Gutstein’s goals.
Emphasis on Content and Context
As the Ladder above demonstrated, Classical mathematics knowledge was
significantly emphasized throughout the unit and discussions of the social topic served to
support the development of Classical knowledge and skills (Theme #1). This was not the
case in other studies that attempted to integrate knowledge bases. For example,
Brantlinger (2011), argued that even though CM activities increased student interest in
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the social topic, they did not foster student engagement in secondary mathematics. He
found that student connections between content and context were primarily “tangentially
related” (p. 551), rather than essential and productive. For example, during his class’s
investigation of social inequality, critical discussions were absent once the students began
computing the Gini Coefficient. Furthermore, Powell and Brantlinger (2008) raised
concerns that attempts to balance multiple knowledge bases can result in the context
being a distraction from the content. They referred to their hesitation at letting students
“off the hook” during discussions of lived experiences that “essentially bypassed the
mathematics” (pp. 7-8).
In contrast to the above studies, the social context of the Gini Coefficient in this
study did not serve as a distraction from the mathematical content. This may have been
due in part to Donovan’s curricular decisions, his pedagogy, and student engagement. To
begin with, Donovan provided a relatively large amount of class time (three weeks) to the
Gini Coefficient unit, where as Brantlinger’s project consisted of three hours spread over
two days. Donovan’s extended time frame allowed for lengthy class discussions, a variety
of class activities (e.g., lectures, discussions, group work, presentations), and frequent
teacher interjections to model and facilitate the integration of knowledge bases. However,
Donovan’s goal to establish a Classical foundation and his consistent emphasis on
precalculus and calculus content, promoted sustained mathematical activity and
consideration of advanced concepts. Also, being the end of the school year, Donovan’s
students were accustomed to political conversations in their mathematics class and had
previous experiences with mathematization. Perhaps, Brantlinger’s students had not
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developed similar levels of comfort with and confidence in a short project during their 9week night class. Furthermore, Donovan’s students had previously demonstrated their
interest in maintaining a focus on Classical mathematics and learning the appropriate
high-level content. Not only had they resisted the Local Poverty unit’s lack of attention to
mathematical content, but they had also applauded the AIDS Lab’s application of a
relevant context for the purpose of better learning the mathematical concepts. In the case
of the Gini Coefficient unit, students acknowledged the relevance of the particular
mathematical concepts for investigating the social context (Theme #3), and therefore, the
high-level mathematics retained its authenticity. In this way, the mathematical content
remained the central activity with the only “distractions” being discussions that served to
integrate the knowledge bases and further support the Classical understanding.
While emphasizing the mathematical content, Donovan also had to consistently
integrate discussions of the social topic in order to avoid undermining the context. In
turn, students raised additional questions (sometimes mathematical) to advance their
investigation of income inequality. With the Gini Coefficient as the central construct of
the unit, most questions could be addressed with simply finding more data (e.g., different
countries, cities instead of countries, income data for every year instead of data scattered
over several decades). This was the benefit of having the content and context so closely
aligned. That is, the Gini Coefficient was a mathematical construct directly related to
income inequality so mathematical and non-mathematical questions informed each other.
This is in contrast to other studies (Turner, et al., 2009) where the use of an authentic
context resulted in mathematical questions that were unexpected or inappropriate for the
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students. For example, the above scholars found that the mathematical demands (e.g.,
scale and proportional reasoning) that arose as their afterschool mathematics club
attempted to investigate an authentic context (i.e., redesigning a park) were not always
appropriate for elementary aged children. Thus, the club facilitators integrated
mathematical lessons and tasks that were loosely related to the local investigation (e.g.,
using a rectangle to approximate the dimensions of a highly irregular shape). Though the
open-endedness of their work benefitted from the social topic driving mathematical
activity, it also led to moments of “sacrificing the authenticity of the context in favor of
accessible mathematics” (p. 150). This brings attention to the tensions that arise when
attempting to ground investigations in authentic contexts. The afterschool club was
driven by investigations of local funds of knowledge and had no predetermined
mathematical content focus or standard to address. In contrast, Donovan’s specific
mathematics goals were consistently considered and emphasized throughout the unit.
However, his selection of a particular social topic aligned with a specific mathematical
construct meant that at no point was the complexity of the context downplayed or
“sacrificed” in order to teach the mathematical concept. This was illustrated by students’
acknowledgement and appreciation of the “purpose” of the unit to use the mathematics to
better understand the real world (Theme #3). I conjecture that the broadly accessible and
locally important social topic provided an entry point for student interest, as well as a
relevant topic for continued investigation. This highlights the importance of finding a
good match for contexts and contents that are authentically related and help inform each
other.
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Not only was the topic of global importance, but Donovan’s invitations to
personalize the investigation also helped students to see its local significance and how it
affected them and their families in important ways. This is not to say that students would
not have personalized the topic on their own, but Donovan’s invitations and modeling
served to promote such personalization. I conjecture that these personalizations played a
key role in avoiding the lack of authenticity and “distractions” that the above authors
referenced (Turner, et al., 2009). Donovan’s requests for students to interject personal
experiences and family histories (Theme #2), coupled with his modeling of how to
integrate multiple knowledge bases, promoted connections between context and content.
Rather than remaining shallow or tangential, these connections helped produce new and
more complex understandings of both Classical and Critical knowledge. Furthermore, his
personal relationships with students and understanding of the community afforded him
unique insights and insider status. This aligns with Gutstein’s (2006) requisite that critical
educators be recognized as allies by their students. Donovan status as a member of the
community and a respected elder aided his positioning as an ally and mentor. The role of
his knowledge, dispositions, and relationships will be further discussed in the final
discussion chapter.
Donovan’s invitation for personalization after initiating a focus on mathematical
content and critical analysis is pedagogically and philosophically different from some
examples in Gutstein’s (2006, 2007b, 2012) approach that originate from students’
generative themes. As opposed to students’ questions and concerns about the context
serving to drive mathematical learning, Donovan started by establishing a foundation in
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Classical mathematics content. Then he repeatedly integrated Critical perspectives and
ultimately linked to students’ Community knowledge and experiences, all while
continuing to develop understanding of both content and context. This signals a different
starting point for CM work. Rather than a Freirean approach where students’ generative
themes promote both humanization and personalization, Donovan found ways to interject
these personal aspects into students’ mathematical endeavors. This is important because it
demonstrates a different way of integrating Community knowledge (i.e., not the starting
point) that places an emphasis on the ongoing instructional moves of the teacher to
negotiate multiple knowledge bases and promote the development of social agency. This
is in contrast to a Freirean approach that initiates from generative themes, and therefore
assumes humanization and personalization since the topic was elaborated from students
and their identification of tensions in their lives. These differing pathways to integrating
knowledge bases, addressing Classical mathematics, elevating students’ lived
experiences, countering resistance, and developing social agency will be further
discussed in Chapter 8.
Calls for Action
Though the Gini Coefficient unit did not require students to “take action,”
students’ personalization and critical reflection inspired their will to act and to engage in
“praxis” (Freire, 1970). Similar to Gutstein’s (2006) class, Donovan’s students used
mathematics to analyze injustice and “developed their own strongly felt positions on the
issues” (p. 79). The investigation enabled students to begin to grasp the complex
processes that create and sustain inequities, allowing them to “appreciate better what and
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why people were fighting, as they situated their school work in a broader political
context” (p. 79). I conjecture that this praxis contributed to their sense of social agency as
students began to see themselves as actors in a struggle, even if peripherally. This was
illustrated by Carlos and Paul’s extension of the academic considerations of possible
interventions to calls for action outside of the classroom walls.
Donovan’s efforts to have students personalize the investigation played a key role
in the relevance of the topic and the development of students’ sense of agency. In contrast
to other studies where students investigated inequities directly connected to their daily
lives (Gutstein, 2009; Turner, et al., 2009), in the Gini Coefficient unit, the initial
statistical investigation of income distribution did not have immediately obvious
connections to students’ daily lives and school experiences. This demanded that Donovan
play an active role in helping students relate to the topic and to recognize the need and
possibilities for change. Rather than solely humanizing the mathematical data (as was
done with the AIDS Lab), Donovan pushed students to personalize income inequality
(Theme #2) by considering the implications for themselves, their families, and their local
community. Students actively engaged Donovan’s prompts to personalize the
investigation and came to acknowledge that social change would not be possible solely
through personal improvement, but required systemic interventions (Critical). To use the
words of Freire and Macedo (1987), students were “reading the world” by recognizing
the multiple factors that affected their world and identifying possible steps to “write” or
change their world. Donovan’s pointed questions helped to create this space for students
to “read” and “write” their world.
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I contend that the high level of interest and concern during the Gini Coefficient
unit was due in part to the selection of a globally and locally significant topic (Critical)
with clear mathematical applications (Classical), and pedagogical moves that invited
students to interject Community knowledge and make personal connections. These
pedagogical moves pushed students from humanization to personalization. Once the
personal and local relevance was established, Donovan promoted critical reflection on the
impact of the social structures, as well as possible interventions. In turn, this reflection
led to recognition of the relevance and urgency of the investigation, and to a desire to
bring about change. The following chapter will look at the three CM activities in order to
analyze and discuss findings from across the school year. It will also address implications
for future implementations of and research on Critical Mathematics environments.
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Overarching Themes
This study aimed to address the limitations of previous CM research by adding to
the knowledge of what CM education looks like in practice (especially in high school
classrooms), how students (of color) experience CM, and ultimately, aspects of CM
activities that supported or undermined integration of the 3 Cs. More specifically, this
study investigated the following research questions:
1)

How does a teacher of color create and implement Critical Mathematics
(CM) activities that integrate Classical, Community, and Critical
knowledge bases in a Precalculus class?

2)

How do students of color experience these CM activities?

The previous three findings chapters described different approaches to integrating the 3
Cs in a Precalculus class (RQ1), as well as the experiences of students of color during
these activities (RQ2). This concluding chapter examines the overarching themes from
across the three CM activities, highlighting the consistent tension of how to balance the 3
Cs. The first theme discusses the role of Classical mathematics. The second theme
examines the importance of Community knowledge and personalization for inspiring
activism. The third theme refers to shifts in students’ perspectives. The fourth theme
addresses the role of and demands on the teacher. I close by offering implications for
classroom implementation, teacher education, and research.
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Theme #1: Negotiating the Role of Classical Mathematics
The previous chapters described the varying levels of participation and resistance
during CM activities. The Local Poverty unit demonstrated the consequences of omitting
Classical mathematics, while students applauded the transparent mathematics content in
the AIDS Lab and Gini Coefficient units. Specifically, student doubts about the relevance
of the Local Poverty unit in their Precalculus class demonstrated the relative weight of
Classical Mathematics when integrating the 3 Cs. It should be noted that even though I
regularly refer to the individual knowledge bases, they are intertwined and permeable.
My use of language such as “inform” and “interconnect” in the previous findings
chapters was purposeful to emphasize relationships. However, this language may also
over emphasize distinction and distance between the 3 Cs. It is with this permeability and
fluidity in mind that Donovan and I intended to flow in and out of the three knowledge
bases and their intersections. However, student comments and actions demonstrated an
explicit resistance to activities with no obvious mathematical purpose, which in turn
undermined any effort that deemphasized Classical mathematics. Without a track record
of successful integrations of multiple knowledge bases, students had little faith in these
exercises and doubted the relevance of non-mathematical activity. As Kaz pointed out,
the name of the course was Precalculus, and with that came the expectation of a Classical
mathematics class with direct implications for college preparation. Deviations from that
expectation resulted in resistance and confrontation. This suggests that, just as Donovan
and I had experienced a gravitational pull towards Classical mathematics during
curriculum planning, students required some sort of transparent traditional mathematics
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in order to validate and actively engage non-traditional tasks in their mathematics class.
This brings attention to the tension in negotiating the role of Classical mathematics in
CM activities.
To address this, Gutstein (2006) suggested: “To learn rich mathematics, students
at some point have to leave the situation in which the mathematics is embedded and focus
on the mathematical ideas themselves” (p. 108). Similarly, Gutiérrez (2002b) argued that
the learning of “dominant” mathematics could serve as “an entrance for students to
critically analyze the world (using mathematics)” (p. 152). However, it is a challenge to
negotiate the timing and extent of such deviations as students may be unclear as to how
de-contextualized mathematical tasks relate to highly contextualized problems (Turner, et
al., 2009). Thus, the amount and timing of emphasis on Classical mathematics, as well as
the explicit connections to the social investigations, are important factors to student
participation and buy-in. Underemphasizing mathematical content may communicate to
students that the mathematics is secondary, optional, or unnecessary. Students may
therefore feel it is justified to avoid the mathematics entirely, as Clara’s group did during
their presentation (Local Poverty Theme #1). Also, students may not see the potential for
mathematics to genuinely inform social investigations. This would undermine the goals
of CM activities to read and write the world with mathematics, as well as cripple efforts
to change students’ orientations to mathematics. Without new and complex integrations
of Classical mathematics into investigations, students may continue to view mathematics
in traditional ways (i.e., disjointed from social inquiry). Furthermore, under-emphasizing
Classical mathematics content may lead students to consider the investigation
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inappropriate for their mathematics class, and therefore resist instruction (Local Poverty
Theme #3). Both Frankenstein (1990) and Brantlinger (2007) described such student
resistance to “distractions” from the established curriculum. Specifically, Brantlinger
noted how some of his students did not want to discuss politics and preferred for the
teacher to focus on the mathematics they needed for college. Similarly, Mario, Marcus,
and others questioned the validity of the Local Poverty unit as “real math.”
Perhaps if Donovan led the Local Poverty unit, there would have been less open
resistance, due to his established relationships with the students, his institutional status as
the teacher of the class, and his ability to integrate mathematical ideas. For example,
during conversations about payday loans, Donovan could have specifically pointed to the
compounding interest rates and the long-term trends of such mathematical models.
Similarly, he could have modeled the benefits of examining longitudinal data to look at
trends, identify relevant mathematical functions, and make informed predictions. Such
mathematical ideas could have promoted students’ use of mathematics to raise and
answer questions about their social topics. In this way, the Classical mathematics would
have been elevated to a more prominent role in student investigations, resulting in a more
balanced integration of the 3 Cs, and possibly less student resistance. Instruction that
regularly makes connections between mathematical content and the social investigation
holds promise for keeping students engaged in classroom tasks they view as relevant and
valid.
This discussion of the relative weight of Classical mathematics brings attention to
the daily reality of implementing CM activities. While other research (Brantlinger, 2007;
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Gutiérrez, 2002b; Gutstein, 2006; Powell & Brantlinger, 2008) calls for significant
emphasis on Classical mathematics in order to address the broader education and future
prospects of students (e.g., access to academic mathematics and professions), this study
points to the importance of integrating Classical mathematics in order to address student
expectations for their mathematics class, counter resistance to non-traditional instruction,
and communicate the relevance of social investigations in mathematics class. In other
words, other research focuses on more general goals for students’ educational and
professional trajectory, while these findings discuss the daily concerns of a classroom
teacher aiming to inspire participation and buy-in. This speaks to Au and Apple (2004)
argument that too much of the literature in critical pedagogy has been disconnected from
the daily experiences of students and teachers, while addressing Sleeter and Delgado
Bernal’s (2004) request that, “teachers need guidance when translating ideological clarity
into practice” (p. 244). This study directly addressed this appeal by describing and
discussing the negotiation of the role of Classical mathematics in CM activities.
While this theme has singularly focused on the role of Classical mathematics, I do
not intend to suggest that this knowledge base is any more important than the others and
should therefore be disproportionately emphasized. Though students resisted the lack of
Classical mathematics in the Local Poverty unit, they may have also been resisting poor
implementation from an uninvited outsider practicing pedagogy that appeared traditional
at times. Students’ references to the mathematics may have been the easy target, to which
they could easily speak without risk of offending the powers that be (i.e., their teachers).
It is possible that students would have similarly demonstrated passive and open resistance
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to more explicit mathematical content from Francisco without more democratic
pedagogical practices.
Furthermore, this discussion of the importance of Classical mathematics from
students’ perspectives should not be interpreted as a suggestion that CM activities should
always start by emphasizing Classical mathematics, or that the Local Poverty’s focus on
Community knowledge should be discounted. As Gutstein (2006, 2012) has shown,
starting with students’ generative themes positions their lived experiences as funds of
knowledge for asking and addressing (sometimes mathematical) questions. In turn, this
helps students see the relevance of social investigations in mathematics class by
positioning mathematics as a way to understand society. After all, if only Classical
mathematics was emphasized, students would never have opportunities to both read and
write the world.
Theme #2: Personalization as a Pathway to Developing a Sense of Social Agency
The Local Poverty and Gini Coefficient units exemplified how honoring students’
Community knowledge promoted personalization through the integration of their
personal perspectives and experiences into their critical analyses (e.g., magnet school,
college access, cycles of poverty). In the Local Poverty unit, students shared relevant
stories and passionately debated possible interventions to local poverty, as well as their
roles in bringing about change. Similarly, the Gini Coefficient unit infused family
histories into students’ critical analyses of income inequality. This personalization
inspired some students to identify ways in which they could begin to address injustices
(e.g., Paul and Carlos). This is in contrast to the AIDS Lab that de-emphasized
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Community knowledge, lacked personalization, and did little to challenge students’ naïve
perspectives about the social topic. This suggests that for these students, personalization
played a key role in helping students make connections between larger social issues and
their local lived realities, possibly inspiring calls for action.
When Donovan and I embarked on this study, we envisioned humanization as
playing a central role in bridging the gap between the mathematics goals of the class and
broad social topics that students had not typically discussed in their mathematics courses.
We believed that humanization would not only help students understand the human
conditions behind the mathematics, but also combat a purely academic consideration of
the context. However, we came to see that humanization alone did not necessarily
promote critique of social injustices. We found that student personalization of the
investigation was key to their consideration of possible interventions to inequities and
subsequent calls for action. In other words, personalization was the extension of
humanization in that while humanization helped students value the social topic by
considering the lived realities behind social inequities, personalization encouraged
students to identify local and personal ramifications. To illustrate, the Gini Coefficient
unit began with general conversations about income inequality and discussions of
international disparities. Students humanized the data to understand the relationship
between the statistics and human conditions (Gini Coefficient Theme #1). However, it
was Donovan’s interjections to model and invite personalization (Theme #2) that helped
students to integrate Community knowledge, consider local effects, and offer avenues for
change.
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This is in contrast to the AIDS Lab where students learned about the human
conditions behind the data, but personalization never took place. Students had previous
ideas about the spread of AIDS (possibly stereotypes), but many had never considered its
inequitable impact on communities. Analysis of AIDS data informed students about the
topic, while also prodding them to consider questions of inequity in governmental
interventions. This helped to make the topic more accessible, as students acknowledged
that the social topic was worth learning about in its own regard, in addition to being a
“perfect” application of the mathematical content. Learning about other people’s
experiences with AIDS challenged previous mathematics education experiences where
the context was solely a setting to provide a data set. However, the absence of
Community knowledge undermined personalization during the AIDS Lab. Without
personalization, students did not consider possible ways that they could become
personally involved in the issue, nor did they deliberate about potential local impact and
interventions, as evidenced by fearful othering language (AIDS Lab Theme #1). It is
precisely the privileging of students’ out-of-school experiences that provides
opportunities to draw on and develop their Critical knowledge and possibly strengthen
their potential for critical engagement in the social topic (Turner, et al., 2009).
These findings suggest that personalization accompanied by critical analysis is
one pathway to developing students’ sense of social agency, and that Community
knowledge must be validated in the classroom in order for personalization to occur. That
is not to say that this is the only course to inspiring civic action. There are certainly
instances where individuals learn of injustice, humanize data, empathize with others, and
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engage in some sort of activism. In other words, humanization may be enough to inspire
empathy and/or sympathy in order to inspire action. But in the case of Donovan’s class, I
found that Community knowledge had to be acknowledged, validated, and integrated in
the investigation in order for students to personalize the context. Only then, did some
students bridge the broader social topic to local conditions, discuss possible interventions,
and consider their own role in local movements.
This perspective on how personalization is an extension of humanization helps to
inform the CM literature on reading and writing the world with mathematics. Rather than
thinking of student activism as a goal of CM education, Gutstein (2006) argued that
writing the world with mathematics is a “developmental process” where youth develop “a
sense of social agency” (p. 27). There are several examples in the CM literature that
describe direct actions students took as a result of CM investigations. For example, some
students presented their new understandings and arguments to their city council (Tate,
1995), school board (Turner & Font Strawhun, 2005; Varley Gutiérrez, 2009), or
community gathering (Gutstein, 2006). My perspective on personalization would frame
these as cases where students humanized the data in order to read the world with
mathematics, but then they also related to the investigation personally. This
personalization coupled with their critical analysis ultimately supported their activism as
they attempted to write the world with mathematics. Similarly, in both the Local Poverty
and Gini Coefficient units, students’ personalization of the investigations, considerations
of possible interventions, and their calls for action (i.e., Carlos and Paul), demonstrated
their developing “sense of social agency.”
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Acknowledgement of students’ personalization and willingness to act raises
questions about how to develop their awareness of relevant social movements and local
interventions. Previous research (Gutstein, 2006; Varley Gutiérrez, 2009) has stressed the
importance of introducing students to social movements in their community in order to
model struggles against injustice and to identify local allies. This is precisely what
Francisco attempted to do when he brought in local activists to present on their antipayday loans position for a state referendum. However, few students engaged the
presenters as the topic had been previously discussed only minimally and the session felt
more like recruitment into someone else’s initiative. Perhaps such links to local activism
would be more fruitful when built upon students’ own desire to act. That is, it may be
particularly powerful to connect to students when they already feel a sense of urgency
and are introduced to people and movements who care about their issue, rather than being
asked to join someone else’s movement. For example, Carlos and Paul may have actively
engaged local activists who shared their passion and interest in extending their
knowledge “outside school walls to city borders” (Gini Coefficient Theme #3). Their
sense of ownership and intimate knowledge of the issue, implications, and possible
interventions may have led them to welcome outsiders as allies in their cause. In this
way, the timely introduction of relevant social movements and actors can seize students’
momentum as they identify possible collaborators and outlets for their action.
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Theme #3: Repeated Opportunities to Integrate Knowledge Bases Promoted Shifts
in Students’ Perspectives
Looking across the CM activities and the school year, I found that there were
shifts in some students perspectives of school mathematics in particular, and of the
discipline of mathematics as a whole. Student responses during initial interviews at the
beginning of the school year reflected other research (Boaler, 1997; Gutiérrez, 2002b;
Gutstein, 2003; Varley Gutiérrez, et al., 2011) that found that students from subordinated
communities felt that mathematics education lacked meaning. More specifically, students
shared typical perspectives of mathematics as being about numbers, calculations,
consumerism, and college access. José and Emma said as much when they stated that
before this course, they believed math was “arithmetic, basically” (Gini Coefficient
Theme #3). Traditional mathematics tasks, which made up the majority of the school
year, did little to challenge this perspective. Similarly, the Local Poverty unit’s absence
of mathematical content perpetuated the belief that mathematics in the real world was
about collecting numbers (Local Poverty Theme #2).
As the final unit of the first semester, the AIDS Lab marked a key moment in the
course of the school year. For the first time, students saw that their social analysis could
inform their analysis of the data. In other words, they came to appreciate the context for
helping them learn the mathematics content through “perfect application” (AIDS Lab
Theme #2). In contrast to traditional lessons and the Local Poverty unit, students came to
create new understandings of the role and purpose of mathematics for their Precalculus
class, the specific investigations, and larger social issues. Mathematical content such as
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exponential functions and regression analysis were no longer isolated concepts solely
learned to solve textbook problems and to move onto higher mathematics courses. They
now seemed to played essential roles in helping students understand the spread of disease
and societal trends, among other things. As students explored and developed these
connections between content and context, their new understandings of the applicability of
Classical content helped them to develop new orientations towards mathematics.
However, the AIDS Lab had students use mathematics solely to answer questions
from the published curriculum and did not inspire new and different mathematical
questions. This is in contrast, Gutstein’s (2012) attempt to have “context, not content,
drive the curriculum,” in order to have students want to learn the mathematics to answer
their own questions” (p. 34). In the AIDS Lab, the trajectory of the mathematics and its
application to the context were predetermined and clearly communicated in the lab
manual. In other words, content, not the context drove class activity, leaving few
opportunities for students to connect exponential and logistic growth to their questions,
experiences, and misconceptions about AIDS. This is due in part to the lack of emphasis
on Community knowledge that undermined opportunities for students to integrate their
personal perspectives and experiences into the investigation (AIDS Lab Theme #2). In
the end, students came to appreciate a new way of learning mathematics and recognized
its applicability for learning more about predetermined social topics, but they still were
not making personal connections to how mathematics could help them understand their
lives.
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As the culminating activity of the course, the Gini Coefficient unit was the final
opportunity for students to develop and express new perspectives on mathematics. Their
class discussions and focus groups demonstrated major shifts from the beginning of the
school year. To illustrate, student comments during and about the Gini Coefficient unit
emphasized the context rather than content, focusing on the “processes” behind inequities
(Gini Coefficient Theme #3) rather than mathematical procedures and calculations.
Furthermore, their predictions and arguments about income inequality not only included
mathematics, but they necessitated using more mathematics. For example, discussions
about whether income inequality in the United States was getting worse required students
to look at trends in historical data and incorporate differentiation to examine
instantaneous and average rates of change. This is similar to the AIDS Lab in that the
central question of the unit promoted specific mathematical content in order to make
appropriate mathematical arguments. However, in contrast to the AIDS Lab, “context,
not the content” drove the Gini Coefficient unit as students’ integrated mathematics to
investigate socially and personally relevant questions (e.g., trend of inequality and
personal effects) and substantiate their arguments. This helped shift their perspectives on
such investigations from being a “perfect application” for learning mathematics i.e.,
(reading the mathematical word), to now appreciating the mathematics as a powerful tool
for helping them better understand the social topic (i.e., reading the world with
mathematics).
The above comments about and uses of mathematics represent an apparent shift as
students came to value mathematics as “a powerful and relevant tool for understanding
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complicated, real-world phenomena” (Gutstein, 2006, p. 30), and conversely, to
reconsider the role of social analysis in mathematics class. I conjecture that these shifts
were prompted by repeated opportunities to integrate knowledge bases throughout the
year that promoted discussions and participation different from traditional mathematics
classes. The kinds of experiences and practices that are valued in a learning setting have
been shown to influence students’ beliefs about mathematics and what it means to do
mathematics, with implications for their mathematical identity (Cobb, Gresalfi, & Hodge,
2009). One’s identity is reflected in forms of participation in a learning setting (Lave &
Wenger, 1991). That is, the norms and expectations of a learning setting, as well as the
opportunities and structures for participation, impact the development of individuals’
identities in those settings. Therefore, if a learning setting encourages integration of the 3
Cs and problem-posing, presumably this would foster integrated learning of content and
context, argumentation and debate, personalization, and in this case, critical analysis.
Moreover, multiple approaches to integration may promote a flexible perspective of the
role of the different knowledge bases, including Classical mathematics. The varied
experiences in Donovan’s class prompted students to see new connections to Community
and Critical knowledge bases, allowing them to see mathematics as more than their
initial, conventional perspectives.
This discussion of the benefits of repeated experiences is in line with other
research (Bartell, 2013; Gutstein, 2006; Turner, 2003; Varley Gutiérrez, 2009) calling for
a longitudinal approach to advancing both mathematics and social justice goals. Multiple
CM activities allow for prioritizing individual or multiple knowledge bases at different
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times in order to negotiate the “dance between teaching social justice contexts and
teaching mathematics” (Gutstein, 2012, p. 43), rather than trying to balance all 3 Cs in
each and every unit. This dance was apparent across the CM activities. For example, the
Local Poverty unit’s prioritization of Community knowledge called for participation that
was qualitatively different from previous mathematics courses, allowing students to share
stories and incorporate their experiences. By situating personal and social discussions in
mathematics class, this may have influenced students’ beliefs about the role of
mathematics in such investigations. However, it should be noted that the lack of any
mathematical content may have influenced students to think that when discussing
sociopolitical phenomena, mathematics has no place. Thus, it is essential to consider the
role of Classical mathematics in CM activities (Theme #1).
Though an incremental step, the Local Poverty unit laid some foundation for the
AIDS Lab in that students not only came to appreciate the emphasis on Classical
mathematics, but also reflected on how such integration could have benefited the Local
Poverty unit. Ultimately, the Gini Coefficient provided the “bull’s eye” experience where
students acknowledged the blending of all 3 Cs, leading not only to their applause for the
unit, but also to calls for action. The integration of these knowledge bases with
personalization after various “unbalanced” experiences helped students reflect on the
course as a whole and to identify ways in which their previous mathematics education
could have been improved, more in line with CM (Gini Coefficient Theme #3). This
demonstrates shifts in students’ perspectives as they now came to see new ways of
learning and using mathematics that included various means of participation and
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connections to one’s personal life. Daniel exemplified this shift as he evolved from open
resistance during the Local Poverty unit (i.e., loud and disruptive sigh) to recognizing the
role of different knowledge bases during the Final Focus Group (05/14/2010): “And it's
[Gini Coefficient Unit] interesting, you know? It's cause it's different cause we use
Community and Critical.” Similarly, Carlos moved from questioning the relevance of the
Local Poverty unit to seeing “how calculus relates to the world,” and “trying to change
things in our community” (Gini Coefficient Theme #3). These comments represent the
general student consensus at the end of the year that mathematics could be relevant and
powerful for making sense of the world (reading the world). Though not every student
demonstrated such significant shifts in perspectives about the role of mathematics, every
student interviewed acknowledged the Gini Coefficient unit as being different from
previous mathematics experiences, and as the best integration of the 3 Cs. With most
students starting the year with traditional perspectives of mathematics for consumerism
and arithmetic, these end-of-year comments demonstrated not only shifts in perspectives,
but also allusions to students seeing mathematics as possibly for bringing about change
(writing the world).
Such a long-term approach to implementing activities and advancing goals might
afford teachers “more freedom to allow students to genuinely explore personal and social
intentions and issues of justice… because the responsibility for supporting students in
developing mathematical understanding is shared by other, more content driven units of
study” (Turner, 2003, p. 283). This would also address Brantlinger’s concern that his CM
activities did little to counter students’ hegemonic views or advance their mathematical
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power. While he believed the CM activities were unsuccessful and would therefore be
detrimental to implement with similar marginalized students of color, this study points to
the shifts over time, due in part to repeated, varied, and lengthy experiences integrating
knowledge bases.
Theme #4: Demands on the Teacher
The themes above bring attention to the non-traditional nature of CM activities
and the additional roles and responsibilities of the teacher. Donovan not only created and
implemented various approaches to addressing mathematics and social justice goals, but
he also promoted personalization in order for students to develop “a sense of social
agency.” Other research (Bartell, 2005, 2013; Brantlinger, 2007; Gonzalez, 2008;
Gregson, 2013; Gutstein, 2006; Varley Gutiérrez, 2009) has also pointed to the demands
on the CM teacher. For example, Gutstein (2006) emphasized the importance of the
teacher developing their own knowledge of the 3 Cs in order to be able to address the
mathematical content, the sociopolitical issues, and the knowledge of the community. I
found that the combination of Donovan’s professional training, critical disposition,
sociopolitical knowledge, and intimate understanding of students’ Community
knowledge, inspired his curricular and pedagogical decisions. These particular skills,
knowledge, and dispositions allowed Donovan to collaboratively engage his students in
this investigation, ask appropriate questions, offer powerful examples, and prod them into
considerations of equity. This is in contrast to Brantlinger’s (2007) study where he
struggled with valuing students’ lived experiences and promoting counter-hegemonic
ideas, while also addressing the required mathematical curriculum. Brantlinger
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summarized: “Despite my years as a successful secondary mathematics teacher, I was not
sufficiently prepared as a critical pedagogue. Teaching critical lessons required a
different set of understandings and instructional skills than I possessed” (p. 338).
Ultimately, he argued that CM teachers need the following knowledge bases:
(1) a relatively deep conceptual understanding of secondary mathematics and its
relation to post-secondary mathematics; (2) knowledge of how secondary topics
are effectively taught and learned; (3) theoretical and practical/experiential
knowledge of standards-based reform curriculum and instruction; (4) an
understanding of external and internal factors that shape mathematics instruction
and educational opportunity (e.g., large-scale assessments, economic policy); (5)
an understanding of the philosophy and history of academic mathematics and its
relation to everyday practices and discourses; (6) a reasonable and critical
understanding of the social sciences (in particular history, political science,
sociology and economics), with an emphasis on what these social sciences reveal
about structures of inequality and strategic moves for empowerment; (7) a
pedagogical understanding of adolescent development and how adolescents
develop conceptual understanding of and dispositions toward knowledge of the
political and economic organization of societies; (8) knowledge of the particular
demands of living in poverty and being a member of groups who are stigmatized
by virtue of race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, class, or handicaps; and (9)
experiential knowledge from a long term involvement in activists movements.
(pp. 338-339)
This framework helps us account for Donovan’s unique background, dispositions,
knowledge, and pedagogical skills that were key to his ability to promote and model
mathematization, humanization, and personalization.
Donovan’s scientific training (i.e., agriculture), years of teaching experience,
training in and use of reform-oriented and Advanced Placement curricula, and graduate
coursework in mathematics education provided a strong foundation for him to address the
first five areas of knowledge. In other words, his Classical mathematics knowledge was
well developed and allowed him to identify ways that classroom activities could connect
to mathematical concepts and practices.
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Though Donovan had no formal training to address the seventh type of
knowledge, his personal relationships with students, and his own children, regularly
included discussions of “the political and economic organization of societies.” Through
these experiences, he may have developed a sense for how adolescents react to and
engage these Critical conversations. It was precisely his sociopolitical knowledge (sixth
type of knowledge) and “consciousness” (i.e., critical perspectives) that inspired and
prepared him to facilitate discussions that integrated multiple knowledge bases and
encouraged critical reflection. This aligned with Gutstein’s (2006) suggestion that
teachers develop “knowledge of the sociopolitical, economic and cultural-historical
workings of society” and understand “how U.S. society structures inequality and the
history and dynamics of social movements and change” (p. 207). Such knowledge allows
teachers to teach students how to read and write the world both with and without
mathematics, while asking relevant and complex questions of society and the classroom.
Donovan’s life experiences as a black man and immigrant to the U.S. (eighth type
of knowledge) helped frame his understanding of “how U.S. society structures
inequality”. Furthermore, his experiences with the agrarian “green” revolution of the
Caribbean and his local activism (ninth type of knowledge) provided a foundation for his
understanding of social movements. Ultimately, Donovan’s professional training and
experiences, coupled with his critical knowledge helped him to see for himself how
mathematics could inform social investigations, and to form a clear vision of what he
wanted students to take away from the class. This vision guided his efforts to introduce
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students to the use of mathematical tools (e.g., functions, statistical measures) to
investigate social inequities, and to model mathematization and humanization.
In this way, my findings support Brantlinger’s framework for the role of these
Classical and Critical types of knowledge. However, Brantlinger’s list omits the
Community knowledge that the teacher must have and develop in order to integrate all 3
Cs and advance personalization. I found that in addition to his Critical knowledge of the
broader social topics, Donovan was also intimately familiar with the lived realities of his
students and their families. His experiences as an immigrant to the U.S., a long time
resident of the city, a veteran teacher at the school who taught many of the siblings of
students in the class, a father of three children who attended the school, and an activist
present at many of the rallies and school board meetings, provided him with insight into
the “local and global sociopolitical forces affecting students’ lives” (Gutstein, 2007b, p.
4). In this way, Donovan already had a grasp of the Community knowledge of his
students and their families, and was prepared to engage in conversations about local
concerns. This incorporation of Community knowledge into classroom investigations was
similar to Bonner and Adams’ (2012) findings that teachers equipped with extensive
knowledge about students and their families can engage in “culturally relevant
mathematics teaching” in order to “provide support for situating mathematics in real-life
contexts that are meaningful to students” (p. 35). However, my findings point to the
importance of Community knowledge for more than solely teaching mathematics, but
also for identifying promising investigations, creating opportunities for students to share
perspectives and experiences, making connections to local ramifications, and ultimately,
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modeling personalization. This modeling was made possible by his status as a member of
both the broader community and of students’ school reality. Donovan was positioned not
only as knowledgeable about students’ experiences, but also as a legitimate ally in
movements to improve school and local conditions. This supports Gutstein’s (2006)
assertion that teachers must be recognized by students as allies in order to engage in
struggle with students.
In the end, I found that Donovan possessed the “set of understandings”
(Brantlinger, 2007) necessary to connect the broader topics to the local and immediate
contexts, while also integrating Classical mathematics. Ultimately, it was Donovan’s
“instructional skills” (Brantlinger, 2007) that allowed him to facilitate discussions of
“politically taboo topics” (Gutstein, 2006), and to model the personalization that helped
students identify with the investigation, consider possible interventions, and desire
additional action.
However, even though Donovan possessed these experiences and skills relevant
to CM instruction, it took until the final unit of the year to find the “bull’s eye” of
balanced integration of the 3 Cs. This begs the question: Why did we not find such
success earlier in the school year with other investigations and mathematical content? As
this was our first foray into integrating CM into a Precalculus class (I had previously
implemented isolated CM activities in other classes and after-school clubs), we had to
learn a lot through practice. As explained in Chapter 4, our plan was to establish a
collaborative classroom environment where taboo topics were discussed and investigated.
This was to include several foundational activities to develop student comfort with
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mathematization before larger projects on student-elaborated generative themes.
However, we consistently under-estimated the amount of time needed to implement
activities, and the toll of student resistance. Therefore, our intended goals were regularly
delayed as we aimed to do justice to individual activities without cutting them short or
undermining their importance. For example, the high levels of resistance during the Local
Poverty unit resulted in getting less accomplished each day, changes to plans, and lengthy
class discussions about lack of effort and performance. Conversely, the brevity of the
AIDS Lab did not allow for connections, extensions, and presentations of student
learning.
It is important to note that Donovan and I learned and grew from each experience
as we made adjustments to subsequent activities. This is why the Gini Coefficient unit
made the Classical mathematics explicit, allowed enough time for conversation and
investigation, and included three days for presentations and discussions. Furthermore, as
explained above (Theme #3), the various experiences throughout the year helped students
to be open to the possibilities of and patient with the Gini Coefficient unit. Both the
mathematical content and the Critical conversations throughout the year led up to the
unit, providing entry points and access for all students. If we had attempted to begin the
school year with the Gini Coefficient, students may not have been comfortable with the
content, context, and structure of the class. Nonetheless, it is important to recognize the
merit of each CM activity on its own, and not just as a precursor for the Gini Coefficient.
As described in the previous findings chapters, each approach to integrating multiple
knowledge bases resulted in its own set of successes and challenges. Ultimately, the Gini
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Coefficient benefitted the most from these previous attempts, aiding its “balanced”
implementation and creating the space for students to recognize its uniqueness and power
for developing multiple knowledge bases.
In retrospect, it would have behooved us to include more and longer
investigations. At times, there were large gaps between and within CM activities as
Donovan felt the gravitational pull to cover Classical mathematics in a traditional
manner. With no established CM curriculum to draw from, the demands to create and
implement CM activities were too high to continuously integrate the 3 Cs. This isolated
nature of the activities may have further emphasized their exceptionality to the students.
Furthermore, more and regular CM experiences would have provided us with even more
experiences with which to make modifications for future attempts. Hopefully this study
offers knowledge and insight for others who choose to accept the challenge of making
mathematics classes a place for students to not only learn mathematics, but to also ask
and investigate questions of personal and social relevance. However, I acknowledge that
the resources and manpower that Donovan and I summoned may sound unachievable
and/or undesirable to some teachers. For this reason, this dissertation described various
approaches, emphasizing the value of activities that only integrated two knowledge bases,
instead of promoting a vision that only well-balanced integrations of the 3 Cs are worthy
of attempting. All of these activities were worthwhile for advancing goal uncommon in
mathematics classrooms, and I would encourage progressive-minded teachers to analyze
my experiences, interpret them for their context, and venture into their own
experimentation and reinvention (See Implications for Teaching below).
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Implications
The above themes demonstrated the challenges teachers face and the opportunities
that arise when attempting to implement CM activities. This section outlines implications
of this work for teaching, teacher education, and research.
Implications for Teaching
As noted above, the negotiation of the role of Classical mathematics is an everpresent tension in Critical Mathematics education (Theme #1). Though the inclusion of
Classical mathematics in CM activities is important for establishing validity, providing a
familiar entry point, and helping students develop more complicated perspectives of
mathematics, it must be integrated thoughtfully and carefully, while recognizing students
expectations. Placing too much emphasis on the mathematical content may result in
students predominantly focusing on the content and only paying lip service to the rest of
the investigation. They may consider the unit to be another contrived situation that is
masking the perceived true intent – mastery of mathematical skills. The best intentions to
integrate the 3 Cs mean little if students do not perceive and acknowledge this different
way of learning mathematics with out-of-classroom connections. If they consider these
activities to be the same traditional instruction with slight alterations, engagement and
perceptions may not change, and typical participation and achievement patterns may
persist.
To combat this misinterpretation of the CM activities, teachers may find it helpful
to offer transparency to their students on the purpose of individual tasks and how they
interrelate (Gutstein, 2006; Turner, 2003). In addition to recognizing the tensions and
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trade-offs inherent to this work, the teacher should be explicit with themselves and the
students about these decisions. By communicating to students the rationale for activities
that deviate from Classical mathematics, teachers may help paint the broader picture of
how and when mathematics integrates into social investigations. This may also help
retain the attention of certain students during purely traditional lessons, as they will
situate the importance of a knowledge or skill in advancing their larger investigation.
This was evident in the Gini Coefficient unit where students learned and executed
specific mathematical skills in context, in order to continue their investigation of income
inequality. Ultimately, it is absolutely necessary for teachers to make connections across
lessons and ideas to help students bridge mathematical concepts not only to each other,
but also to social topics (Turner, et al., 2009). Furthermore, the teacher should model
both mathematization and humanization in order to promote students’ ability and
disposition to see mathematics in the real world, and conversely, the human experiences
behind real world data. This will help students appreciate various uses for mathematics
and the relevance of integrating the 3 Cs.
In addition to attending to the role of Classical mathematics, CM teachers must
create a learning setting that values and emphasizes Community knowledge through
classroom structures (e.g., conversations, discussions, story-telling) that invite personal
and family knowledge and experiences, opportunities for humanization, and explicit
invitations for personalization. The daily life of the classroom should allow for
interjections of relevant experiences and interests. In turn, these student contributions
should guide curricular choices. In other words, the honoring of Community knowledge
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will elevate student voices in the classroom that the teacher should consider when
negotiating curricular and pedagogical decisions. Furthermore, the teacher should be
attentive to potential content-context connections, allowing even “tangents” to be
incorporated into investigations. Again, the teacher will not control all class interchanges,
and therefore must be prepared to capitalize on moments that hold potential for
advancing the integration of multiple knowledge bases.
The above themes and tensions also bring attention to the importance of
dedicating sufficient time to such endeavors. None of the CM activities were shorter than
four days, and all could have benefited from even more time. Part of the reason for the
high demand of time is that validating Community knowledge necessitates creating
opportunities for conversations, story telling, debates, and tangents. The teacher cannot
control the direction of every discussion, but their active role must include listening
carefully, probing wisely, elevating specific ideas, making connections, and adapting
instructional plans quickly. The rush to cover content would undermine this
conversational space and relegate Community knowledge to being inconsequential or
unnecessary for the class to move forward. There were many instances throughout the
year where both Donovan and Francisco honestly engaged students in conversations,
sometimes devoid of mathematics, resulting in changes to the curriculum. This flexibility
and responsiveness was essential to honoring students’ contributions and creating an
appropriate learning setting.
Furthermore, these non-traditional activities must occur regularly for students to
value such social inquiry and to begin to shift their perspectives toward mathematics
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(Theme #3). As noted above, the CM activities built on each other and helped to create a
yearlong experience that helped students come to see mathematics differently. This also
brings attention to the benefits of implementing activities with a variety of topics,
approaches, and expectations. The goal should not be for every activity to address all 3
Cs, but to have a longitudinal view of how experiences can complement each other while
advancing multiple goals. However, this raises a tension with curriculum development.
Creating and implementing CM activities demand significant resources, time, and effort.
This may motivate teachers to look for published materials or activities created
elsewhere. Though exceptions exist (e.g., Gutstein & Peterson, 2005), there are few
examples of ready-to-use CM activities. Furthermore, using someone else’s materials
may detract from their specific local relevance. As was seen in the AIDS Lab, the lack of
local considerations and the absence of Community knowledge undermined
personalization, keeping the Critical discussion distant and academic. Thus, teachers
should aim to create activities with their specific students and local context in mind (e.g.,
Local Poverty unit), while also helping to transition students from problem-solving to
problem-posing. Gutstein’s (2006, 2009, 2012) reference to “generative themes” can help
guide this process. In my study, the collaboration between researcher and teacher helped
to make curriculum design more efficient, as well as motivating reflection on and
adaptations to lessons that there may have otherwise not been sufficient time for.
However, I recognize that these are incredible demands on the teacher and that the
structures of traditional schooling make this work difficult. Teachers must address
standards and assessments, as well as conventional expectations from students,
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administration, and parents. As mentioned before, Donovan was a unique teacher in a
unique setting. Other teachers may not have the freedom, autonomy, knowledge, and
skills to engage in such non-traditional instruction. For example, a teacher of a remedial
ninth grade mathematics class may have specific curriculum and tests to “prepare” their
students for passing high-stakes assessments. This context is quite different from
Donovan’s and necessitates different, yet related, guidance from CM practitioners and
research. Thankfully, there are professional networks (e.g., teachersforjustice.org,
t4sj.org, teachingforchange.org), publications (rethinkingschools.org), and conferences
(creatingbalanceconference.org) to support teachers as they attempt to shift their
instruction to be more personally and socially meaningful for their students.
Implications for Teacher Education
It is clear that Critical Mathematics instruction is not the norm in traditional
teacher education programs. Much emphasis is placed on reform-oriented mathematics
instruction with a focus on problem-solving and developing computational fluency. CM
education demands a teacher who will engage their students in problem-posing, while
playing a more active role as facilitator, mentor, and ally. This demands preparation to
create units and lessons rather than following a textbook, to actively facilitate class
discussions that may or may not include mathematics, and to respond to students’
questions and needs. This is in addition to developing the multiple knowledge bases
described above (Theme #4). However, teachers are likely to exit credentialing programs
without this knowledge and inservice teachers often receive little professional
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development on how to infuse student culture and social justice issues into their everyday
mathematics routine (Barnes-Johnson, et al., 2010).
In order to prepare teachers to engage in such work, programs would have to
place a heavy emphasis on constructivist, socio-constructivist, multicultural, and critical
frameworks (Rodriguez & Kitchen, 2005). Teachers must develop the necessary
disposition and skills to build knowledge from students’ previous experiences and
understandings. This includes not only mathematical knowledge, but also Community
knowledge in order to personalize investigations and advance critical perspectives.
Teacher education could offer candidates experiences with Funds of Knowledge work, as
well as opportunities to identify generative themes. This could entail community-based
fieldwork (Leonard & Evans, 2008), student interviews, home visits, and community
engagement TeachMath (Turner, et al., 2012). Such experiences would help guide
prospective teachers of students who do not share the same cultural backgrounds through
the predictable pattern of “denial, resistance, and understanding” of cultural differences
(Ensign, 2005).
Overall, prospective teachers must be provided with ample opportunities to see
CM modeled in mathematics content courses, methods courses, and their fieldwork.
Seminars during student teaching could provide a setting for preservice teachers to
discuss the teaching they see in schools, the possibilities for transformative practices, and
the tensions that arise (Ensign, 2005). Furthermore, novice teachers engaging in such
non-traditional instruction should not be judged by one or two attempts, as they learn
from their practice and reflection (Barnes-Johnson, et al., 2010). This includes realizing
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the limitations and tensions involved. CM education is not a panacea, and teachers must
not essentialize one aspect or practice of the model. As they develop their understanding
of and ability to implement CM activities, teachers must remain flexible, proactive,
responsiveness, and inquisitive, as they look for more examples in the field to inspire
their evolving critical work.
Implications for Research
This study points to the multiple benefits of engaging in collaborative,
participatory research. By engaging with Donovan and Francisco, not only was unique
curriculum created, but I was also afforded access to make detailed observations of
instructional decisions and student experiences. This allowed me to make interpretations
of data from the perspective of an insider. Conversely, by not conducting a self-study, I
was able to step away from the daily demands of the classroom teacher in order to
develop a broader picture of the research context. This aligns with Chazan and Ball’s
(1999) aim “to be sensitive to the biases and silences which can plague first-person
studies of practice” (p. 10; see also Ainley, 1999). As an outsider, I was able to observe
the impact of instructional decisions, critique pedagogy, notice in-the-moment
possibilities, and identify patterns and constructs (e.g., personalization) that an insider’s
“biases” may not have attend to. Furthermore, my distance from daily instruction allowed
me to identify differences in approach, learning setting, and student experiences between
CM and traditional instruction.
My unique role as both an insider and outsider proved beneficial for interviews
and focus groups. Students knew who I was from regular classroom interactions and
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trusted me to some degree. At the same time, they recognized I was not their teacher and
interacted with me in an informal manner. This allowed them to be honest and open about
their experiences in the class, without holding back criticisms and disagreements. I was
somewhat surprised at the their harsh words and brutal honesty, which I do not think they
would have shared with Donovan or Francisco. This positioning of the researcher as
instructor, observer, and member of the community holds promise for future
investigations into CM teaching.
My findings inform possible directions for research. As Theme #3 suggests, more
research is needed on the impact of regular and sustained opportunities to integrate
knowledge bases. With the exception of Turner’s (2003) and Gutstein’s (2006, 2012)
work, most CM research focuses on individual activities, afterschool settings, or nonstandard courses (i.e., summer school). In addition to examining the process of
curriculum creation and implementation, research should continue to look for changes in
students’ dispositions and beliefs about mathematics. This would include how students
are making connections to out-of-school topics, in order to see if their conceptualization
of mathematics has been broadened to include more than simple calculations and
numbers (Emma: “arithmetic basically”). If possible, the researcher should engage
students off campus to see if there is increased civic action, or other signs of developing a
sense of social agency. In addition to considering shifts in perspectives, research into the
effect of such non-traditional instruction on student learning of Classical mathematics
would be a major contribution to the field. This would serve to not only address critics,
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but to clearly demonstrate that students’ development as critical citizens includes
mathematics.
Additionally, research should investigate the decision-making and professional
development of the teacher. As my study demonstrated, there were various approaches
and trade-offs to implementing CM activities. Though I collected a significant amount of
data about Donovan and mine’s creative process, this study did not focus on how we
negotiated multiple goals. I will save that analysis and writing for future projects.
Regardless, other collaborative research can provide insight into the arduous work behind
CM design and implementation. One aspect of particular importance is how the teacher’s
knowledge and dispositions shift through the process. I conjecture that attending to
students’ Community knowledge, resistance, and real-world connections would inform
the teacher’s understanding of how students learn, what they expect, and how to best
advance various goals of instruction. Specifically, I believe that the iterative process of
collaborating, reflecting, and adapting instruction can improve teacher practice, in much
the same way that Lesson Study helps to provide focus to particular aspects of teaching
(See Bartell, 2005 for an example of Lesson Study for social justice mathematics).
Furthermore, by valuing Community knowledge in the classroom, the teacher’s own
understanding of students’ lived realities will continue to develop, informing future CM
activities.
Contributions and Limitations
My study is unique in the CM field in that it is the only example of an extensive,
collaborative, and participatory study conducted primarily with Latin@ students in a
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higher-level secondary mathematics course. Other studies took place in earlier grades,
with different populations, and/or were self-studies. Though self-studies provide
particular insight, my insider-outsider status afforded multiple benefits to both instruction
and research (see above). However, I did not focus my analysis on the intricacies of how
Donovan negotiated goals and expectations while implementing a new pedagogy. This
limits the relevance of my study for practicing teachers aiming to learn how to implement
CM.
Of particular importance is the dearth of examples of CM in advanced high school
mathematics courses (See Gutstein, 2012; Staples, 2005 for exceptions). Perhaps this is
because higher-level mathematics is considered to be more abstract and focused on
college preparation, and therefore, less applicable to social investigations. Hopefully, my
study demonstrated that it is possible, valuable, and powerful to carry out such activities
with higher-level content and older youth. My findings point to the maturity with which
Donovan’s students engaged Critical discussions. They demonstrated their ability, and
desire, to make connections between abstract concepts and lived realities, possibly in
ways that younger students may need more concrete and "authentic" contexts (Turner, et
al., 2009). Furthermore, these older students’ daily life experiences included jobs, voting
for the first time, planning for their future, and transitioning out of high school and their
family home. These personal circumstances helped to frame the investigations as
pertinent to their transition to adulthood, again in ways that younger students may not
have found immediately relevant.
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Furthermore, attention to students’ Community knowledge in my study brought to
light a significant contribution to the field. Different from the Freirean perspective
advanced by Gutstein (2006, 2007b, 2012) that advocates for CM activities to start with
student-elaborated generative themes that integrate mathematics content that is relevant
to the investigation, the Gini Coefficient unit demonstrated a different approach to
integrating the 3 Cs. Gutstein argued that starting from generative themes ensured both
humanization and personalization, while also minimizing resistance. Furthermore,
investigating tensions in students’ communities capitalized on students’ critical funds of
knowledge and social agency. However, Donovan offered an alternative approach where
the Gini Coefficient unit started with explicit Classical mathematics, regularly promoted
Critical analysis, and then integrated Community knowledge. Donovan’s modeling and
invitations to humanize and personalize helped to move students through these
experiences as they developed a sense of social agency (Gini Coefficient Theme #2).
Furthermore, Donovan’s “set of understandings” (Theme #4) informed his instruction in
such a way that limited resistance. This alternative approach demonstrates that there are
multiple paths to integrating the 3 Cs and approaching the “bull’s eye.” For Gutstein, an
initial and extensive emphasis on student-elaborated generative themes is essential to
paving the path for CM instruction. It ensures the prominence of Community and Critical
knowledge, while only integrating appropriate and relevant Classical mathematics. In
contrast, Donovan did not begin from a generative theme, and therefore had to employ
curricular tools and pedagogical skills elevate, honor, and promote Community and
Critical knowledge. This approach meant he had to attend to issues of resistance and
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social agency directly and consciously. This distinctive approach takes the emphasis off
of the selection of an explicitly local and immediately relevant topic, and places greater
emphasis on the ongoing efforts of the teacher. While both are extremely demanding
endeavors and require exceptional pedagogical skill, Donovan’s approach may appear
more accessible to some teachers who feel they need to address certain mathematics
content, rather than letting the student-led investigation drive all mathematical activity.
Though not necessarily aligned with a Freirean perspective, this approach still addresses
CM goals and promotes the development of the 3 Cs. This is a contribution I plan to
further investigate and write about in the future.
Though one of my major findings related to the importance of Classical
mathematics, my study did not examine student learning and achievement. This leaves
the door open to criticism of our CM activities for not addressing the educational goals of
schooling. Though other studies (See Brantlinger, 2007) have incorporated pre- and posttests, I did not aim to identify and note the growth of specific mathematical skills. Having
conducted the study, I would now have a clearer vision of the roles of graphing, trends,
geometric decomposition, regression analysis, and calculating derivatives and integrals.
With these as central tenants to the Classical mathematics of the course, I would attempt
to track student mathematical growth of their applications to the social investigations.
Though the results obtained through this study cannot be generalized because of
the unique nature of the classroom practices and interactions, principles of mathematics
teaching are informed by this work. In deconstructing practices of such teachers and the
experiences of their students, the field of mathematics education can begin to take strides
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in providing more equitable and critical education. No teacher should try to reproduce
Donovan’s teaching, personality, or relationship with his students. But attention to the
knowledge bases he brings to the class and how he integrates them into the learning
setting should inform future CM instruction, especially if teachers choose to reinvent
these activities.
Final Thoughts
The experience of working with Donovan for 18 months was challenging,
inspiring, informative, and powerful. It felt like a perfect merger between my past as a
teacher and my current reality as a researcher. Our friendship grew, as did our respective
professional skills. The experience not only served as the basis for this dissertation, but
has also influenced my continuing work with both pre- and inservice teachers. Similarly,
Donovan applied for and was granted the support of another doctoral student to further
develop his Precalculus course the following year. Regrettably, that next year was
Donovan’s last at Arroyo, after a reconstitution of the administration and faculty of the
school made teachers apply for their own positions and convince the school district that
they merited being one of the only 5% of teachers retained. After 17 years at Arroyo,
teaching the entire spectrum of courses, seeing his children graduate, and working
diligently to improve his craft, Donovan was released and has since taught remedial
classes at various different public and charter schools. His experience reminds us of the
tenuous and contentious reality that exists in today’s public schools. Even those teachers
achieving success and taking strides to improve not only their instruction, but those of
others, are left to defend their actions and fend for themselves. Thus, I am further inspired
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to continue my efforts to investigate non-traditional instruction and to work with teachers
as they strive to make schooling more democratic, relevant, and transformational.
Through this work, their students will “see it for ourselves” (Carlos) how mathematics
can help them read and write the world, as they take their knowledge “from inside this
classroom and then expanded [to] city limits” (Paul).
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE ENTRY FROM FIELD NOTES (05/21/2010)
[27:08] Carlos calls RG and shows his graph
• RG: what direction is Gini going?
• Carlos: 1st couple numbers come down but comes up more; over time will be
wavy line thing will come more back up
• RG: Associate with history. Final asks where we will be in 2020 and why
Duong: find equation of line?  RG: no, it’s up to you  Carlos: no, no calculating,
what we think is going to happen
RG: before class could have made guess, now have more tools to make more informed
guess. Could say trend will be changed by generation  Carlos: mine will, me
• HUMANIZE/AGENCY: Carlos acknowledges that his generation can affect
statistics
Duong: I say 0.5  Carlos: points out trend. If trend continues, we could get as close to
.6  B: continues faster  C: looking at 2006, I think at least .5
• CONCEPTUAL/PREDICTION: Carlos makes arguments about trends and future
Carlos: so over course of 59 years, Gini only increase by that much
• Carlos points out sharp jump; if continues to do that, I think we could easily get to
.5
• Duong and Carlos come to agreement on answer of 0.5 [30:35]
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APPENDIX B: STUDENT DAILY REFLECTIONS FROM GINI COEFFICIENT
UNIT
1. What did you learn today?
2. What do you find interesting or want to learn more about?
3. What do you find confusing/challenging or are not interested in learning more
about?
4. What mathematics did you do today?
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
INITIAL STUDENT INTERVIEW
Student:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Opening Questions
1) Tell me about where you have gone to school.
a. Elicit student’s schooling history
b. Ask about language of instruction
2) What do you like to do in your free time?
a. What do you like to do after school?
b. What are some things you are really interested in?
i. Probe for multiple examples. Make sure to give adequate time for
this question.
c. What are some things you like to do with your family? Friends?
Questions about Language
3) What language or languages do you speak at home?
4) What language do you usually speak with friends?
5) What language(s) do you speak in class? Math class?
a. If you could choose, would your classes be in English, Spanish, or both?
b. When you work in small groups, what language do you speak?
6) What language do you like to speak more, Spanish or English?
Questions Focused on Beliefs about the Discipline and Math Class
7) How would you explain to someone younger than you what math is?
a. When you hear the word math, what comes to mind?
8) Do you think mathematics is important to know?
a. What are some things math is important for? (Probe for multiple examples)
9) What are your plans after high school?
a. Do you need math for this? How?
10) What kind of job do you want to have when you get older?
a. Do you think you’ll need mathematics for that job? How?
11) Why did you enroll in this class?
a. What do you hope to get out of the course?
12) Describe your typical previous math classes.
a. Elicit comments about teachers, curriculum, class structure, etc.
b. Do you expect this class to be the same/different? How?
13) Have any of your previous math classes addressed racism/sexism/classism?
a. Do you think math classes should address these topics?
Questions Focused on Mathematical Identity
14) How would you describe yourself as a mathematics student? [probe as needed to get at
students’ perceptions of themselves as learners]
a. Do you think you are good at mathematics? How do you know?
b. What makes someone really good at math?
Questions about Perseverance and Struggling (Mathematical Agency)
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15) Give an example of something (a topic, a problem) in math that was hard for you
to learn, or something that you are working on right now that is hard for you to
understand. What do you think made/makes it hard?
a. How did you overcome the difficulty, and figure out the mathematics?
16) When you are not sure about something in math class, or when you don’t
understanding something, what do you do? (examples: ask a friend, find the
teacher, try another strategy, etc.)
a. If your first attempt (whatever you try first) doesn’t work, what do you try
next?
b. If you go to the teacher for help, what does the teacher do to help you?
c. Do you ever ask a friend for help? If so, how does your friend help you?
17) In your mathematics class, do you ever volunteer to answer questions or to share your
strategies for solving problems?
a. Do you feel comfortable doing that? If so, what helps you feel comfortable?
b. Do you like doing that? If so, what do you like about it?
Questions about School and Community Issues (Critical Mathematical Agency)
18) Tell me a story of a time when you or someone you know wanted something in
your classroom, school, or community to be different and tried to change it.
[Probe as to how this was done, with whom, changes that occurred, skills used,
etc.]
16) Think about something in your school that you are concerned about. This could
be something that is really important to you, something you have questions about,
or something maybe you don’t like, and you wish was different. Tell me about
that.
a. What questions do you have? What do you want to know?
b. How could you learn more about the situation?
c. Do you think there is a way that math could help you learn about the
situation? Could math help you at all?
d. What do you wish was different?
e. Do you think you could do anything about it? What?
f. What might happen if you do that? Do you think that would make a
difference?
17) Think about something in your neighborhood or community that you are
concerned about. This could be something that is really important to you,
something you have questions about, or something maybe you don’t like, and you
wish was different. Tell me about that.
a. What questions do you have? What do you want to know?
b. How could you learn more about the situation?
c. Do you think math could help you at all?
d. What do you wish was different?
e. Do you think you could do anything about it? What?
f. Do you think that would make a difference?
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE STUDENT FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL
FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS – Income Distribution
Date:
Time:
Location:
________Topic:_____________
Present:
General Setting Notes:
Comments:
Questions:
1) Describe the Gini activity you just completed in Precalculus class. What was it about?
a. How would you describe it to a younger brother or sister?
2) What did you learn during this activity? Math? Other? (Probe for mathematical and
social content)
a. Did math help you understand the topic? Vice versa? (Relevance of math and
topic)
3) Where did this activity fit on the 3 C’s circles? Why?
4) How was this activity the same/different from regular math class? Other classes?
a. Did you participate differently than you normally do in math class? In other
classes?
b. Were you asked to play a different role than you normally play in class?
Explain.
5) Did you find this activity useful? Was it worthwhile? Why or why not?
a. What did you like/dislike?
6) Did this activity belong in Precalculus? Math class? Why or why not?
a. Where else might these activities be appropriate? In and out of school.
7) Would you like to do more activities like this one?
a. What topics would you be interested in studying?
8) If you were to do this activity again, what would you want to do differently? The
same?
a. If you were the teacher, what would you do differently? The same?
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE TEACHER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
FINAL TEACHER INTERVIEW
Teacher:
Date:
Time:
Location:
3 C’s/Gini
24.
How do you define the 3 C’s?
25.
What is the purpose of integrating the 3 C’s?
26.
Can you provide examples of when you integrated at least 2 C’s into your
lessons?
a. What activity came the closest to integrating all 3 C’s?
b. What do you feel was the most productive/promising
combination/avenue?
27.
What did you find most difficult about integrating the 3 C’s
(challenges/tensions)?
a. How did you negotiate these difficulties (negotiation)?
28.
What did you find simple about integrating the 3 C’s? Surprising?
29.
Why did you do the Gini Unit?
a. Why does it belong in precalculus?
30.
How did the Gini Unit integrate the 3 C’s?
31.
What trade-offs/sacrifices did you make during the Gini unit?
Participation in the Study
This set of questions deals with our collaboration and your participation in the study. I
would very much appreciate your honesty in answering the questions. Please feel free to
be critical of the collaboration, the activities, readings, and me if that is what you truly
think and feel. If you don’t feel comfortable answering some of these questions, again, I
remind you that you can choose not to answer them.
1.
Why did you agree to participate in this study?
2.
How would you characterize your experience in the study?
3.
How would you describe your role in the study? How, if at all, did your role
change over the course of the semester?
4.
How would you describe my role in the study? How, if at all, did my role change
over the course of the semester?
5.
How would you describe the nature of our meetings? How, if at all, did the nature
of the meetings change over the course of the semester?
6.
What aspects of what we read and did do you find most helpful? Least helpful?
7.
Is there anything we did that you feel you can incorporate into your future
teaching? If so, what and how? If not, why not?
8.
How would you describe the readings we did? What, if any, is the relationship
between what we read and your teaching?
9.
How would you describe the activities we created?
10.
How does this experience compare to previous professional development that you
have had? What are the similarities and differences?
11.
How did your experiences differ from what you had expected in the beginning of
the study? How was it the same as you had expected?
12.
What changes would you make to the study and what we did in order to improve
it?
13.
Would you recommend an experience like this to your colleagues? Why/Why
not?
14.
How might, if at all, the ideas and experiences from our collaboration be spread to
others in the math department or at your school?
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Identity
14.
How, if at all, has participation in the study affected the way you see yourself?
a. The way you see the teacher that you are?
15.
What do you consider your role as a teacher of mathematics?
16.
Do you consider yourself an agent of change? Why/Why not? Has this changed
due to your participation in the group? If so, how?
17.
What, in your opinion, is the purpose of education? What is the purpose of
education for your students, if that is different?
18.
What kind of teacher would you like to be?
Beliefs about Mathematics and Teaching
19.
Why should students learn math?
20.
What are the characteristics of a successful math class?
21.
Did participation in the study affect how you think of mathematics? If so, how?
22.
Did the study affect how you envision the teaching of mathematics? How?
Beliefs about Students
24.
How would you describe your students? Their families? Communities?
25.
How would you describe a successful mathematics student? How successful do
you think your students are in mathematics? Why do you think that is?
26.
How politically active or socially aware do you think your students are? Should
be?
27.
What do you see as the future of your students?
28.
Have your beliefs about students changed as a result of this study? If so, how?
29.
Do teachers have to have common life experiences with students in order to
understand their background and best teach them? If so, why? If not, how can/should
teachers be prepared so that they have an awareness of students’ experiences and how to
value and build on these?
Sociopolitical Consciousness
30.
How has being part of this study affected your political awareness, if at all? Your
political activism?
31.
How do you think you will engage, if at all, political issues in the future as a
result of your participation in the group?
32.
What social or political issues do you feel passionate about? Why? What do you
do or will you do to address them?
33.
What social issues do you think affect the lives of your students? How can or will
you address these?
34.
What if any, should the roles of teachers be in terms of political involvement and
advocacy for students and their families/communities?
Understanding and Use of Critical Mathematics Education
35.
How would you describe teaching math for social justice or critical mathematics
education?
a. What are their strengths and weaknesses?
36.
Are these pedagogies something you want to incorporate into your classes?
Why/Why not?
37.
Are these pedagogies something that could be incorporated into your school’s
curriculum? Why do you think this?
38.
How do you think these pedagogies might impact students? Schools?
Communities? Society as a whole?
Critical Mathematics Activities
39.
What are your thoughts, both positive and negative, about the activities we
created?
40.
Given no constraints on you, what class or group of students do you think would
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most benefit from our activities? That is, with whom would you use this if you had no
barriers to implementation?
41.
How, if at all, do you see yourself implementing any of the critical mathematics
activities we did in your classes?
42.
What activities, whether created by us or not, do you think would be most useful
to use with students and why?
43.
What activities, whether created by us or not, do you think would be least useful
to use with students and why?
Other
44.
Is there anything else that you would like to add at this time? Questions?
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APPENDIX F: TEACHER DAILY DEBRIEFS FROM GINI COEFFICIENT
UNIT
1. What conceptual ideas did students develop today? How do you know?
2. What procedural skills did students develop today? How do you know?
3. What parts of today’s lesson were more student-centered or teacher-directed?
Why?
4. What changes did you make during class to your planned curriculum?
5. How did today’s lesson address/integrate the 3 C’s? How did you prioritize?
• Classical:
• Community:
• Critical:
6. How did today’s lesson offer opportunities to mathematize or humanize?
7. Describe specific examples of student engagement and/or resistance.
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APPENDIX G: SAMPLE ENTRY FROM RESEARCHER JOURNAL (09/17/2009)
Instructor Responsibilities:
Classical:
• Be comfortable with the content (mathematical, social, etc.).
• Be able to make connections and relate ideas.
Community:
• Know the students, their families, their communities, and their social context.
• Understand what issues are important to students.
Critical:
• Understand the role of structures in the classroom and in students’ lives.
• Be able to make connections across the 3 C’s.
Curricular Approaches:
1. Mathematical Content  Critical Theme (Osler)
• Start with content and identify appropriate activities
• Example: In order to teach about proportion and scales, have students compare
price of one B2 Bomber to the cost of a college education.
2. Critical Theme  Mathematical Content (Rico)
• Start with topic and incorporate math into lengthy investigation
• Example: In order to understand the mortgage crisis, have students learn about
interest rates, growth models, statistics, etc.
Types of Activities/Investigations
1. Develop Collaborative/Communicative Norms (Aug/Sept)
• Group Norms and Complex Instruction
o Essential to create environment where students cooperate, collaborate,
communicate, and validate each other’s knowledge, perspectives, and
experiences
o Students must be given time to think privately, talk in their groups, and
present to class.
• Discuss taboo topics in order to disrupt typical mathematical norms, access
students’ personal experiences, and identify/develop generative themes.
o Students will learn that these conversations are interesting, relevant, and
worthwhile to have.
• Examples: Videos (Unnatural Causes, A Class Divided, Payday Loans, local
videos, etc.), Where’s the Math?, conversations, etc.
2. Shared Experience (Sept/Oct/Nov)
• Whole class focused on same topic of investigation
o All students do the same work with the same answers
• Could be one-day activity or spread over several days
o Examples: Activities from Rethinking Mathematics (10 Chairs of
Inequality, Cookies, Driving While Black/Brown)
3. Disaggregated Project (Nov/Dec)
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Groups do their own investigation around a common topic/theme. Upon
completion, groups share work and findings with class. After all groups have
shared, students will have a more developed/nuanced understanding of the
common topic/theme. Students will therefore have more knowledgeable opinions
and will be able to make more informed decisions.
o Each group does own investigation with different work and different
answers
• Should be several days or weeks
o Examples: Racial Profiling, Displacement/Gentrification, Sneakers
Curriculum, etc.
4. Student-driven problem-posing (Dec or 2nd semester?)
• Focused around generative themes from student input, conversations, and
assignments
• Groups will use a range of mathematics to investigate their chosen topic/theme
• Will demand significant instructor facilitation and guidance
• Final products should be presented outside of class (Encuentro, conferences,
parents, teacher PD, etc.)
•
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Analytic
Comments

Highlights
(*)/ Clips

Overview of Class activities

Tape
Title
Clips to
Make

APPENDIX H: SAMPLE TAPE LOG (09/22/2009)
Tape Log: Video tape observation form
Dissertation – Arroyo High School
DISS 09.22.09-Tape
PFP Payday Loans
Clip Clip Name
Time Code Length Transcribe Spanish
#
of Clip
(Yes / No) (Yes/No)
1
Intro to
0:25-3:05
2min
Yes
No
payday loans
40sec
2
Discussion
36:38-49:41 13mins Yes
No
about payday
3sec
loans
Episode
Participants
(note time code, note small/large group)
1. [0:00-3:50] Natalí introduces Payday Loans.
Natalí, Lucero,
Students offer initial understandings. Natalí then
Carlos, Emma
introduces video.
2. [3:50-15:50] Payday Loans video
3.
4.

[15:50-18:30] Natalí leads discussion about payday
loans and State Proposition.
[18:30-49:41] Donovan goes through powerpoint
on payday loans. Natalí and Francisco help
facilitate whole class discussion about wages, cost
of living, math problems, and solutions.

Clip 1*

[0:25-3:05] Intro to payday loans

Clip 2*

[36:38-49:41] Discussion about payday loans

Natalí,
Francisco
Donovan,
Natalí,
Francisco,
Carlos, Lucero,
Clara, Mario,
Emma
CO,
CR
CO,
CR

Clip 3*
Codes: SP=Spanish, ID=Identity, ST=Strategies, MR=Multiple
Representations, FR=Friend as Resource; MB=Math Beliefs,
CO=Community, CR=Critical, CL=Classical, R=Race, IM=Immigration,
RE=Resistance
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APPENDIX I: LIST OF CODES AND DEFINITIONS (FROM
HYPERRESEARCH)
Code

3C-Classical
3CCommunity

3C-Critical
3Cs
Agency
Agency-Lack
DislikedBoring
DislikedConfusing
DislikedUnorganized
DislikedWish
Changed
EngageCollaborate
EngageComplete
EngageInteresting
EngageOther
EngageThoughtful

EngageUseful

Humanize
Learn-

Code Description
St makes reference to activity/class being traditional, same as
before. May describe activities or characteristics of traditional math
instruction
St references inclusion or integration about out-of-school knowledge
or interests
St makes reference to societal problem. Demonstrates critical
understanding or perspective. May reference difference of experience
compared to Classical. Might refer to making or supporting an
argument with math.
St makes direct reference to 3 Cs.
St expresses ability or interest in making change. Might refer to
sense of responsibility.
St expresses lack of ability or interest in making change
St refers to activity as boring, waste of time, irrelevant, not caring
St refers to activity as confusing, too hard
St describes activity or class as unorganized. May refer to
inconsistency. May include critiques of pedagogy.
St says they didn't like something about the activity or class, wish
something had been different; state what was missing or wrong,
might offer suggestion.
*Not necessarily Disliked if just offering possible change.
St describes engagement or says they were engaged due to
collaboration, discussion, learning from others
St describes engagement or says they were engaged because it was
expected, was on task, tried to complete/completed; discusses effort
and doing the work
St describes engagement or says they were engaged because they
were interested or found the task interesting, cared about the work
To capture other ways or reasons sts were engaged
*Add detail in annotation
St refers to thoughtful engagement in task; consideration of
expectations, context, content, etc. Might reference caring about
issue.
St describes engagement or says they were engaged because they
found activity useful; found lesson purposeful. Might refer to
relevance and importance in life.
*Might double code with Connect to Life and Math-Applied
Example of st humanizing math; talks about lived realities behind the
math. Reference to understanding where numbers came from.
Also include moments of interjecting personal opinions and
experiences into math. *Might overlap with Community
St discusses learning about context, phenomenon, situation, life, etc.
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Context

Learn-Math

Learn-Self

LikedCollaborate
LikedConnect to
Life
LikedInteresting

Liked-New

LikedUnderstand

Liked-Useful
MathAdvanced

MathApplied
Math-Basic
MathConcept
MathConfusing
Math-Doable
MathPrecalc
MathProcedure
Mathematize
ResistBoring
Resist-

St discusses learning math content. Could also express learning
about math's relevance to other things (CONNECTED TO LIFE,
APPLIED)
St demonstrates or discusses learning something new about
themselves. Could be about ability to make change (AGENCY) or
ability to do math, learning about self as math learner.
St says they liked activity/class because they got to work with
others, liked discussing things. Perhaps mention socializing (own
code?). Might mention "friendly environment". Refer to benefits of
collaborating, discussing, learning from others
St says they liked activity because it was connected/related to real
life or other things.
*Not always a Like code, but is used to capture references to relation
to everyday life. Overlaps with Math-Applied
St says they liked activity because it was interesting. Might mention
motivation
St says they liked activity because it was new, opened eyes, hadn't
thought about that before, made more aware. Maybe that it was
different from other experiences.
St says they liked activity because they understood it, what was
asked of them, how to get answer. Or that they liked gaining an
understanding of something. Might refer to liking the structure,
expectations.
St says they liked activity because it was useful; found lesson
purposeful. Might refer to relevance and importance in life.
*Might double code with Connect to Life and Math-Applied
St says activity involved Calculus or advanced math
St expresses that math activity was applied to context, world, etc.
That math is applicable to other contexts, subjects, life, or real
world. Could mention relevance for college. That math helps make
an argument.
St says activity involved math easier than precalculus
St describes mathematics concepts, with possible connection to
context
St discusses math content being confusing, too hard.
St expresses that math activity was doable, easy, or that they felt
they could do (capable). Or that mathematics in general is doable.
St says activity involved precalculus or describes relevant precalculus
content
St describes mathematical procedures, disconnected from concept or
context. Math as numbers, objective, facts, data.
Example of st mathematizing a phenomenon; talking about how
math helps understand or explain something
St demonstrates or describes resisting or not participating/engaging
task because they found it boring, waste of time, or irrelevant
St demonstrates or describes resisting or not participating/engaging
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Confusing
Resist-Open
Resist-Other
ResistPassive
Resist-Other
ResistUnfair

Valid-Age
Valid-Math
ValidPrecalc
Valid-School

task because they found it confusing or too difficult
Student demonstrates open resistance (i.e., challenges teacher,
causes disruption).
To capture other ways or reasons sts were resisting
*Add detail in annotation
Student demonstrates passive resistance (i.e., puts head down,
plays games, does other homework)
To capture other ways or reasons sts were resisting
*Add detail in annotation
St demonstrates or describes resisting or not participating because
task/situation was unfair
St talks about appropriateness/validity of activity for older, more
mature students. Might argue that younger students are not ready
for such activities.
St talks about appropriateness/validity of activity in math classes;
that it belongs or could imagine doing it in another math class
St talks about appropriateness/validity of activity in this class; that it
belongs in precalculus
St talks about appropriateness/validity of activity in school; that it
belongs in other classes
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APPENDIX J: DETAILED OVERVIEW OF LESSONS FOR LOCAL POVERTY
UNIT
Detailed Overview of Lessons for Local Poverty Unit
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
(2 days)

Introduce Critical Theory: Describe Paulo Freire, structuralism, authoritative vs. democratic
governance, banking vs. problem-posing education, and oppression.
Provide opportunities for students to offer and discuss examples of inequality in their lives:
Ask students in what ways school is oppressive.
Discuss institutional inequity at Arroyo and the district.
Community building: Students move in 2 concentric circles facing each other in order to hold
multiple conversations concerning two questions: 1) Can math be problem posing? 2) If so, what
problems would you address?
Discuss importance of communication, collaboration, collectivism, and independence.
Clarify banking vs. problem posing.
Discuss how math can help address problems: Brainstorm ideas to address in class.
Students share what they know about payday loans institutions, including personal experiences.
Discuss state proposition to expand payday loans and movement against it.
Video: Local production demonstrating impact of payday loans on community.
Create hypothetical budget for median income based on interest rates, wages, and cost of living.
Discuss function of payday loans, banks, informal loans, and other financial alternatives.
Brainstorm individual actions and systemic changes to address under/unemployment.
Review root causes of payday loans and poverty.
Understand budgets (state and local): Look at real data on state and local budgets, including
expenditures and revenues for local community.
Address three questions in groups: 1) What changes are needed to address root cause of poverty?
2) What changes to state budget would you make to fund changes in neighborhoods? 3) What is
your justification for these changes?
Students share their definitions for Critical and Community mathematics.
Discuss role of federal government in local poverty: Review federal budget, focusing on
expenses and infrastructure.
Discuss social security and insolvency.
Introduce federal revenue streams (e.g., taxes, bonds)
Groups identify specific interventions to poverty and questions to guide their investigation.
Identify ways to address local poverty: What is needed to decrease poverty in [local city]?
Talk in groups to identify 4 Critical math questions that can address the needs.
Identify what research is needed to answer those questions: What resources? Where look? What
math?
Group poster representing main intervention and math questions.
Groups share big ideas with class.
Research promising intervention to local poverty.
Groups spend entire class period in computer lab investigating their intervention and guiding
questions.
Research promising intervention to local poverty.
Groups spend entire class period in computer lab investigating their intervention and guiding
questions.
Discuss multiple possible interventions to local poverty. Defend argument.
Groups present their findings from their investigations.
Offer promising interventions and answers to their guiding questions.
Groups respond to questions and engage in whole class discussions about their intervention.
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APPENDIX K: POVERTY QUESTIONS POSTER ASSIGNMENT
Create a group poster that addresses the following questions:
What is the need?
Write 4 Critical Math questions that can address the needs.
How will you answer those questions?
What resources will you look at?
Where will you look?
What math strategies will you use?
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APPENDIX L: DETAILED OVERVIEW OF LESSONS FOR AIDS LAB
Detailed Overview of Lessons for AIDS Lab
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Introduce topic of spread of AIDS: Is it exponential?
Begin AIDS Lab: “Preparation”
Goal: Understand nature of exponential growth
“If you place a penny on the first square of a checkerboard, two pennies on the second square,
four on the third square, and eight on the fourth, and if you continue doubling the number of
pennies on each subsequent square, how many pennies are on just the last (64th) square?”
Complete table, identify patterns, graph data with smooth curve, and determine function.
Continue AIDS Lab
Graph data sets with smooth curves and predict future data.
Investigate AIDS in U.S. Women
Use calculators to compare graphs and execute regression analysis; determine functions.
Compare different bases and coefficients.
Discuss appropriate models for different intervals; create piecewise functions.
Complete AIDS Lab
Review regression and piecewise functions.
Introduce logistic growth.
Investigate AIDS in South Africa, effect of the end of Apartheid
Discuss effect of base and coefficient.
Lab Report assigned (typed)
Lab Reports due
Recap AIDS Lab
Whole class discussion to review exponential functions, limits of math models for real data,
piecewise functions, and logistic curves called life cycle curves.
Demonstration of Gapminder website with AIDS data, including countries representing class
members (U.S., South Africa, Kenya, Mexico, Guam, Trinidad, and Venezuela).
Discussion of using raw data vs. percentages, lack of old data
Predictions for 2010 data
Discussion about South Africa, effects of Apartheid, 1 in 5 people infected, lack of care
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APPENDIX M: AIDS LAB REPORT ASSIGNMENT
Write a report explaining to a student who's not taking your precalculus course why
Stephen Jay Gould could state (in the same article quoted in the lab preparation), "The
AIDS pandemic ... may rank with nuclear weaponry as the greatest danger of our era." In
your report, describe the nature of exponential growth and tell how the base of the
exponential function governs the growth of the function values. Place Gould's essay in
historical context by noting the year in which it was written and relating it to the
information conveyed by each of the four graphs. Then describe the limitations inherent
in an exponential model, referring to the data for the United States and for Los Angeles.
Give the complete function that you wrote to model the Los Angeles data. Finally,
discuss the alarming nature of the women's AIDS data and the statistics from South
Africa, noting their similarities and what they indicate about the stage of the epidemic in
these two population groups. Include graphs of the four sets of AIDS data and of the
three mathematical models.
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APPENDIX N: DETAILED OVERVIEW OF LESSONS FOR GINI
COEFFICIENT UNIT
Detailed Overview of Lessons for Gini Unit
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Mathematics Goals: Develop students’ understanding of the purpose and techniques for
determining the area under a curve.
Social Justice Goals: Introduce social categorization by income level and discuss living
conditions.
Use geometric deconstruction to calculate the area of different odd shapes (i.e., area of the
whole minus area of a section results in area of the remaining section; partitioning odd shapes
into smaller, more familiar shapes).
Calculate area under and between lines and curves by deconstructing areas into rectangles and
trapezoids.
Discuss social classification and status (i.e., determining jobs and median salaries for upper
class, upper middle class, lower middle class, working class, and working poor).
Introduce Gini Coefficient as a measure of the inequality of distribution of wealth.
Discuss graphs of income data, ultimately resulting in graphs representing cumulative percent
of income by population quintiles – the Lorenz Curve.
Use a graphic organizer to organize income data into quintiles and cumulative percents, graph
the Lorenz Curve, use trapezoids to calculate the area under the Lorenz Curve, and determine
the Gini Coefficient as a ratio between two areas on the graph.
Mathematics Goals: Assess conceptual understanding of Gini. Improve accuracy of
calculations through integration. Master calculation of Gini.
Social Justice Goals: Discuss fairness in Gini, historical trends, and social/political
interventions.
Group quiz to assess students’ conceptual understanding of the Gini Coefficient (Describe the
Lorenz Curve, describe the Gini Coefficient, and provide an example of using the Gini
Coefficient that is not related to income).
Compare the calculation of Gini by quintiles and deciles.
Discuss accuracy of integration with infinitely-approaching trapezoids.
Practice using graphing calculators to run a regression analysis on the data.
Discuss “fairness” of different Gini Coefficients.
Calculate Gini Coefficients for US income from different years from 1947 to 2006.
Discuss trends and historical moments that have effected income distribution.
Mathematics Goals: Interpret trends and make predictions for Gini.
Social Justice Goals: Discuss fairness of projected Gini, personal effect of Gini, possible
actions/interventions.
Complete final Gini assignment.
Write report addressing personal predictions for the 2020 Gini Coefficient. Include
mathematical arguments as well as personal opinions and expectations for the coming years.
Address the fairness of projected Gini Coefficient and how to personally affect US income
inequality.
Present reports to class and engage in conversations about predictions.
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APPENDIX O: GINI COEFFICIENT GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

GRAPHIC ORGANIZER FOR LORENZ CURVE
Directions: Use the data on this sheet to follow along with the PowerPoint lecture. When
you are through, you will have a Lorenz Curve. You will also calculate the Gini
Coefficient.
Step 1. You are given the following data for the small country of Antigua:
Akhil: $90,000
Iyame: $15,000
Ajamu: $70,000
Hassani: $200,000
Iwasee: $125,000
Use the table below for steps 2, 3, and 4.
Name

Income

Percent of Total

Cumulative %

Total =
Step 2. Arrange income in ascending order. Complete the Name and income columns.
Step 3. Compute the total income by summing the Income column.
Step 4. Find Percent of Total income. Divide each worker’s income by the total. Round
your answers. Place your answers in the “Percent of Total” column.
HINT: The first worker is Iyame with an income of $15,000.00. His Percent of Total is
3%.
Step 5. Calculate the Cumulative Percent of total.
HINT: For the second worker, the Cumulative Percent is 17%.
Step 6. Use the graph below to plot the workers’ share of income by quintile. Connecting
the data points results in the Lorenz Curve.
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Step 7. Calculate the area under the Lorenz Curve.
Calculate the five areas:
0-20% ………..… ________
20-40% ………… ________
40-60% ………… ________
60-80% ………… ________
80-100% ……….. ________
Total Area = ________
Step 8. Find the area of the right triangle under the line of perfect inequality. Now,
subtract the area under the Lorenz Curve from the area of the triangle to find the area of
the “sliver”.
Sliver = __________ - _________ = __________
Step 9. The Gini Coefficient is calculated as the ratio of the “sliver” (the area between the
line of perfect equality and the Lorenz Curve) to the area of the right triangle under the
line of perfect equality. Calculate the Gini Coefficient by dividing your answer to Step 8
by the area of the right triangle.
Gini = _______________/_________________ = __________
Step 10. Write your responses to the following questions on a separate sheet of paper:
What does a Gini Coefficient of .34 suggest about income equality?
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What does a Gini Coefficient of .70 suggest about income equality?
If income were perfectly distributed, what would be the slope of the Lorenz Curve?
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APPENDIX P: FINAL GINI PAPER ASSIGNMENT
Typed report, two pages.
Your report should include responses to these issues concerning distribution of income:
What will the US Gini Coefficient be in 2020? Why? Is this fair? Why or why not?
If you think income distribution is fair, what quintile will you be in 2020? How will you
get there?
What are some limitations of the Gini Coefficient?
If you do not think income distribution is fair, what can/will you do to change it?
Can all people become better off as the income distribution becomes more equal? Why or
why not?
Does income inequality exist?
What are some of the factors contributing to income inequality?
How can government change the distribution of income?
How does the US compare to other countries?
Explain your answer using the following 3 knowledge bases:
Classical math: Refer to previous Ginis and trends
Community: Trajectory of personal, family, and community
Critical: Possible policies
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